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ABSTRACT
NEW MODELS AND ALGORITHMS FOR BANDITS AND MARKETS
Kareem Amin
Michael Kearns
Inspired by advertising markets, we consider large-scale sequential decision making problems in which a learner must deploy an algorithm to behave optimally under uncertainty.
Although many of these problems can be modeled as contextual bandit problems, we argue
that the tools and techniques for analyzing bandit problems with large numbers of actions
and contexts can be greatly expanded. While convexity and metric-similarity assumptions
on the process generating rewards have yielded some algorithms in existing literature, certain types of assumptions that have been fruitful in offline supervised learning settings have
yet to even be considered. Notably missing, for example, is any kind of graphical model approach to assuming structured rewards, despite the success such assumptions have achieved
in inducing scalable learning and inference with high-dimensional distributions. Similarly,
we observe that there are countless tools for understanding the relationship between a choice
of model class in supervised learning, and the generalization error of the best fit from that
class, such as the celebrated VC-theory. However, an analogous notion of dimensionality,
which relates a generic structural assumption on rewards to regret rates in an online optimization problem, is not fully developed. The primary goal of this dissertation, therefore,
will be to fill out the space of models, algorithms, and assumptions used in sequential decision making problems. Toward this end, we will develop a theory for bandit problems with
structured rewards that permit a graphical model representation. We will give an efficient
algorithm for regret-minimization in such a setting, and along the way will develop a deeper
connection between online supervised learning and regret-minimization. This dissertation
will also introduce a complexity measure for generic structural assumptions on reward functions, which we call the Haystack Dimension. We will prove that the Haystack Dimension
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characterizes the optimal rates achievable up to log factors. Finally, we will describe more
application-oriented techniques for solving problems in advertising markets, which again
demonstrate how methods from traditional disciplines, such as statistical survival analysis,
can be leveraged to design novel algorithms for optimization in markets.
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CHAPTER 1 : Introduction
Internet advertising is a multibillion dollar industry, and often provides the most significant
source of revenue to companies providing other services on the Internet. Advertisers (seeking
to buy impressions), and advertising networks (seeking to sell impressions) often face the
task of solving large-scale strategic optimization problems with little human intervention.
Advertisers, for example, might participate in a sequence of repeated auctions in which they
bid for impressions, or opportunities to display their ad. By participating in these auctions,
an advertiser learns something about the market, or the preferences of other competing
parties. At the same time, the advertiser’s primary goal is to win impressions that are
valuable to it. How should the advertiser bid?
On the other side of the transaction, the advertising network must manage a large database
of advertisements, matching them to a continuously arriving inventory of impressions. After
this matching, the advertising network witnesses a reward, most often in the form of monetary revenue. How can the advertising network learn to efficiently allocate its inventory
and set prices for various impressions?
Inspired by such applications, this dissertation will describe new theoretical models and
techniques that address the goals of agents in these settings. The environments we consider
will always feature a decision-making agent whose goal is to optimize some objective reward
across time. Many of the results we describe will relate directly to the problem of online
learning from limited feedback (often times called “bandit” information). While such settings have had a long history of study, we will argue that many techniques that have been
greatly successful in more traditional offline or batch (usually supervised) learning settings,
have yet to even be considered in the case of such sequential decision making problems.
The primary goal of this dissertation, therefore, will be to fill out the space of models, algorithms, and assumptions used in online learning settings. We will be particularly interested
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in developing the online analogs of techniques which have been fruitful in offline settings.
Consider for example the ad-selection problem – deciding which ads to show to which users –
faced by an advertising network. As users arrive, the advertising network must sequentially
and irrevocably pick advertisements to display. Moreover, upon making a selection, the
advertising network observes only the reward associated with its selection, and does not
observe counterfactual information such as what reward would have been realized had a
different ad been selected. Immediately, one recognizes this as a good fit for study as a
mutli-armed bandit problem.
Realistically, however, the learner in this case is faced with a large set of possible actions
(a database of millions of ads), and a rich set of high-dimensional features that may be
predictive of the user’s behavior (describing, for example, the webpage being viewed by the
user). Thus, in tackling this problem, our desiderata must include scalability in both the
number of actions and the size of the aforementioned feature space (often called the context
space).
Much of the focus of machine learning is the development of various techniques to address
the so-called “cure of dimensionality.” Thus, we need not look far for inspiration from
offline methods. Indeed, as in much of machine learning, making a convexity assumption —
that rewards are convex functions of the selected actions (or well-approximated by such a
function) — yields efficient algorithms that are some version of gradient descent (Flaxman
et al., 2005; Dani et al., 2007; Abernethy et al., 2008). A separate line of literature assumes
that actions are embedded in some metric space, with nearby actions generating similar
rewards through a Lipschitz payoff function (Agrawal, 1995; Kleinberg, 2004; Kleinberg
et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2010; Slivkins, 2014). This is conceptually akin to the implicit
assumptions that make nearest-neighbor approaches appealing supervised methods. In each
of these cases, one can view the development of online methods as mirroring the types of
assumptions that have been leveraged for decades to derive supervised learning algorithms.
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Convexity and metric similarity assumptions are by far the most common tools that allow tractable solutions to large-scale bandit problems, and as previously discussed, are
satisfying in that they mirror standard offline assumptions. However, we now note that
conspicuously missing from the bandit literature is any kind of graphical model assumption
on the structure of payoffs.
Probabilistic graphical models are powerful tools allowing conditional independence assumptions about a distribution over d variables to be succinctly described, thereby reducing the
number of parameters required to fully specify such a distribution. Similarly, we might seek
a succinct specification of structural assumptions on how payoffs in a multi-armed bandit
problem are generated. Despite the success probabilistic graphical models have enjoyed
in inducing scalable inference and estimation with high-dimensional distributions, such an
assumption has notably not been transferred to the bandit literature.
Developing such a theory will be the focus of Chapters 2 and 3. In Chapter 2 we consider a
setting where the multi-armed bandit algorithm knows the coarse underlying graphical or
dependency structure of the payoff model, but not the actual parameters. Once again, this is
analogous to knowing the conditional independence assumptions specified by a probabilistic
graphical model, but not the parameters which ultimately specify distribution.
Along the way, we will see that the methods described in Chapter 2 in fact generalize, providing a deeper connection between supervised learning and bandit algorithms. In Chapter
3 we study this generalization, establishing a link between a specific supervised learning
model, KWIK learning (Li et al., 2011; Strehl and Littman, 2007; Walsh et al., 2009; Sayedi
et al., 2010; Li and Littman, 2010), and stochastic bandit problems in general. Specifically,
we will find that parametric assumptions that yield KWIK learning algorithms with 1/
√
and 1/2 rates imply efficient bandit algorithms with T and T 2/3 regret rates, respectively,
when the same parametric assumptions hold in the bandit setting. Thus one route toward
the discovery of efficient bandit algorithms is to solve the corresponding supervised learning
problem. These results, furthermore, encourage the discovery of KWIK algorithms, as they
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immediately yield new bandit algorithms, beyond being interesting in their own right.
In the preceding discussion we see a certain pattern unfolding. One starts with a set of
assumptions regarding the payoff model. In previous work, payoffs might be Lipschitz or
convex. In our case, we assume payoffs decompose according to a known graphical model
representation, or belong to a parametric class of functions which admits a solution via a
particular kind of supervised learning algorithm. From these assumptions, we can derive
tractable algorithms. A natural question to ask is therefore: more generally, what types of
assumptions suffice?
In supervised learning problems, one often begins by assuming a class of models, then
asking how well such models are able to generalize from data. Statistical learning theory
provides analytical techniques to address this very question, including the celebrated VC
theory (Vapnik and Chervonenkis, 1971). For classification, the VC-dimension of a particular class of models allows one to relate the test error for using that class to a purely
combinatorial property of the class – the largest set of points that can be shattered using a
member classifier.
Continuing with the theme of this dissertation, we seek the corresponding analytical tool for
sequential decision making problems. Namely, we would like a notion of complexity which
relates the regret rate that an optimal algorithm can achieve against a class of reward
models to combinatorial properties of the model class. The resulting notion, which we
call the Haystack Dimension (Chapter 4), depends on identifying a finite subset of reward
functions which are both difficult to identify and to maximize. Moreover, we show that
the rates specified by the Haystack Dimension are tight, therefore making the Haystack
Dimension the correct notion of complexity for stochastic bandit problems. More generally,
the Haystack Dimension can be applied to any setting where a decision maker must balance
gaining new information about the environment with attempts to succeed at its task.
In studying the bandit problem generally, the methods we describe are not specific to ad-
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selection, and can be applied to other settings such as clinical trials, or financial trading.
In the remaining chapters we switch our focus to results which are oriented to our initial
motivating application. Nevertheless, the goal will be the same: we seek to expand the type
of models used in decision making problems by drawing inspiration from classical methods.
For example, in Chapter 6, we study the problem faced by a strategic bidder in a repeated
second price auction with budget constraints. Such a model is inspired by keyword auctions,
where advertisers specify a budget to spend over a particular time period. We note that
the advertiser receives censored observations of the highest competing bid. If the advertiser fails to win the impression, it receives some information, namely that the competing
bid was at least as large as the submitted bid, but does not observe the competing bid
directly. Such censored observations are a central feature of statistical survival analysis.
When estimating the mortality of a given population, for example, surviving members of
the population provide censored observations: an individual’s time of death is at least as
large as their current age. Utilizing statistical estimation techniques for survival analysis,
namely the Kaplan-Meier estimator for censored data, we derive an algorithm with stateof-the-art empirical performance on real large-scale keyword auction data. We note that
censored observations are a key feature of other markets (Ganchev et al., 2010), and thus
importing such estimation techniques to sequential decision making problems is a rich area
for continuing research.
In each of the results we have described, whether we are introducing a class of assumptions
in the form of graphical models, or introducing an analytic characterization of complexity
akin the the VC-dimension, we illustrate the value of enriching the space of techniques
applied to sequential decision making problems. We now proceed to describe each of these
contributions in greater detail.

5

1.1. Chapter 2: Graphical Bandits and the Ad-Selection Problem
Returning to our motivating application, consider the optimization problem faced by a
typical advertising network. At a high level, the advertising network receives a stream of
impressions, and in an online manner, must take some action for each new impression. After
selecting an action, it receives a reward. This reward could be monetary, but could also correspond to optimizing click-through, pageviews, session-length, or some other performance
metric. One can think of actions as corresponding to a selection of advertisement. However,
in the case where an auction mechanism ultimately decides which specific ad is shown, the
choice of action might correspond to what types of advertisers participate in the auction.
As previously discussed, one natural way to model the problem faced by such a decisionmaker is by casting it as a multi-armed bandit problem with stochastic rewards. By assuming stochastic rewards, we implicitly take a macroscopic viewpoint on the market, and
assume that our choice of algorithm will not affect advertiser behavior. That is, we do not
attempt to model buyers as strategic agents who may react to our choice of strategy, as will
later consider in Chapter 5.
Multi-Armed bandits have a long history of study (Robbins, 1985; Lai and Robbins, 1985;
Auer et al., 2002, 2003; Audibert et al., 2010; Bubeck and Cesa-Bianchi, 2012) and are
sequential decision-making problems that capture the tension in learning between exploration (gaining new information about the environment) and exploitation (leveraging that
information to behave optimally). We are more specifically interested in contextual bandit
problems (Langford and Zhang, 2007), which incorporates state information, called context, during each round of decision-making. On each round, the learner is presented with
context, and after receiving this information takes some action. The learner then receives
feedback, some measure of loss or reward, characterizing the quality of its choice. The bandit setting is characterized by the fact that the learner only observes feedback associated
with its choice, and does not observe what would have occurred had a different action been
selected. As opposed to reinforcement learning models, the contexts (which are analogous
6

to states in reinforcement learning) are thought to arrive exogenously of the algorithm’s
decision-making.
Online advertising has long been a motivating application for the study of contextual bandits (Langford and Zhang, 2007; Pandey et al., 2007; Li et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2010).
Contexts correspond to features describing the impression, while actions correspond to a
selection of advertisement. Nevertheless, there is a significant hurdle to applying standard
bandit algorithms to this setting: the shear number of actions and contexts available to
the learner. An advertising network is faced with a database of millions of creatives that
it might elect to show. The space of contexts is similarly large, consisting, for example,
of all possible natural language queries in sponsored search advertising, or of all possible
feature values describing a webpage in display advertising. This explosion in the number of
contexts and actions make many standard algorithms computationally infeasible to implement, and furthermore lead to practically vacuous performance guarantees. In particular,
the cumulative regret of any algorithm for the standard K-armed bandit problem is lower
√
bounded by Ω( KT ) (Auer et al., 2003).
However, this limitation can be circumvented if the payoffs are presumed to be structured,
allowing some notion of similarity or generalization across actions. One of the most common assumptions is that actions are embedded in some metric space, with nearby actions
generating similar rewards through a Lipschitz payoff function. This type of setting has
been studied by Agrawal (1995); Kleinberg (2004); Kleinberg et al. (2008); Lu et al. (2010);
Slivkins (2014), among others. Another very common assumption is that rewards are convex functions of the action selected (or are well-approximated by such a function) (Flaxman
et al., 2005; Dani et al., 2007; Abernethy et al., 2008). As a special case, linear functions are
expressive enough to actions that correspond to combinatorial elements such as matchings
or paths in a graph Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi (2012).
We develop a theory for a different type of structural assumption distinct from those made in
the previously mentioned works. Our approach introduces a class of graphical models that
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permit both the space of actions and contexts to be large, yet succinctly specify the payoffs
for any pair of context and action. By analogy to probabilistic graphical models (Koller and
Friedman, 2009), where missing edges represent independence assumptions on the unknown
distribution, missing edges in our model limit the degree to which features corresponding
to actions (or contexts) can affect payoff.
Consider a simplified example from sponsored search, where we consider keywords related to purchasing airline tickets, and would like the maximize the probability that a
user accepts an advertised offer. Each search query specifies the value of two context
variables: the origin city xorigin , and the destination city xdest .

Offers are described

by three variables: an origin city aorigin , a destination city adest , and a rental car deal
adeal . We might assume that the expected payoff is given by an arbitrary function F (·) on
these five variables. However, a more natural assumption for this domain might be that
F (·) = f1 (xorigin , yorigin ) + f2 (xdest , ydest ) + f3 (xdest , adest , adeal ). In other words, f1 and f2
account for how well the queried cities match the advertised cities. Meanwhile, f3 captures
that how enticing the rental deal is, which might be a function of where the user wants to
go (xdest ), and the offer’s destination (adest ), but would not depend on the origin cities.
We show how these domain specific assumptions can be represented by a type of graphical
model, which we call the interaction graph. While the aim of a probabilistic graphical model
is to encode independence assumptions on some distribution, we seek to encode separability
assumptions in the payoff function F . Notice that in the above example, the functions {fi }
are allowed to be arbitrary, and are not known to the learner. Only the decomposition of F
into {fi } is known. This is analogous to assuming the structure of a probabilistic graphical
model, but not the specific conditional probability tables, or distribution parameters. We
also comment that since the {fi } are arbitrary, the payoff function F need not be convex
or smooth, which as previously discussed, are the prevailing assumptions that make large
scale bandits tractable.
Graphical representations have been successfully applied in the standard K-armed bandit
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problem in the works of Mannor and Shamir (2011); Alon et al. (2013). However, what is
called the observability graph in these works represents informational assumptions, rather
than assumptions about structured payoffs. Specifically, nodes in an observability graph
represent arms, and playing an arm a also directly reveals the payoffs of every arm connected
to a. The observability graph thus interpolates between a bandit setting (characterized by
the empty graph) and a full-information setting (characterized by the complete graph). We
note that this differs from our setting which is distinctly a bandit setting; the payoffs of
unplayed arms are never explicitly revealed. In our setting, any information gleaned about
unplayed arms is done so implicitly, by reasoning about the interaction graph.
Our main result is an algorithm that attains O(T 2/3 ) regret against the best policy mapping
contexts to actions. The running time of the algorithm is exponential in the tree-width of
the interaction graph. Thus, if F induces an interaction graph with tree-width bounded by
a constant, the algorithm runs in polynomial time. At a high level, the algorithm maintains
an estimate Fest of the payoff function. For a fixed context, computing the best action (using
the estimate Fest ) is related to existing dynamic programming algorithms for finding the
maximum a posteriori (MAP) assignment in a probabilistic graphical model. It will turn
out to be crucial for the algorithm to track point-wise which inputs to Fest provide reliable
estimates. For this, we will utilize a particular type of learner to implement Fest : a KWIK
linear regressor. KWIK stands for “Knows What It Knows,” and is a model of supervised
learning wherein the learner is required to be self-aware on which inputs it can make an
accurate prediction. This connection between large-scale bandits and KWIK learning can
in fact be made stronger, and is the subject of the next chapter.
The results contained in this chapter first appeared in Amin et al. (2012b) with collaboration
from Michael Kearns and Umar Syed.
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1.2. Chapter 3: Large Scale Bandits and KWIK Learning
Continuing our study of large-scale bandit problems, we establish a deeper connection between the bandit setting and KWIK learning, which proved essential for solving the graphical bandit problem. The KWIK “Knows What it Knows” framework was introduced
by Li et al. (2011) (Strehl and Littman, 2007; Walsh et al., 2009; Sayedi et al., 2010; Li
and Littman, 2010), and was designed to address efficient exploration in model-free reinforcement learning (see Li and Littman (2010) in particular).

Li, Littman, Walsh, and

Strehl (2011) suggest machine learning problems other than reinforcement learning, including bandit problems, could benefit from the perspective introduced by KWIK learning. In
this chapter, we confirm this conjecture. We show that the technique used to solve graphical bandit problems can be extended to a general reduction for bandit problems to KWIK
learning. Moreover, we show that supervised learning settings weaker than KWIK do not
suffice for a general reduction. In this sense, the reduction to KWIK learning is tight.
The reduction of Li and Littman (2010), holds for model-free reinforcement learning in
MDPs, which generalizes many types of stochastic bandit problems. The standard K-armed
bandit, for example, can be viewed as a simple MDP with K states. Thus, it’s important
to distinguish between their setting and ours. They reduce value-function approximation
in large-state, finite-action, MDPs to KWIK learning, while our result concerns large-state,
large-action, stochastic bandit problems. The most obvious distinction is that our result
allows for large, or even infinite, actions. More importantly, however, is that the reinforcement learning setting assumes the learner has agency over its next state. Since its next state
is in part a function of its choice of action, the reinforcement learning agent is faced with
the additional challenge of planning. The contextual bandit learner, on the other hand,
is excused from planning as it views its states as having been selected exogenously of its
actions (as is often the case in advertising, where impressions arrive independently of what
ads are delivered). However, it is faced with its own difficulty that it must be robust to
non-Markovian, worst-case, state sequences.
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The KWIK framework is a supervised learning model that forces that learner to track
the inputs on which it can make accurate predictions. In the KWIK learning protocol,
the learning problem is specified by some F : Z → Y, where Z is some input space and
Y ⊂ R, as well as accuracy parameters , δ > 0. The unknown f is assumed to belong to
some parametric function class FΘ = {Fθ : Z → R | θ ∈ Θ}. The learner encounters a
series of observations (possibly adaptively selected by an adversary) z (1) , z (2) , ..... For each
observation, the learner either predicts an output ŷ (t) or abstains by selecting ŷ (t) = ⊥.
When not abstaining, the prediction is required to be accurate, with |Fθ∗ (z (t) ) − ŷ (t) | < .
Otherwise, the learner has completely failed, where the probability of a failed run can be at
most δ. Only when abstaining from making a prediction does the learner receive feedback,
in the form of noisy estimates of Fθ∗ (z (t) ). We say FΘ is KWIK learnable if there exists
an algorithm for the above protocol that (1) runs in polynomial time, (2) abstains from
prediction on at most poly(−1 , δ −1 ) rounds.
A stochastic bandit problem is also instantiated by some function F : X × A → R mapping
a state x, and choice of action a to an expected reward R. As discussed in the previous
chapter, without structural assumptions on F , efficient no-regret is impossible. Thus, we
take F to belong to some parametric class FΘ = {Fθ : X × A → R | θ ∈ Θ}. In this chapter
we established that the large-scale parametric bandit problem can be efficiently reduced to
KWIK learning FΘ , (where Z = X × A).
The KWIK protocol can be understood as combining elements of PAC-learning Valiant
(1984) and the Mistake Bound (MB) model Littlestone (1988) (see Li et al. (2011)). Similar
to an MB algorithm, a KWIK algorithm makes a bounded number of mistakes, but must
announce on which rounds those mistakes could occur. Although a PAC algorithm need
only consider iid inputs, it can be thought as abstaining from labels during training, so that
it can make accurate predictions thereafter. Any KWIK algorithm can be converted to an
MB algorithm for the same function class, simply by making arbitrary predictions instead
of abstaining. Similarly, MB algorithms can be used to provide PAC algorithms (Blum,
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1994).
KWIK learnability is therefore a rather strong condition. One natural question is whether
other, weaker, notions of supervised learning suffice for a general reduction. Our second
main result in this chapter, addresses this question. We give a matching intractability result
showing that the demand for KWIK learnability is necessary, in that it cannot be replaced
with standard online no-regret supervised learning, or weaker models such as PAC learning,
while still implying a solution to the MAB problem. We show a general reduction based on
a weaker model would admit the inversion of cryptographic trapdoor functions. Thus our
reduction is thus tight with respect to the necessity of the KWIK learning assumption.
The results contained in this chapter first appeared in Abernethy et al. (2013) with collaboration from Jacob Abernethy, Moez Draief, and Michael Kearns.

1.3. Chapter 4: Large Scale Bandits : Lower Bounds on Regret
We next introduce a notion of complexity for large-scale parametric bandits, our object of
study in the previous two chapters. As previously mentioned, there is a great deal of prior
work on large-scale bandits that admit some structural assumptions. For example, in the
case where the learner is presented with an L-Lipschitz function, Kleinberg et al. (2008) give
an algorithm that attains sublinear regret. The rate at which their algorithm attains noregret, however, depends on a measure of complexity they call the zooming dimension. More
benign functions admit a smaller zooming dimension, and better rates. In this Chapter we
explore whether a notion of complexity can be derived for arbitrary classes F. Given an
instance of a parametric MAB problem, F, can we characterize the optimal regret rates for
that problem?
We consider the stochastic multi-armed bandit for a general parametric class F. For these
results, we limit our analysis to the non-contextual version of the problem, where payoffs
depend only on the choice of action; for some unknown F ⊆ {Fθ : A → R}, and the
learner observes noisy estimates of F (a(t) ) for each choice of action a(1) , ..., a(t) . Our main
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contribution is defining a measure of complexity of F that we call the haystack dimension
of F (denoted HD(F)). Intuitively, the haystack dimension captures the extent to which
maximizing a function via queries requires a search for a small number of items (needles)
amongst a much larger number of otherwise undifferentiated possibilities (a haystack). We
give upper and lower bounds on regret involving this quantity, that are nearly tight (within
log factors of each other). Compared to prior work, our results provide a complete analysis
for significantly more general function classes.
Our characterization holds for any finite-cardinality F (though the number of actions may
still be infinite), but we also describe a generalization to the case of infinite F via covering
techniques (where the tightness of the bounds depends on checking a certain technical condition). Our lower bound is also information theoretic, ignoring computational complexity.
In this sense, the haystack dimension can be seen as playing a role in the study of functional
MAB problems analogous to that played by quantities such as VC dimension (Vapnik and
Chervonenkis, 1971) and teaching dimension (Goldman and Kearns, 1995) in other learning
models, which also characterize sample or informational complexity, but not computational
complexity.
An interesting aspect of our methods is the connection drawn between MAB problems and
the problem of exact learning of functions from queries. We observe that functional MAB
problems implicitly embed the problem of finding a maximum of an unknown function
in F from only input-output queries (generalizations of membership queries), which may
or may not be much easier than exact learning. Hegedüs (1995) characterized the query
complexity of exact learning in terms of the extended teaching dimension of the function
class. For some restricted function classes the haystack dimension and extended teaching
dimension coincide, and in these cases our analysis approximately recovers the bounds
due to Hegedüs (1995), but with a significant advantage: our lower bound holds for all
randomized algorithms, while the earlier bound only applied to deterministic algorithms.
A variant of exact learning of functions has been considered under the name of generalized
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binary search. Nowak (2009) introduces a notion of dimensionality that is in some ways
similar to ours, but once again only addresses the difficultly of exact learning, and does
not address the maximization problem and its relationship to MAB. To our knowledge, the
only other work to introduce a measure of complexity for MAB problems parameterized
by some general function class is Russo and Van Roy (2013). However, their measure of
complexity is used only to give an upper bound for a Thompson sampling algorithm. The
eluder dimension does not appear to lead to a lower bound, and thus does not necessarily
characterize the complexity of any algorithm for the MAB problem on F.
The results contained in this chapter first appeared in Amin et al. (2011) with collaboration
from Michael Kearns and Umar Syed.

1.4. Chapter 5: Posted Price Auctions Against Strategic Buyers
Until now we have discussed settings where the reward of the decision-maker is a stochastic
function of it’s choice of action and the context in which that action is taken. In a liquid
market, this is usually a very reasonable assumption. For example, if there are many
advertisers interested in a single impression, no single advertiser’s behavior has a large
effect on the market, and we can take a macroscopic viewpoint where strategic behavior on
the part of advertisers in essentially ignored.
In this chapter we consider an important setting in which we can no longer take this viewpoint. Namely, if there are relatively few advertisers (the buyers) competing for a particular
type of impression, the advertising network (the seller) must take the buyers’ strategic considerations into account. In other words, the reward sequences received by the seller are
now tightly coupled with the underlying mechanism that is pricing impressions, as well as
the seller’s choice of algorithm.
The prevailing method for allocating advertising to impressions is the second-price auction.
Once the seller has determined which advertisers will participate in an auction, there are
several parameters which determine the details of the auction, and which might have large
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effects on revenue. One of the most basic choices in a second price auction is the selection of
reserve price (or floor price), a minimum asking price for the impression. If no advertiser’s
bid clears the reserve price, the impression remains unsold. Otherwise, the winner of the
auction pays the maximum of the second-highest bid and the reserve price.
Intuitively, the selection of reserve price becomes increasingly important as fewer advertisers
compete for an impression. In the extreme case where an impression attracts only a single
advertiser, for example, the ad networks revenue hinges entirely on it’s choice of reserve
price. This extreme case, in fact, happens rather frequently. One of the great advantages of
online advertising, compared to advertising in traditional media, is the presence of rich realtime information about the impression. This information is a boon to advertisers, allowing
them to bid on only those impressions that they value. However, such precise targeting
has the unfortunate side-effect that some impressions attract very few advertisers. Second
price auctions with a single bidder and reserve are equivalent to posted price auctions (the
reserve price is announced and the advertiser either accepts or rejects the offer by over- or
under-bidding the reserve). We therefore analyze the problem of maximizing an auctioneer’s
revenue in a repeated posted price auction.
Posted price auctions have a long history of study, including more recent literature motivated
by internet auctions (Bar-Yossef et al., 2002; Blum et al., 2003; Kleinberg and Leighton,
2003). Unlike in these previous works, which assume a monopolistic seller is faced with
a sequence of different buyers, we suppose that the same seller is repeatedly interacting
with the same buyer across multiple rounds. Since the buyer’s action on any particular
round might influence the prices offered on later rounds, the buyer might be incentivized
to conceal its true value in the hope for better prices in the future. Furthermore, and
perhaps unsurprisingly, there is empirical evidence suggesting that buyers do indeed behave
strategically when bidding in advertising auctions (Edelman and Ostrovsky, 2007).
Repeated posted price actions against the same strategic buyer have been considered in
the economics literature under the heading of behavior-based price discrimination (BBPD)
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by Hart and Tirole (1988); Schmidt (1993); Acquisti and Varian (2005); Fudenberg and
Villas-Boas (2006), and more recently by Devanur et al. (2014). Our setting differs from
BBPD in two key ways.
First, all these works imagine that the buyer’s type is drawn from some fixed publicly
available distribution. Assuming that the seller knows this distribution, but not the realized
buyer type, the appropriate solution concept in these works is identifying strategy profiles
that constitute perfect Bayesian equilibria. This assumption, that there is some known
distribution generating buyer types, has been common in the economics literature ever
since Myerson (1981). However, this introduces a philosophical question of how the seller
arrived at this distribution to begin with. Since the buyer is incentivized to hide its true
value to avoid a discriminating seller, it’s unclear why the seller would have ever had the
opportunity to learn a good estimate — indeed, the correct estimate — of this distribution.
In this sense, the BBPD approach takes for granted that some non-trivial learning has
occurred at the start of the game. We treat the learning problem directly by supposing
that the buyer’s value for the item on each round is drawn from some fixed distribution
that is unknown to the seller at the start of the game. Our goal is to attain the Myerson
optimal revenue (in the limit of the number of auctions) against a buyer who plays a best
response.
Secondly, we assume that the seller publicly commits to a pricing strategy to which the
buyer plays a best-response. This is in contrast to the solution concepts in the BBPD,
which depend highly on the seller’s lack of commitment to future prices (Fudenberg and
Villas-Boas, 2006). The motivation for our model comes from internet advertising where a
common complaint levied by buyers against dynamic floor pricing is the lack of transparency.
We seek a strategy which can be publicly announced, and to which the seller will truthfully
adhere, but that generates a large amount of revenue for the seller.
To understand the difference between these two settings, it’s illustrative to consider two
simple strategies. Consider a seller who wishes to set the Myerson optimal price on every
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round, and a buyer who wishes to behave truthfully (accepting prices iff they are above his
value). In our setting, this seller strategy is simply infeasible: the distribution is unknown to
the seller. In the BBPD literature, these two strategies do not constitute a perfect Bayesian
equilibrium. Should the seller reject the first offer, the buyer will no longer wish to play
his strategy in the resulting sub-game, but would prefer to set a lower price. This latter
issue does not arise in our setting, as the seller moves first and commits to a strategy for
the entire game.
We note that in many important real-world markets and particularly in online advertising
that sellers are far more willing to wait for revenue than buyers are willing to wait for
goods. For example, advertisers are often interested in showing ads to users who have
recently viewed their products online (this practice is called retargeting), and the value
of these user impressions decays rapidly over time. Or consider an advertising campaign
that is tied to a product launch. A user impression that is purchased long after the launch
(such as the release of a movie) is almost worthless. Our results are qualitatively similar to
those in BBPD (Fudenberg and Villas-Boas, 2006), and depend on this relationship between
buyer and seller discount factors.
If the seller is more patient than the buyer (i.e. is less severely discounted), we give an
algorithm that attains the Myerson optimal revenue in the limit. However, assuming that
the discount factors are the same, we show that achieving this goal is impossible. In
particular, the seller is best off playing an oblivious strategy that never attempts to learn
from past observations.
The results contained in this chapter first appeared in Amin et al. (2013) with collaboration
from Afshin Rostamizadeh and Umar Syed.

1.5. Chapter 6: Advertiser Budget Optimization in Keyword Auctions
Sponsored search advertising is one of the most common types of online advertising. A
search engine, whose users input textual strings indicating the content that they desire
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to see, responds with so-called organic results (which are not influenced by advertising
interests), as well as paid sponsored advertising relevant to the user’s query. Advertisers
interested in a particular keyword are automatically entered into a second-price auction
whenever a user searches for that keyword.
In this chapter, we take the perspective of an advertiser, seeking to maximize the value
received from running a keyword auction campaign. Typically, the advertiser will specify a
budget that it is willing to spend over a period of time: a single day, week, month, etc. The
advertiser therefore wishes to bid in a manner that maximizes the value of clicks attained
for the specified budget during such a period. When the period ends, the advertisers budget
is reset for the next period.
This budget optimization problem is closely related to the online knapsack optimization.
Consider the case of single-slot auctions, where only the highest bidder on each round
displays its advertisement. If one takes the perspective of a particular advertiser, then the
largest competing bid represents the rest of the market, and amount that the advertiser
would have to pay in order to win the impression. As observed by Borgs et al. (2007), and
later by Zhou et al. (2008), this is easily modeled as an instance of online knapsack: the
advertiser is presented with a sequence (vt , pt ) representing the value and the market price
(the largest bid among competing advertisers) of each impression. During a period, the
bidder must decide which impressions to acquire for its budget, and these decisions must be
made in an online fashion (on round t, decisions made before round t cannot be altered).
The online knapsack problem is known to be a hard problem. In particular, for any constant C > 1, there is no algorithm that attains a competitive ratio of C against the offline
omniscient algorithm (which knows the sequence in advance and computes the offline optimal) (Marchetti-Spaccamela and Vercellis, 1995). Nevertheless, Zhou et al. (2008) give an
algorithm which attains a non-trivial competitive ratio as long as the value-to-price ratio of
items are upper and lower bounded. They show a competitive ratio of ln(U/L) + 1, where
L <= vt /pt <= U , with a matching lower bound for any algorithm.
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The assumption of arbitrary sequences in these works, however, is quite strong. While
advertisers may bid strategically, the nature of the interaction between advertisers is not
zero-sum, and therefore an individual advertiser should not expect to be presented with a
“worst-case” sequence of competing bids. In fact, in a crowded market, the prices pt might
even begin to look stochastic from a macroeconomic perspective.
We will make precisely this assumption, that the competing bid pt is drawn from a fixed but
unknown probability distribution. We view this as analogous to classical models in finance,
where despite strategic behavior of traders at the individual level, models of macroscopic
price evolution that are stochastic (such as Brownian motion models) have been quite
effective in developing both models and algorithms. Indeed, our resulting algorithm is
similar in spirit to an algorithm of Ganchev et al. (2010). for executing trades in dark
pools, a type of limited-information security exchange.
The stochastic relaxation of the online knapsack problem has been previously considered,
by (Marchetti-Spaccamela and Vercellis, 1995), and later by Lueker (1995). Lueker (1995)
presents an efficient algorithm, the value of its solution differing 1 from the offline optimal
by Θ(ln T ) on a sequence of T items. Lueker’s algorithm, however, assumes that the distribution generating the knapsack items is known exactly (there is no learning component to
the problem).
This algorithm is applied by Zhou and Naroditskiy (2008) to the problem of keyword bidding by estimating statistics sufficient to run Lueker’s algorithm from observed data. This
approach, however, highlights a shortcoming in treating the problem of bidding in keyword
auctions as a straightforward online knapsack problem. In a keyword auction, the competing bid pt is not revealed to the advertiser at the beginning of the round (it is, after all, a
function of the private bids of all the advertiser’s competitors). Thus, the sequence (vt , pt )
1

In contrast to previous work, this is an asymptotic statement about regret, rather than competitive
ratio. Lueker’s model assumes that the knapsack’s capacity grows with the number of items. Under such
an assumption, the value of the optimal solution is Θ(T ), and Θ(log T ) regret implies competitive ratios
tending to 1.
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is not so simply observed, at least not directly. An advertiser instead receives censored
observations of pt . In particular, by bidding bt , an advertiser who fails to win an impression
only gains some information, that bt < pt .
The algorithms described in this work take advantage of the literature on censored learning,
as well as the assumption of stochastic competing prices, to give state-of-the-art empirical
performance on real keyword auction data acquired from Microsoft adCenter. Our performance on real data demonstrates the value of treating market prices stochastically. These
algorithms, GreedyProductLimit, and LuekerLearn (which uses Lueker’s stochastic knapsack algorithm as a subroutine), were later shown by Tran-Thanh et al. (2014) to be Hannan
√
consistent, with a regret rate of O( T ).
The results contained in this chapter first appeared in Amin et al. (2012a) with collaboration
from Michael Kearns, Peter Key and Anton Schwaighofer.
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CHAPTER 2 : Graphical Bandits and the Ad-Selection Problem
In this chapter, we introduce a rich class of graphical models for multi-armed bandit (MAB)
problems that permit both the state or context space and the action space to be very large,
yet succinctly specify the payoffs for any context-action pair. In our models there may be
many context state variables, whose values are chosen exogenously by Nature, as well as
many action variables, whose values must be chosen by a MAB algorithm. Only when all
context and action variables are assigned values is an overall payoff observed. Thus each
setting of the context variables yields a distinct but related bandit problem in which the
number of actions scales exponentially.
As discussed in the introduction, settings where the number of contexts and actions are both
large are becoming common in applied settings such as sponsored search, where the number
of possible user queries is effectively unbounded, and on many frequent queries the number of
possible ads to show may also be large. Similarly, in many problems in quantitative trading,
the number of ways one might break a trade up over multiple exchanges (the action space)
is large, but might also depend on many conditioning variables such as market volatility
(the context space). Recent lines of research have considered large parameterized context
spaces and large parameterized action spaces separately (see Related Work below); here we
are interested in models and algorithms for their simultaneous presence.
We consider a setting in which an MAB algorithm knows the coarse underlying graphical
or dependency structure of the model, but not the actual parameters. Our main result is
a no-regret algorithm for solving graphical MAB problems that is computationally efficient
for a wide class of natural graphical structures. By no-regret we mean that the total regret
of our algorithm is bounded by the number of parameters of the model, and thus is generally
greatly sublinear in the number of contexts and actions. Interestingly, the running time of
our algorithm depends only on properties of the substructure of the graphical model induced
by the action variables — the dependencies between context variables, or between context
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and action variables, may be arbitrarily complex. If the treewidth of the action subgraph
is constant, our algorithm runs in polynomial time.
The algorithm itself combines distributed dynamic programming — where the main challenge we face compared to standard such computations is the lack of any payoff until the
entire model is instantiated (no local observations) — with the fact that our models admit
linearization via a certain natural vector space of coefficients, which permits the application
of recent “Knows What It Knows” (KWIK) algorithms for noisy linear regression. At a high
level, for each context chosen by Nature, either our algorithm succeeds in choosing a rewardmaximizing action (an exploitation step), or it effectively discovers another basis vector in
a low-dimensional linear system determined by the graphical model (an exploration step).
The regret of the algorithm depends on the rank of this underlying vector space, which is
always bounded by the number of parameters but may be smaller. It is a feature of our
algorithm that no distributional assumptions are needed on the sequence of contexts chosen,
which may be arbitrary. However, in these case that a distribution is present, the effective
rank and thus our regret may be smaller still.

2.1. Related Work
Many authors have studied bandit problems where the number of states or contexts (each
of which indexes a separate but perhaps related bandit problem) is allowed to be large Auer
et al. (2003); Langford and Zhang (2007); Beygelzimer et al. (2011), while the number of
actions, or the size of the function class to which the payoff function belongs, are assumed
to be small (i.e. the sample and computational complexity of these algorithms are allowed
to depend linearly on either of these quantities). In contrast, our results will consider
both payoff function classes that are infinite, as well as context and action spaces that are
assumed to be very large and thus call for sublinear complexity.
As we will demonstrate in Section 2.5, the setting we consider can be thought of as a linearly
parameterized bandit problem. Such models associate each action x with a feature vector
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φ(x), and the payoff for taking that action is given by φ(x) · w, where w is an unknown
weight vector. The computational complexity of most existing algorithms is nevertheless
linear in the number of actions Abe et al. (2003); Auer (2002); Li et al. (2010). Furthermore,
rather than being specified explicitly, the linear space in which our parameterizations lie
are given by the underlying graphical or locality structure of the model.
As discussed in the introduction (c.f. Section 1.1), there are structural assumptions which
admit efficient algorithms when both action and context spaces are infinite. These include
convexity assumptions (Flaxman et al., 2005; Dani et al., 2007; Abernethy et al., 2008),
and metric similarity assumptions (Agrawal, 1995; Kleinberg, 2004; Kleinberg et al., 2008;
Lu et al., 2010; Slivkins, 2014). We view this work as introducing a key set of assumptions
missing from the literature: that dependencies between actions admit a certain graphical
representation.
While the results of these settings and ours are not directly comparable, as each permits
different rich classes of functions, we review the regret bounds that are ultimately attained.
The regret bounds given by both Slivkins (2014) and Lu et al. (2010) are O(T (1+d)/(2+d))
where d is some dimensionality constant dependent on the action and context spaces. In
contrast, we provide regret bounds that are Õ(T 2/3 ), and leave as an interesting open ques√
tion whether such a rate can be improved. Convexity assumptions yield better O( T )
bounds (Abernethy et al., 2008). However, we note that the algorithm which attains the
optimal rate is slightly involved, requiring a self-concordant barrier function for the comparator class of convex functions. In contrast, our algorithm is quite natural relying on
dynamic programming and noisy linear regression.

2.2. Preliminaries
We begin by assuming that both actions and contexts are represented by vectors of discrete
variables, and that there is an unknown function which maps assignments to these variables
to a payoff. The graphical assumption of our model will come when we assume how these
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variables interact.
Let F :

Q

i∈V

Xi → [0, 1] be the unknown expected payoff function, where each Xi is the

set of possible values for variable i ∈ V , with |Xi | ≥ 2. The set of variables is partitioned
into a subset A ⊆ V of action variables and a subset C ⊆ V (disjoint from A) of context
variables, with V = A ∪ C. Let m = maxi |Xi | and n = |V |.
For any subset of variables S ⊆ V , let xS ∈
variables S. For shorthand, we write XS =

Q

i∈S

Q

Xi denote a joint assignment of values to

i∈S

Xi to denote the set of all possible joint

assignments to variables S. When S = V , we typically drop the subscript and write x and
X instead of xV and XV , and call x a complete joint assignment. We also abbreviate x{i}
as xi , when referring the assignment of a single variable. If S = A we call xS a joint action,
and if S = C we call xS a joint context.
2.2.1. Learning Protocol
Learning in our model proceeds as a series of trials. On each trial, Nature determines the
current state or context, and our algorithm must choose values for the action variables in
order to complete the joint assignment. Only then is a reward obtained, which depends on
both the context and action.
In each round t = 1, . . . , T :
1. Nature chooses an arbitrary joint context assignment xtC , which is observed by the
learning algorithm.
2. The learning algorithm chooses a joint action assignment xtA .
3. The learning algorithm receives an independent random payoff f t ∈ [0, 1] with expectation F (xtA , xtC ).
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The regret after T rounds is
"
R(T ) , E

T
X
t=1

#
max F (xA , xtC )
x

−

A

F (xtA , xtC )

where the expectation is with respect to randomness in the payoffs and the algorithm.
Note that in the learning protocol above, Nature chooses the context assignments as an
arbitrary sequence; our main results hold for this rather strong setting. However, in Section
2.6.1, we also consider the special case in which each joint context xtC is drawn from a fixed
distribution D (which is also the assumption of much of the previous research on contextual
bandits), where better bounds may be obtained.
2.2.2. Assumption on Payoff Function
The main assumption that we leverage for our results is that, while F is unknown, we know
that certain sets of variables may interact with each other to affect the payoff, while other
sets may not. This is made precise in Assumption 2.1 below.
Assumption 2.1 (Payoff Decomposition). We are given a collection of variable subsets
P ⊆ 2V such that the unknown payoff function F has the form

F (x) =

X

fP (xP )

P ∈P

where each unknown function fP : XP → R is called a potential function.

We emphasize that the potential functions are unknown and arbitrary. What is known is
that F admits such a decomposition; more precisely, P is known.
Note that Assumption 2.1 is without loss of generality, since we can always take P = {V }
and fV = F . However, we are primarily interested in settings where F decomposes into
much simpler potential functions. If |P | ≤ k for all P ∈ P then we say the potential
functions are k-ary.
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Also note that Assumption 2.1 is very similar to the kinds of assumptions often made
for tractable approximate inference (such as in a Markov random field), where a complex
multivariate distribution is assumed to factorize into a product of several potential functions,
each of which depend on only a subset of the variables. We next elaborate on the graphtheoretic aspects of our model.
2.2.3. Interaction Graphs
In what follows, we will use structural properties of the expected payoff function F to bound
the regret and running time of our graphical bandit algorithm. In particular, our results
will depend on properties of the interaction graph G of the expected payoff function F .
Let G = (V, E) be a graph on variables V with edges E defined as follows: For any pair
of variables i, i0 ∈ V we have edge {i, i0 } ∈ E if and only if there exists P ∈ P such that
i, i0 ∈ P , where P was defined in Assumption 2.1. In other words, we join i and i0 by an
edge if and only if there is some potential function fP that depends jointly on the variables
i and i0 . The action subgraph GA = (A, EA ) is the subgraph of G containing only the action
variables A ⊆ V and the edges between them EA ⊆ E.
Note that the relationship between the interaction graph G and an expected payoff function
F is essentially analogous to the relationship between a graphical model and a distribution
whose independence structure it represents. The absence of an edge between two variables in a graphical model indicates that the variables are probabilistically independent
in the distribution, while the absence of an edge between two variables in an interaction
graph indicates that the two variables are separable in the expected payoff function. A
sparse graphical model leads to computationally tractable inference algorithms, and we will
shortly see that a sparse interaction graphs (more precisely, sparse action subgraphs) lead
to computationally tractable no-regret algorithms for a graphical bandit problem.
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2.3. Algorithm Overview
We present the details of our graphical bandit algorithm over the next three sections, and
give a high-level overview in this section. Our approach will be to divide the graphical
bandit problem into two subproblems — one essentially dealing with exploitation, and the
other with exploration — and then compose the solutions to those subproblems into a
no-regret algorithm.
In Section 2.4, we describe the BestAct algorithm, which, for any given joint context xC ,
computes an -optimal joint action xA . The BestAct algorithm assumes access to an -good
approximation F  (·, xC ) of the expected payoff F (·, xC ), and when computing xA for given
joint context xC the BestAct algorithm makes many calls to the oracle F  (·, xC ). Note that
BestAct cannot simply issue these queries to Nature instead, since it has no way of fixing
the joint context xC over several rounds. The running time of BestAct is polynomially
bounded if the treewidth of the action subgraph GA is constant. BestAct is related to
existing dynamic programming algorithms for finding the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
assignment in a graphical model, but unlike that setting must overcome the additional
challenge of receiving only global payoffs and no direct local observations or information.
In Section 2.5, we describe the PayEst algorithm, which approximately implements the
oracle required by BestAct. With high probability, whenever PayEst receives a complete
joint assignment (xA , xC ), either it outputs the value of F  (xA , xC ), or it outputs a special
symbol ⊥. PayEst is an instance of a “Knows What It Knows” (KWIK) algorithm Li et al.
(2011), and the number of times PayEst outputs ⊥ is polynomially-bounded if the potential
functions are all k-ary for a constant k. The bound is a consequence of the fact that F can
be written as a linear function, and each ⊥ output increments the dimension of a certain
linear subspace. Again, note that PayEst cannot be as simple as repeatedly playing the
complete joint assignment (xA , xC ) and averaging the observed payoffs, since our algorithm
can only specify the joint action xA in each round, and has no way of fixing the joint context
xC .
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In Section 2.6, we put BestAct and PayEst together to form GraphicalBandit, an algorithm for graphical bandit problems, which in each round t runs BestAct for the current
context xtC , and uses PayEst to approximately implement the oracle required by BestAct.
The main difficulty in integrating the two algorithms is that sometimes PayEst outputs ⊥
instead of the value of the oracle F  (·, xtC ). However, whenever this happens, BestAct will
provide feedback that causes PayEst to make measurable exploration progress, improving
its ability to provide accurate payoff estimates in subsequent rounds.

2.4. Best Action Subroutine
We will now describe BestAct, an algorithm that efficiently computes, for a given joint
context xC , an -optimal joint action xA satisfying F (xA , xC ) ≥ maxxA F (xA , xC ) − . The
BestAct algorithm uses dynamic programming applied to the action subgraph GA , and is
similar to standard dynamic programming algorithms, such as the Viterbi algorithm, for
computing the MAP assignment in a graphical model. Our setting is more challenging,
however. For one, we do not have access to the individual potential functions fP , but only
to the expected payoff function F (assuming no noise). Furthermore, we do not control the
context argument to F .
To illustrate these difficulties, suppose that the action subgraph GA is a tree, and that
we wish to run a standard dynamic programming algorithm which, fixing an assignment
for a variable’s parent, attempts to find the best assignment for the subtree rooted at that
variable, under a joint context xC . That algorithm would require several queries to F (·, xC ).
However, once the first observation is received, the next context is not guaranteed to be the
same, and the algorithm suffers regret for that round.
Furthermore, as we have previously remarked, any observation F (xA , xC ), does not give us
the values of the individual potentials fP (xP ). Thus, to compare two joint assignments to a
subtree in the algorithm sketched, we must be careful to fix the assignment to all variables
outside the subtree in question. This becomes even more delicate when GA is not a tree.
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In order to overcome these problems, we will assume oracle access to a function F  (·, xC )
for the given joint context xC that satisfies |F  (xA , xC )−F (xA , xC )| ≤  for all joint actions
xA . In Section 2.5 we describe the PayEst algorithm, which approximately implements this
oracle.
For ease of exposition, we only give a detailed algorithm and analysis for the case when
GA is acyclic, although we have a related algorithm that can be applied when GA is an
arbitrary graph. We state our results for arbitrary graphs at the end of this section, and
defer their details to Section 2.8.
Suppose that the action subgraph GA is a tree. (Note that this implies that each potential
function fP depends jointly on at most two variables). Let r be an arbitrarily chosen root
for GA . For any a ∈ A, let T (a) denote the vertices of the subtree rooted at a. Let ch(a)
denote the set of vertices which are children of a, and for a 6= r, let pa(a) denote the parent
of a. Also for a 6= r, let R(a) = A \ (T (a) ∪ {pa(a)}) be remaining vertices that are neither
pa(a) nor belong to T (a).
If S1 , . . . , Sk ∈ 2V are mutually disjoint subsets of variables such that S = S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sk , we
write a joint assignment xS as xS = (xS1 , . . . , xSk ).
For a 6= r, we would like to compute the best joint assignment to the variables of T (a), having fixed an assignment for pa(a). We will denote this best joint assignment by [a, xpa(a) ]∗ .
For any leaf a and assignment xpa(a) ,
[a, xpa(a) ]∗ = arg max F (xa , xpa(a) , x0R(a) , xC )
xa

where x0R(a) is a fixed, but arbitrary joint assignment to the vertices in R(a). For a fixed
choice of xpa(a) , [a, xpa(a) ]∗ is the same regardless of how x0R(a) is chosen since, by assumption,
P
we can write F (xa , xpa(a) , x0R(a) , xC ) = f{pa(a),a} (xpa(a) , xa , xC )+ e∈EA \{(p(a),a)} fe (xp , xC ),
where second term is a constant with respect to xa . If we had access to F (·, xC ), [a, xpa(a) ]∗
can be efficiently computed.
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In general, for a 6= r not necessarily a leaf node, and ch(a) = {a1 , ..., ad }, we can write:
x∗a,xpa(a) = arg max F (xa , [a1 , xa ]∗ , ..., [ad , xa ]∗ , xpa(a) , x0R(a) , xC )
xa

and
[a, xpa(a) ]∗ = (x∗a,xpa(a) , [a1 , x∗a,xpa(a) ]∗ , ..., [ad , x∗a,xpa(a) ]∗ )

This motivates an algorithm, wherein the values [a, xpa(a) ]∗ are computed for each a and
all choices xpa(a) . This can be done efficiently by taking a in postfix order (children before
parents).
However, we only have access to the approximate oracle F  (·, xC ). Therefore, we will instead
consider:



0
x∗,
a,xpa(a) = arg max F (xa , [a1 , xa ] , ..., [ad , xa ] , xpa(a) , xR(a) , xC )
xa

and
∗,

∗,

[a, xpa(a) ] = (x∗,
a,xpa(a) , [a1 , xa,xpa(a) ] , ..., [ad , xa,xpa(a) ] )

where each x0R(a) is selected arbitrarily. We now argue that the [a, xpa(a) ] values, computed using the function F  (·, xC ), are good values with respect to the true payoff function
F (·, xC ).
Theorem 2.1. For any action variable a ∈ A, and assignments xpa(a) , x0R(a) ,
F (xpa(a) , [a, xpa(a) ]∗ , x0R(a) , xC )
≤ F (xpa(a) , [a, xpa(a) ] , x0R(a) , xC ) + 2|T (a)|
Proof. Fix a choice of x0R(a) and xpa(a) . Let a be a leaf. We have that:
F ([a, xpa(a) ]∗ , xpa(a) , x0R(a) , xC ) − 
≤ F  ([a, xpa(a) ]∗ , xpa(a) , x0R(a) , xC )
≤ F  ([a, xpa(a) ] , xpa(a) , x0R(a) , xC )
≤ F ([a, xpa(a) ] , xpa(a) , x0R(a) , xC ) + 
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Rearranging establishes the inequality. Now suppose that the claim is true for each a0 ∈
ch(a) = {a1 , ..., ad } for some variable a and assignment xp(a) .
F ([a, xpa(a) ]∗ , xpa(a) , x0R(a) , xC ) = F (x∗a,pa(a) , [a1 , x∗a,pa(a) ]∗ , ..., [ad , x∗a,pa(a) ]∗ , xpa(a) , x0R(a) , xC )
≤ F (x∗a,pa(a) , [a1 , x∗a,pa(a) ] , ..., [ad , x∗a,pa(a) ] , xpa(a) , x0R(a) , xC ) + 2

d
X

|T (ai )|

i=1

where the inequality is by invoking the induction hypothesis for each [ai , x∗a,pa(a) ]∗ . Similar reasoning as the base case gives us that this last expression is less than or equal to
∗,
∗,


0
F (x∗,
a,pa(a) , [a1 , xa,pa(a) ] , ..., [ad , xa,pa(a) ] , xpa(a) , xR(a) , xC ) + 2|T (a)|, completing the proof.

Imagining a “super-root” r0 such that r0 = pa(r) and f{r0 ,r} ≡ 0, selecting a = r, and
selecting xr0 arbitrarily in Theorem 2.1, gives us an algorithm which will compute an 2|A|optimal joint action, given access to F  . We shall refer to this algorithm as BestAct.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose the action subgraph GA is a tree. Given access to oracle F  (·, xC ),
the BestAct algorithm computes a 2|A|-optimal joint action for joint context xC in O(m2 |EA |)
time.
Proof. Fix an arbitrary variable a. Given [ai , xpa(ai ) ] for each ai ∈ ch(a), [a, xpa(a) ] can be
computed in O(m) time by definition. Thus, computing [r, xr0 ] can be done in O(m2 |A|)
time.

Notice that any acyclic forest GA can be handled by running the tree algorithm on each
connected component. Suppose now that the action subgraph GA is arbitrary, but admits
a tree decomposition T = (A, E) where S ∈ A is a subset of A. Let w = maxS∈A |S|, the
treewidth of GA .
Theorem 2.3. Let T = (A, E) be a tree decomposition of action subgraph GA with treewidth
w. Given access to oracle F  (·, xC ), the BestAct algorithm can be generalized to compute
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a 2|A|-optimal joint action for joint context xC in O(m2w |E|) time.
Proof. The approach used when GA is a tree can be generalized to run on the tree decomposition of an arbitrary action subgraph. Details are given in Section 2.8.

Note that in order for the generalized version of BestAct to be computationally efficient,
natural but nontrivial restrictions on the action subgraph GA are required (namely, small
treewidth). It can be shown that some restrictions are inevitable. For example, the energy
F of a 3-D Ising model from statistical physics can be phrased as the sum of binary potential
functions. However, even if the behavior of each potential function fP is known (i.e. there
is no implicit learning problem), and there are no contexts, it is still NP-hard to select the
action (i.e. spins on the variables of the Ising graph) maximizing the energy function F
Barahona (1982).

2.5. Payoff Estimator Subroutine
In this section we present the PayEst algorithm, which approximately implements the good oracle F  (xA , xC ) required by the BestAct algorithm described in Section 2.4. Before
presenting PayEst, we give in Section 2.5.1 a precise definition of the problem that it is
designed to solve. In Section 2.5.2 we give a simple solution for the special case where the
observed payoffs are deterministic, which suffices to convey the main ideas of our approach.
The solution to the general problem is given in Section 2.5.3, which will be an instance of
a “Knows What It Knows” (KWIK) algorithm Li et al. (2011).
2.5.1. Problem Statement
Let us review the details of how the BestAct algorithm uses its oracle. On several time steps1
s = 1, . . . , S BestAct specifies a complete joint assignment xs = (xsA , xsC ) and requests the
value F  (xs ) from the oracle. Ideally, we would like PayEst to unerringly supply these
values to BestAct. However, since the true payoff function F is unknown, this will be
1

These time steps are not the rounds of the bandit problem; BestAct may call the oracle several times
per round of the bandit problem.
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impossible in general. Instead, PayEst will be designed for the following learning protocol:
On each time step s the algorithm must either output the value fˆs = F  (xs ) or output a
special symbol ⊥ and be allowed to observe an independent random variable f s with mean
F (xs ). As we shall see in Section 2.6 when we integrate the two algorithms, BestAct and
PayEst can be integrated in a way that respects this protocol and also bounds the number
of times that PayEst outputs ⊥.
2.5.2. Deterministic Payoffs Setting
Let us first consider the special case where each payoff f s is in fact deterministic; that is,
PayEst always observes F (xs ) directly. We give a simple algorithm for PayEst that is based
on the idea that Assumption 2.1 allows us to express the payoff function F in a compact
linearized form. We now proceed to describe this linearization, and then give the algorithm.
For convenience, let N =

P

P ∈P

Q

i∈P

|Xi |, and define the payoff vector f ∈ RN as follows:

Divide the N components of f into |P| blocks, where each block corresponds to a potential
function fP . Within the block for potential function fP , let there be one component `
Q
corresponding to each of the i∈P |Xi | possible joint assignments xP , and set the `th
component of f equal to fP (xP ).
For any complete joint assignment x, let v(x) ∈ {0, 1}N be a binary coefficient vector
defined as follows: If ` is the component of f corresponding to potential function fP and
joint assignment x0P then the `th component of v(x) equals 1 if and only if xP = x0P .
For an illustration of a payoff vector and coefficient vector, consider an expected payoff
function F that depends on three variables and decomposes into two potential functions.
Let F (x1 , x2 , x3 ) = f{1,2} (x1 , x2 ) + f{2,3} (x2 , x3 ), and suppose that the first potential adds
its inputs, while the second potential multiplies them, i.e., f{1,2} (x1 , x2 ) = x1 + x2 and
f{2,3} (x2 , x3 ) = x2 x3 . If each variable xi takes its values from the set {a, b}, then the payoff

vector for the function F can be written f = a + a, a + b, b + a, b + b, aa, ab, ba, bb and the
coefficient vector corresponding to, say, the complete joint assignment x = (x1 , x2 , x3 ) =
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(a, b, a) is v(x) = 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 . Most importantly, note that in general, the definitions
of f and v(x), together with Assumption 2.1, imply that the expected payoff function has
the linear form F (x) = f · v(x).
Now a very natural PayEst algorithm presents itself: On each time step s, if there exists
P
s0
a linear combination α1 , . . . , αs−1 such that v(xs ) = s−1
s0 =1 αs0 v(x ) — in other words, if
v(xs ) is in the linear span of previous coefficient vectors — then output the estimate fˆs =
Ps−1
s0
s0 =1 αs0 f , and otherwise output ⊥. Clearly, because the expected payoff function F (x)
is a linear function of the coefficient vector v(x) and the observed payoffs are deterministic,
we have fˆs = F (xs ) for all s. Also, since each coefficient vector is in RN , and there is
no set of linearly independent vectors in RN containing more than N vectors, the number
of observation time steps is at most N . Importantly, we can upper bound N in terms of
properties of the interaction graph G. Recall that m = maxi |Xi | and n = |V |, and suppose
P
Q
that each potential function P ∈ P is k-ary. We have N = P ∈P i∈P |Xi | ≤ |P|mk ≤
 k
n
k
k m ≤ (mn) . Thus, if we regard k as a constant, the number of observation time steps
is upper bounded by a polynomial.
In fact, we can further exploit the structure of the interaction graph G to give a more
Q
refined upper bound than N . Let M = i∈V |Xi |, and define the coefficient matrix M ∈
{0, 1}N ×M as follows: For each of the M possible complete joint assignments x, the matrix
M contains one column that equals the coefficient vector v(x). Since there is no set of
linearly independent columns of M containing more than rank(M) vectors, the number of
observation time steps is at most rank(M), which is at most N , but potentially much less
than N . In Section 2.7, we give another result bounding rank(M) in terms of properties of
the interaction graph G.
2.5.3. Probabilistic Payoffs Setting
We now return to the general setting, so that each f s is no longer deterministic, but an
independent random variable with expected value F (xs ). Thanks to the linearized repre-
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sentation of the expected payoff function F described in the previous section, we can use
a KWIK linear regression algorithm Strehl and Littman (2007) to implement PayEst. On
each time step s = 1, . . . , S such an algorithm observes a feature vector φ s and does exactly
one of the following: (1) outputs prediction ŷ s , or (2) outputs ⊥ and observes independent
random variable y s ∈ [0, 1] with expected value w · φ s , where the weights w are unknown.
In our case, ŷ s and y s are the predicted and observed payoffs fˆs and f s , the feature vector
φ s is the coefficient vector v(xs ), and the unknown weight vector w is the payoff vector f .
There are several existing algorithms for KWIK linear regression. For example, CesaBianchi et al. (2009) describe an algorithm for which the number of observation time steps

S
) , where d is the dimension of the subspace containing
is upper bounded by O d2 log( δ
the feature vectors. In our case, we have d = rank(M), where M is the coefficient matrix.
For concreteness, we will henceforth use this algorithm for PayEst.

2.6. Graphical Bandit Algorithm
In this section, we compose the algorithms from the previous two sections to form the
GraphicalBandit algorithm, which is described in detail in Algorithm 1. In each round t,
GraphicalBandit runs BestAct on the current joint context xtC , and whenever BestAct
asks the oracle for the value of F  (xA , xtC ) for some joint action xA , this request is passed
on to PayEst as the coefficient vector v(xA , xtC ). If PayEst never returns ⊥ for a given
run of BestAct, then by the analysis in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, BestAct will return an optimal joint action xA for joint context xtC , which is then played in round t. However, if
PayEst returns ⊥ in response to some complete joint assignment (xA , xtC ), then BestAct is
terminated immediately, the joint action xA is played in round t, and the observed payoff f t
is returned to PayEst. Since PayEst is a KWIK linear regression algorithm, this feedback
is required in order to bound the number of times that PayEst outputs ⊥.
Theorem 2.4. Let d = rank(M) be the rank of the coefficient matrix, and let T = (A, E)
be the tree decomposition of the action subgraph GA with treewidth w. The regret R(T ) of

GraphicalBandit after T rounds is at most R(T ) ≤ O dw
log(T m|E|/δ) + 2|A|T + δT
2
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Algorithm 1 GraphicalBandit
1: Given: Subroutine PayEst, subroutine BestAct, parameters , δ.
2: Initialize PayEst with parameters , δ.
3: for each time step t = 1, . . . , T do
4:
Run BestAct on observed joint context xtC .
5:
while BestAct is running do
6:
if BestAct asks for value of F  (xA , xtC ) then
7:
Input coeff. vector v(xA , xtC ) to PayEst.
8:
if PayEst returns ⊥ then
9:
Play joint action xA , observe payoff f t .
10:
Return f t to PayEst.
11:
Terminate BestAct early.
12:
else if PayEst returns fˆ then
13:
Return fˆ to BestAct.
14:
end if
15:
end if
16:
end while
17:
if BestAct was not terminated early then
18:
Play joint action xA returned by BestAct.
19:
end if
20: end for
and the computational complexity of each round is O(m2w |E|).

Proof. The per round computational complexity follows from Theorem 2.3.
Since PayEst is the KWIK linear regression algorithm from Cesa-Bianchi et al. (2009), we
have that with probability 1 − δ, every prediction fˆ has error at most , and ⊥ is returned

S
) times, where S is the number of times BestAct calls PayEst.
at most K ≤ O d2 log( δ
Since BestAct call PayEst at most O(m2w |E|) times per round, we have S ≤ O(T m2w |E|).
In the probability δ event that PayEst fails to meet its guarantee, we may suffer maximum
regret on all T rounds. Otherwise, we are guaranteed that BestAct completes successfully
on all but K rounds, and on the remaining rounds, by Theorem 2.3, a 2|A|-optimal joint
action is selected.
Thus, R(T ) ≤ K + 2|A|T + δT ≤ O

wd
2

log(T m|E|/δ) + 2|A|T + δT



If we tune  and δ appropriately in terms of the number of rounds T , we obtain the following
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no-regret bound.
Corollary 2.1. If GraphicalBandit is run with parameters  = δ =

O dw|A|T 2/3 log(T m|E|) .

1
T 1/3

then R(T ) ≤

2.6.1. Distributional Assumptions
So far we have considered a setting in which contexts are chosen arbitrarily, and our regret
bound in Theorem 2.4 depends on d = rank(M). This is because, in the worst-case,
each coefficient vector v(xA , xC ) observed by PayEst will be linearly independent of all
previously observed coefficient vectors. However, note that if the joint contexts are drawn
from a distribution, then such a worst-case sequence may no longer be likely. Let D be an
unknown context distribution on the joint contexts xC .
Fix a set X0C ⊆ XC , and let M(¬X0C ) be the coefficient matrix restricted to joint contexts in
XC \ X0C . In other words, the columns of M(¬X0C ) are exactly {v(xC , xA ) | xA ∈ XA , xC ∈
XC \ X0C }. We can provide an alternate regret bound for the same algorithm by conceding
full regret on rounds in which a context is chosen from X0C , and considering the algorithm’s
performance only on the remaining rounds. This gives us


R(T ) ≤ T PxC ∼D (xC ∈ X0C ) + O rank(M(¬X0C ))w|A|T 2/3 log(T m|E|)
Thus if D places a large amount of its mass on joint contexts that generate a coefficient
matrix with low rank, the bound above may be significantly better than our general bound.
Note we can optimize this bound for rare contexts under the distribution D by minimizing
this quantity over sets of joint contexts X0C .

2.7. Rank and Graph Structure
Let MF be the coefficient matrix corresponding to a payoff function F , and GF = (V, E)
be its interaction graph. In this section, we observe that we can use structural properties
of GF to prove statements about rank(MF ), and therefore the regret of our algorithm.
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Consider a payoff function F that is the sum of binary potential functions (i.e., k-ary with
k = 2). In Section 2.5 we argued that rank(M) = O(|V |2 ). In this section we will argue
that rank(M) = Ω(|V |).
Theorem 2.5. For any F with binary potentials, rank(MF ) = Ω(|V |).
Proof. Suppose that the largest matching in GF contains at least |V |/4 edges. Since each
potential function is binary, each edge in GF represents a potential function in the decomposition of F , and so there is a subset S ⊆ P of size at least |V |/4 such that all potentials
P ∈ S are pairwise disjoint, and every P ⊆ V . Let Y = ∪P ∈S P be the set of nodes that
participate in this matching.
For each such P = {a, a0 } ∈ S, fix an arbitrary “default” assignment x0P for the nodes {a, a0 }.
Let P − , Y \P , and furthermore, let x0P − be the assignment in which all variables in P − are
set to their default assignments. For each P = {a, a0 } ∈ S, also let X̂P = (Xa × Xa0 ) \ {x0P }
be all possible assignments of P that are not the default assignment. Finally, let x0V \Y be
an arbitrary joint assignment for the remaining variables.
For each P ∈ S, and each each x̂P ∈ X̂P , consider the complete joint assignments of the
form complete(x̂P ) = (x̂P , x0P − , x0V \Y ). It’s not hard to see that the coefficient vectors
corresponding these assignments are all linearly independent, since v(complete(x̂P )) is the
only such coefficient vector that places a 1 in the component corresponding to the potential fP and joint assignment x̂P . Thus, MF contains at least |V |/4 linearly independent
columns, one for each of these complete assignments.
If the largest matching of GF does not contain at least |V |/4 edges, then it contains at
most |V |/2 nodes. Thus B , V \ Y contains at least |A|/2 nodes. There cannot be an edge
between two nodes in B, otherwise there would have been a larger matching. Thus for any
a ∈ B, and P ∈ P with a ∈ P , we have P ∩ B = {a}. Since GF is an interaction graph,
there must be at least one such P for each a, call it Pa . As in the previous case, we can
construct a linearly independent set of at least |V |/2 coefficient vectors by fixing all vertices
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to “default” values, considering each possible assignment of each variable a ∈ B, and finally
considering the component of the coefficient vector corresponding to Pa and the particular
assignment of a.
Example 2.1. There exists a class of functions F such that MF has close to full rank for
every F ∈ F. In other words, rank(MF ) = Ω(N ), where MF ∈ {0, 1}N ×M and M > N .
Proof. Let Fn consist of functions F which are the sum of unary potentials, so F =
Pn
n
i=1 fi (xi ). Let X = X1 × ... × Xn where each Xi = {0, 1}. M = 2 , while N = 2n.
Let xi be the joint assignment with xii = 1 and xji = 0 for all j 6= i. It’s clear that {v(xij )}j
are linearly independent, establishing the claim.
Example 2.2. Any function F that does not decompose (i.e. with P = {V }), has MF
Q
equal to the identity matrix of size |X|, and thus has rank(MF ) = i∈V |Xi |.

2.8. Extension to General Graphs
We prove a ‘noise-free’ version of Theorem 3.
Theorem 2.6. Let T = (A, E) be a tree decomposition of action subgraph GA with treewidth
w. Given access to oracle F (·, xC ), the BestAct algorithm can be generalized to compute
an optimal joint action for joint context xC in O(m2w |E|) time.
As we explained in the case of trees, if we replace the oracle F with an -good oracle F  , we
compute a 2|A|-optimal joint action. This is because the  noise ‘accumulates’, as shown
in the proof of Theorem 1. However, carrying the  noise through the proof given below
is extremely cumbersome, and obscures the main ideas, so we only give a noise-free proof.
To understand how the proof below can be extended to handle an -good oracle F  , see
Theorem 1.
The generalization of BestAct that computes the optimal joint action in Theorem 3 is
described in Algorithm 2 below. Before discussing the details of the algorithm, we present
several key definitions and lemmas.
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By the definition of tree decomposition, each node S ∈ A is a subset of action variables A,
and E is a collection of edges over A that form a tree. We also know that T must satisfy
the following properties:
1. Node covering: For every action variable a ∈ A there exists a decomposition node
S ∈ A such that a ∈ S.
2. Edge covering: For every edge {a, a0 } ∈ E there exists a decomposition node S ∈ A
such that a, a0 ∈ S.
3. Running intersection: If there exists an action variable a ∈ A and decomposition
nodes S 0 , S 00 ∈ A such that a ∈ S 0 and a ∈ S 00 then for every S ∈ A along the path
between S 0 and S 00 in tree T we have a ∈ S.
Root the tree T at an arbitrary decomposition node, and for any decomposition node S ∈ A
S
define T (S) to be the subtree of T rooted at S. Also, define in(S) , S 0 ∈T (S) S 0 \ S to be
all the action variables contained in the decomposition nodes of subtree T (S), except for
S
0
those contained in S. Finally, define out(S) , S 0 ∈T
/ (S) S \ S to be all the action variables
contained in decomposition nodes not in subtree T (S), except for those contained in S.
Importantly, we chose the preceding definitions so that we can partition the set of action
variables A in a convenient way, described in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.1. For any decomposition node S ∈ A we have2

A = S t in(S) t out(S)

Proof. The node covering property of tree decompositions implies that A = S ∪ in(S) ∪
out(S). By definition, S is disjoint from in(S) and out(S), so it remains to show that in(S)
and out(S) are disjoint. Suppose for contradiction that there exists an action variable a ∈ A
such that a ∈ in(S) and a ∈ out(S). Then there must exist S 0 ∈ T (S) and S 00 ∈
/ T (S) such
2

Here and in the rest of this section, t denotes disjoint union. In other words, X = Y t Z is an assertion
that X = Y ∪ Z and Y ∩ Z = ∅.
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that a ∈ S 0 and a ∈ S 00 . Clearly, S is on the path in tree T from S 0 to S 00 , and therefore
by the running intersection property of tree decompositions a ∈ S. But then by definition
a∈
/ out(S) and a ∈
/ in(S), a contradiction.

Recall that V = A t C. Therefore, by Assumption 1 and Lemma 2.1, for any decomposition
node S ∈ A we can write the payoff function F as

F (x) = F (xS , xin(S) , xout(S) , xC ) =

X

fP (xS∩P , xin(S)∩P , xout(S)∩P , xC∩P ).

P ∈P

The last expression can be simplified. The next lemma proves that, for any decomposition
node S, there are two distinct categories of potential functions: those that depend on xin(S) ,
and those that depend on xout(S) .
Lemma 2.2. For any decomposition node S ∈ A there exist collections of variables subsets
Pin , Pout ∈ 2V such that P = Pin t Pout , where P is the collection of variable subsets from
Assumption 2.1, and

F (x) =

X

fP (xS∩P , xin(S)∩P , xC∩P ) +

P ∈Pin

X

fP (xS∩P , xout(S)∩P , xC∩P ).

P ∈Pout

Proof. It suffices to show that there is no subset of variables P ∈ P such that P ∩ in(S) 6= ∅
and P ∩out(S) 6= ∅. Suppose for contradiction that such a subset P ∈ P exists. This implies
that there exists action variables a, a0 ∈ A such that a ∈ in(S), a0 ∈ out(S) and a, a0 ∈ P .
Since a, a0 ∈ P , by our construction of graph G = (A, E) we must have {a, a0 } ∈ E. By
the edge covering property of tree decompositions, there exists a tree decomposition node
S 0 ∈ T such that a, a0 ∈ S 0 . Clearly S 0 ∈ T (S) or S 0 ∈
/ T (S). The former case implies that
either a0 ∈ S or a0 ∈ in(S), and since a0 ∈ out(S), this contradicts the disjointness property
given in Lemma 2.1. The latter case implies that either a ∈ S or a ∈ out(S), and since
a ∈ in(S), this also contradicts the disjointness property given in Lemma 2.1.

We are now ready to present BestAct, an efficient algorithm for computing the best joint
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action x∗A = arg maxxA F (xA , xC ) for a given joint context xC . Here is an informal description of BestAct: The algorithm processes the nodes of tree decomposition T one at a time,
starting at the leaves and ending at the root. For each decomposition node S ∈ A and joint
action xS , the algorithm computes best(S, xS ), which is the best assignment of values to
action variables in(S) when action variables S have values xS and context variables C have
values xC . Importantly, by Lemma 2.2, best(S, xS ) does not depend on the assignment of
values to action variables out(S). The value of best(S, xS ) is computed inductively: letting
S1 , . . . , Sk be the children of S, the algorithm computes best(S, xS ) using previously computed values best(S1 , x0S1 ), . . . , best(Sk , x0Sk ). After the algorithm reaches the root R of the
tree decomposition, it computes the best joint action x∗A using the values best(R, xR ).
When reading BestAct, and also the remainder of this section, it will be helpful to keep in
mind that S = (S ∩ S 0 ) t (S \ S 0 ) for any sets S, S 0 .
Algorithm 2 BestAct for arbitrary action subgraphs
1: Given: Joint context xC , oracle access to F (·, xC ), tree decomposition T = (A, E) of
action subgraph GA .
2: for each node S ∈ A in postfix order (i.e., children before parents) do
3:
if S is a leaf then
4:
best(S, xS ) ← () for each joint action xS ; continue.
5:
end if
6:
for each joint action xS do
7:
Let S1 , . . . , Sk be the children of S.
8:
for each child Si of S do 


9:
x∗Si \S ← arg maxx0
F xSi ∩S , x0Si \S , best Si , xSi ∩S , x0Si \S , x0out(Si ) , xC
Si \S

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

where joint action x0out(Si ) can be chosen arbitrarily.
end for



best(S, xS ) ← x∗S1 \S , best S1 , xS1 ∩S , x∗S1 \S , . . . , x∗Sk \S , best Sk , xSk ∩S , x∗Sk \S
end for
end for
Let R ∈ A be root of decomposition T .
x∗R ← arg maxx0R F (x0R , best(R, x0R ), xC ). return x∗A ← (x∗R , best(R, x∗R )).

Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 3, we prove a few more helpful lemmas. The
next lemma gives a useful partition of in(S).
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Lemma 2.3. For any decomposition node S ∈ A with children S1 , . . . , Sk ∈ A

in(S) = (S1 \ S) t in(S1 ) t · · · t (Sk \ S) t in(Sk )

Proof. For shorthand let Z =

Sk

i=1 (Si

\ S) ∪ in(Si ). First we prove in(S) ⊆ Z, then

in(S) ⊇ Z, and finally that all pairs of sets of disjoint.
To show that in(S) ⊆ Z, consider an action variable a ∈ in(S). By definition there exists
S 0 ∈ T (S) such that a ∈ S 0 and a ∈
/ S. Therefore S 0 ∈ T (Si ) for some i = 1, . . . , k. If
S 0 = Si then clearly a ∈ (Si \ S). Otherwise if a ∈
/ Si then a ∈ in(Si ). Thus in(S) ⊆ Z.
To show that in(S) ⊇ Z, consider an action variable a ∈ Z. By definition there exists
i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that a ∈ (Si \ S) or a ∈ in(Si ). The former case directly implies
a ∈ in(S). The latter case implies that there exists S 0 ∈ T (Si ) such that a ∈ S 0 . Now
suppose for contradiction that a ∈ S. Since Si is on the path from S and S 0 we have a ∈ Si .
But this contradicts the fact that a ∈ in(Si ). Therefore a ∈
/ S, which implies a ∈ in(S).
Now we prove that all pairs of sets are disjoint. There are three types of pairs of sets: (Si \S)
and in(Sj ); (Si \ S) and (Sj \ S); in(Si ) and in(Sj ). We consider only the first case, since
the proofs for the other two cases are similar. Suppose, for contradiction, that there exists
an action variable a ∈ A such that a ∈ (Si \ S) and a ∈ in(Sj ) for some i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Therefore a ∈ Si and there exists S 0 ∈ T (Sj ) such that a ∈ S 0 . Since S is on the path
between Si and S 0 , by the running intersection property we have a ∈ S, a contradiction.
The next lemma proves the key property of the values best(S, xS ) that are computed in
BestAct.
Lemma 2.4. If BestAct is run on joint context xC then after the outermost loop of the
algorithm terminates we have for all decomposition nodes S ∈ A and all joint actions xS
best(S, xS ) ∈ arg max
F (xS , x0in(S) , x0out(S) , xC )
0
xin(S)
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for any joint action x0out(S) .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of the tree decomposition T .
For the base case, S is a leaf of T . The lemma clearly holds in this case, since by definition
in(S) = ∅ and by line 4 of BestAct we have best(S, xS ) = () for all joint actions xS .
Now suppose S is not a leaf of T . Fix joint action xS . Let S1 , . . . , Sk be the children of S,
and suppose for induction that the lemma holds for each child Si . We wish to show
best(S, xS ) ∈ arg max
F (xS , x0in(S) , x0out(S) , xC )
0

(2.1)

xin(S)

for any joint action x0out(S) . By line 12 of BestAct we have



best(S, xS ) = x∗S1 \S , best S1 , xS1 ∩S , x∗S1 \S , . . . , x∗Sk \S , best Sk , xSk ∩S , x∗Sk \S
(2.2)
where x∗Si \S for i = 1, . . . , k is defined in line 9 of BestAct as


 0
0
0
,
x
x∗Si \S ∈ arg max
F
x
,
x
,
best
S
,
x
,
x
,
x
i
Si ∩S
Si ∩S
C
Si \S
Si \S
out(Si )
0

(2.3)

xS

i \S

for some arbitrary joint action x0out(Si ) . By Lemma 2.3 we have
in(S) = (S1 \ S) t in(S1 ) t · · · t (Sk \ S) t in(Sk ).

(2.4)

Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.4) together imply that to show Eq. (2.1) it suffices to show





x∗S1 \S , best S1 , xS1 ∩S , x∗S1 \S , . . . , x∗Sk \S , best Sk , xSk ∩S , x∗Sk \S
∈ arg

x0S

1

F (xS , x0S1 \S , x0in(S1 ) , . . . , x0Sk \S , x0in(Sk ) , x0out(S) , xC ) (2.5)

max 0

,...,xS
\S

k \S

x0in(S ) ,...,x0in(S
1

k)
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for any joint action x0out(S) . Note that


out(Si ) = A \ in(Si ) t Si = A \ in(Si ) t (Si ∩ S) t (Si \ S)

for i = 1, . . . , k, which follows from Lemma 2.1 and the fact that Si = (Si ∩ S) t (Si \ S).
Thus to show Eq. (2.5) it suffices to show for i = 1, . . . , k


x∗Si \S , best Si , xSi ∩S , x∗Si \S



∈ arg max
F xSi ∩S , x0Si \S , x0in(Si ) , x0out(Si ) , xC
0



(2.6)

xS

i \S

x0in(S

i)

for any joint action x0out(Si ) . The inductive hypothesis implies that for i = 1, . . . , k and all
joint actions x0Si \S


F xSi ∩S , x0Si \S , x0in(Si ) , x0out(Si ) , xC
best Si , xSi ∩S , x0Si \S ∈ arg max
0
xin(S

i)

for any joint action x0out(Si ) . Thus to show Eq. (2.6) it suffices to show for i = 1, . . . , k
 0

0
0
x∗Si \S ∈ arg max
F
x
,
x
,
best
S
,
x
,
x
,
x
,
x
i
S
∩S
S
∩S
C
i
i
S
\S
S
\S
out(S
)
i
i
i
0

(2.7)

xS

i \S

for any joint action x0out(Si ) . By the definition of x∗Si \S in Eq. (2.3) we have that Eq. (2.7)
holds for at least one joint action x0out(Si ) . Together with Lemma 2.2 this implies that
Eq. (2.7) holds for any joint action x0out(Si ) .
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. We first claim that the joint action x∗A returned by BestAct satisfies
x∗A = arg max F (xA , xC )
xA

Let R be the root of the tree decomposition T . By definition out(R) = ∅, and thus by
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Lemma 2.1 we have A = R t in(R). Therefore

max F (xA , xC ) =
xA

max F (xR , xin(R) , xC ) = max F (xR , best(R, xR ), xC )

xR ,xin(R)

xR

where the second equality follows from Lemma 2.4. By inspecting lines 15-17 of BestAct,
the claim is proved.
Next, we claim that the running time of BestAct is O(m2w |E|). By inspection, we see that
the order of BestAct’s running time is determined by the time it spends in its innermost
nested loop. Each iteration of the innermost loop corresponds to a different triple (S, xS , Si ),
where S and Si are decomposition nodes connected by an edge in tree T , and xS is a joint
action. There are |E| edges, and for any decomposition node S the number of joint actions
xS is at most mw . Thus the innermost loop executes at most mw |E| times. The body of
the innermost loop consists solely of a maximization over all joint actions xSi \S ; there are
at most mw such joint actions, yielding a total running time of m2w |E|.
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CHAPTER 3 : Large Scale Bandits and KWIK Learning
Continuing our examination of multi-armed bandit problems in which both the state and
action spaces are very large, we study a more general model of similarity structure in the
payoff function. In the previous chapter we were able to solve the graphical bandit problem
by evoking a KWIK learning algorithm on a linearized form of the payoff function. We now
observe that the connection between KWIK learning and the MAB problem in fact runs
deeper.
Our main contribution is a new algorithm and reduction showing a strong connection between large-scale MAB problems and the Knows What It Knows or KWIK model of supervised learning Li et al. (2011); Li and Littman (2010); Sayedi et al. (2010); Strehl and
Littman (2007); Walsh et al. (2009). KWIK learning is an online model of learning a class
of functions that is strictly more demanding than standard no-regret online learning, in
that the learning algorithm must either make an accurate prediction on each trial or output
“don’t know”. The performance of a KWIK algorithm is measured by the number of such
don’t-know trials.
Our first results essentially show that the large-scale MAB problem given by a parametric
class of payoff functions can be efficiently reduced to the supervised KWIK learning of the
same class. Armed with existing algorithms for KWIK learning, such as for noisy linear
regression Strehl and Littman (2007); Walsh et al. (2009), we thus obtain new algorithms
for large-scale MAB problems. We also give a matching intractability result showing that
the demand for KWIK learnability is necessary, in that it cannot be replaced with standard
online no-regret supervised learning, or weaker models such as PAC learning, while still
implying solution to the MAB problem. In this sense our reduction is tight with respect to
its assumption of KWIK learning.
We then consider an alternative model in which the action space remains large, but in
which only a subset is available to the algorithm at any time, and this subset is growing
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with time. This even better models settings such as sponsored search, where the space of
possible ads is very large, but at any moment the search engine can only display those ads
that have actually been placed by advertisers. We again show that such MAB problems
can be reduced to KWIK learning, provided the arrival rate of new actions is sublinear in
the number of trials. We also give information-theoretic impossibility results showing that
this reduction is tight, in that weakening its assumptions no longer implies solution to the
MAB problem. We conclude with a brief experimental illustration of this arriving-action
model.
The KWIK framework was designed to address model-free reinforcement learning in largestate finite-action MDPs (see Li and Littman (2010) in particular). Li, Littman, Walsh,
and Strehl (2011) suggest that other machine learning problems, including bandit problems,
could benefit from the perspective introduced by KWIK learning. We confirm this conjecture, and in more detail, demonstrate that 1/ and 1/2 bounds for KWIK algorithms auto√
matically imply regret rates of T and T 2/3 for MAB problems. These results demonstrate
the importance of studying the KWIK model, not just because it is an interesting model
in its own right, but for the purpose of understanding sequential decision-making problems
more generally. Finally, we comment that our results also fall into the line of research
showing reductions and relationships between bandit-style learning problems and traditional supervised learning models Langford and Zhang (2007); Beygelzimer et al. (2011);
Beygelzimer and Langford (2009).

3.1. Large-Scale Multi-Armed Bandits (MAB)
The Setting.

We consider a sequential decision problem in which a learner, on each

round t, is presented with a state xt , chosen by Nature from a large state space X . The
learner responds by choosing an action at from a large action space A. We assume that
the learner’s (noisy) payoff is fθ (xt , at ) + η t , where η t is i.i.d. with E[η t ] = 0. The function
fθ is unknown to the learner, but is chosen from a (parameterized) family of functions
FΘ = {fθ : X × A → R+ | θ ∈ Θ} that is known to the learner. We assume that every
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fθ ∈ FΘ returns values bounded in [0, 1]. In general we make no assumptions on the
sequence of states xt , stochastic or otherwise. An instance of such a MAB problem is fully
specified by (X , A, FΘ ).
We will informally use the term “large-scale MAB problem” to indicate that both |X | and
|A| are large or infinite, and that we seek algorithms whose resource requirements are greatly
sublinear or independent of both. This is in contrast to works in which either only |X | was
assumed to be large Langford and Zhang (2007); Beygelzimer et al. (2011) (which we shall
term “large-state”; it is also commonly called contextual bandits in the literature), or only
|A| is large Kleinberg et al. (2008) (which we shall term “large-action”). We now define our
notion of regret, which permits arbitrary sequences of states.
Definition 3.1. An algorithm for the large-scale MAB problem (X , A, FΘ ) is said to have
no regret if, for any fθ ∈ FΘ and any sequence x1 , x2 , . . . xT ∈ X , the algorithm’s action
sequence a1 , a2 , . . . aT ∈ A satisfies RA (T )/T → 0 as T → ∞, where we define R(T ) ,
hP
i
T
t , at ) − f (xt , at ) .
t
max
f
(x
E
θ
θ
a∗ ∈A
∗
t=1
We shall be particularly interested in algorithms for which we can in fact provide fast rates
of convergence to no regret.
Example: Pairwise Interaction Models.

We introduce a running example we shall use

to illustrate our assumptions and results; other examples are discussed later. Let states x
and actions a both be (bounded norm) d-dimensional vectors of reals. Let θ be a (bounded)
P
d2 -dimensional parameter vector, and let fθ (x, a) = 1≤i,j≤d θi,j xi aj ; we then define FΘ to
be the class of all such models fθ . In such models, the payoffs are determined by pairwise
interactions between the variables, and both the sign and magnitude of the contribution
of xi aj is determined by the parameter θi,j . For example, imagine an application in which
each state x represents demographic and behavioral features of an individual web user, and
each action a encodes properties of an advertisement that could be presented to the user.
A zipcode feature in x indicating the user lives in an affluent neighborhood and a language
feature in a indicating that the ad is for a premium housecleaning service might have a large
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positive coefficient, while the same zipcode feature might have a large negative coefficient
with a feature in a indicating that the service is not yet offered in the user’s city.

3.2. Assumptions: KWIK Learnability and Fixed-State Optimization
We next articulate the two assumptions we shall require on the class FΘ in order to obtain
resource-efficient no-regret MAB algorithms. The first is KWIK learnabilty of FΘ , a strong
notion of supervised learning, introduced by Li et al. in 2008 Li et al. (2008, 2011). The
second is the ability to find an approximately optimal action for a fixed state. Either one of
these conditions in isolation is clearly insufficient for solving the large-scale MAB problem:
KWIK learning of FΘ has no notion of choosing actions, but instead assumes input-output
pairs hx, ai, fθ (x, a) are simply given; whereas the ability to optimize actions for fixed
states is of no obvious value in our changing-state MAB model. We will show, however,
that together these two assumptions can exactly compensate for each other’s deficiencies
and be combined to solve the large-scale MAB problem.
3.2.1. KWIK Learning
In the KWIK learning protocol Li et al. (2008), we assume we have an input space Z and
an output space Y ⊂ R. The learning problem is specified by a function f : Z → Y, drawn
from a specified function class F. The set Z can generally be arbitrary but, looking ahead,
our reduction from a large-scale MAB problem (X , A, FΘ ) to a KWIK problem will set the
function class as F = FΘ and the input space as Z = X × A, the joint state and action
spaces.
The learner is presented with a sequence of observations z1 , z2 , . . . ∈ Z and, immediately
after observing zt , is asked to make a prediction of the value f (zt ), but is allowed to predict
the value ⊥ meaning “don’t know”. Specifically:
1:

Nature selects f ∈ F

2:

for t = 1, 2, 3, . . . do

3:

Nature selects zt ∈ Z and presents to learner
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4:

Learner predicts y t ∈ Y ∪ {⊥}

5:

if y t =⊥ then

6:

Learner observes value f (zt ) + η t ,

7:

where η t is a bounded 0-mean noise term

8:
9:

else if y t 6=⊥ and |y t − f (zt )| >  then
FAIL and exit

10:

end if

11:

// Continue if y t is -accurate

12:

end for

Thus in KWIK model the learner may confess ignorance on any trial. Upon a report of
“don’t know”, where y t =⊥, the learner is given feedback, receiving a noisy estimate of
f (zt ). However, if the learner chooses to make a prediction of f (zt ), no feedback is received
1,

and this prediction must be -accurate, or else the learner fails entirely. In the KWIK

model the aim is to make only a bounded number of ⊥ predictions, and thus make -accurate
predictions on almost every trial.
Definition 3.2. Let the error parameter be  > 0 and the failure parameter be δ > 0.
Then F is said to be KWIK-learnable with don’t-know bound B = B(, δ) if there exists
an algorithm such that for any sequence z1 , z2 , z3 , . . . ∈ Z, the sequence of predictions
P
t
y 1 , y 2 , . . . ∈ Y ∪ {⊥} satisfies ∞
t=1 1[y = ⊥] ≤ B, and the probability of FAIL is at most
δ. Any class F is said to be efficiently KWIK-learnable if there exists an algorithm that
satisfies the above condition and on every round runs in time poly(−1 , δ −1 ).
Example Revisited: Pairwise Interactions. We show that KWIK learnability holds
P
here. Recalling that fθ (x, a) = 1≤i,j≤d θi,j xi aj , we can linearize the model by viewing the
KWIK inputs as having d2 components zi,j = xi aj , with coefficients θi,j , and the KWIK
learnability of FΘ simply reduces to KWIK noisy linear regression, which has an efficient
algorithm Li et al. (2011); Strehl and Littman (2007); Walsh et al. (2009).
1

This aspect of KWIK learning is crucial for our reduction.
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3.2.2. Fixed-State Optimization
We next describe the aforementioned fixed-state optimization problem for FΘ . Assume
we have a fixed function fθ ∈ FΘ , a fixed state x ∈ X , and some  > 0. Then an algorithm shall be referred to as a fixed-state optimization algorithm for FΘ if the algorithm
makes a series of (action) queries a1 , a2 , . . . ∈ A, and in response to ai receives approximate feedback y i satisfying |y i − fθ (x, ai )| ≤ ; and then outputs a final action â ∈ A
satisfying arg maxa∈A {fθ (x, a)} − fθ (x, â) ≤ . In other words, for any fixed state x, given
access only to (approximate) input-output queries to fθ (x, ·), the algorithm quickly finds
an (approximately) optimal action under fθ and x. It is not hard to show that if we define
FΘ (X , ·) = {fθ (x, ·) : θ ∈ Θ, x ∈ X } — which defines a class of large-action MAB problems
induced by the class FΘ of large-scale MAB problems, each one corresponding to a fixed
state — then the assumption of fixed-state optimization for FΘ is in fact equivalent to having a no-regret algorithm for FΘ (X , ·). In this sense, the reduction we will provide shortly
can be viewed as showing that KWIK learnability bridges the gap between the large-scale
problem FΘ and its induced large-action problem FΘ (X , ·).
Example Revisited: Pairwise Interactions. We show that fixed-state optimization
holds here.

For any fixed state x we wish to approximately maximize the output of
P
fθ (x, a) = i,j θi,j xi aj from approximate queries. Since x is fixed, we can view the coP
efficient on aj as τj = i θi,j xi . While there is no hope of distinguishing θ and x, there
is no need to: querying on the jth standard basis vector returns (an approximation to)
the value of τj . After doing so for each dimension j, we can output whichever basis vector
yielded the highest payoff.

3.3. A Reduction of MAB to KWIK
We now give a reduction and algorithm showing that the assumptions of both KWIKlearnability and fixed-state optimization of FΘ suffice to obtain an efficient no-regret algorithm for the MAB problem for FΘ . The high-level idea of the algorithm is as follows. Upon
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receiving the state xt , we attempt to simulate the assumed fixed-state optimization algorithm FixedStateOpt on fθ (xt , ·). Unfortunately, we do not have the required oracle access
to fθ (xt , ·), due to the fact that the state changes with each action that we take. Therefore,
we will instead make use of the assumed KWIK learning algorithm as a surrogate. So long as
KWIK never outputs ⊥, the optimization subroutine terminates with an approximate optimizer for fθ (xt , ·). If KWIK returns ⊥ sometime during the simulation of FixedStateOpt, we
halt that optimization but increase the don’t-know count of KWIK, which can only happen
finitely often. The precise algorithm follows.
Algorithm 3 KWIKBandit: MAB Reduction to KWIK + FixedStateOpt
1: Initialize KWIK to learn unknown fθ ∈ FΘ .
2: for t = 1, 2, . . . do
receive
3:
xt ←−−−− MAB
set
4:
i ←−
−0
set
5:
feedbackflag ←−
− FALSE
6:
Init FixedStateOptt to optimize fθ (xt , ·)
set
7:
while i ←−
− i + 1 do
query
8:
ati ←−−− FixedStateOptt
9:
if FixedStateOptt terminates then
set t
10:
at ←−
− ai
11:
break while
12:
end if
input
13:
zt = (xt , ati ) −−−→ KWIK
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

output

ŷit ←−−−− KWIK
if ŷit =⊥ then
set t
at ←−
− ai
set
feedbackflag ←−
− TRUE
break while
else
feedback
ŷit −−−−−→ FixedStateOptt
end if
end while
action
at −−−−→ MAB
observe
fθ (xt , at ) + η t = y t ←−−−− MAB
if feedbackflag = TRUE then
feedback
y t −−−−−→ KWIK
end if
end for

Theorem 3.1. Assume we have a family of functions FΘ , a KWIK-learning algorithm
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KWIK for FΘ , and a fixed-state optimization algorithm FixedStateOpt. Then the average
regret of Algorithm 3, RA (T )/T , will be arbitrarily small for appropriately-chosen  and δ,
and large enough T . Moreover, the running time is polynomial in the running time of KWIK
and FixedStateOpt.

Proof. We first bound the cost of Algorithm 3. Let us consider the result of one round of
the outermost loop, i.e. for some fixed t. First, consider the event that KWIK does not FAIL
on any trial, so we are guaranteed that ŷit is an -accurate estimate of fθ (xt , ati ). In this
case the while loop can be broken in one of two ways:
• KWIK returns ⊥ on the pair (xt , ati ). In this case, because we have assumed a bounded
range for fθ , we can say that maxat∗ fθ (xt , at∗ ) − fθ (xt , at ) ≤ 1.
• FixedStateOpt terminates and returns at . But this at is -optimal per our definition,
hence we have that maxat∗ fθ (xt , at∗ ) − fθ (xt , at ) ≤ .
Therefore, on a trial t, we can bound

max fθ (xt , at∗ ) − fθ (xt , at ) ≤ 1[KWIK outputs ⊥ on round t] + .
at∗

Taking the average over t = 1, . . . , T we have
T
B(, δ)
1X
max fθ (xt , at∗ ) − fθ (xt , at ) ≤
+
T
T
at∗

(3.1)

t=1

where B(, δ) is the don’t-know bound of KWIK. Inequality (3.1) holds on the event that
KWIK does not FAIL. By definition, the probability that it does FAIL is at most δ, and in
P
that case all we can say is that (1/T ) Tt=1 maxat∗ fθ (xt , at∗ ) − fθ (xt , at ) ≤ 1 Therefore, we
have that:

R(T )
B(, δ)
≤
++δ
T
T
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(3.2)

We must now show that the quantity on the right hand side of (3.2) vanishes with correctly
chosen  and δ. But this is achieved trivially: for any small γ > 0 if we select δ =  < γ/3
and for T >

3B(,δ)
γ

we have that

B(,δ)
T

+  + δ < γ as desired.

Algorithm 3 is not exactly a no-regret MAB algorithm, since it requires parameter choices
to obtain small regret. But this is easily remedied.
Corollary 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, there exists a no-regret algorithm
for the MAB problem on FΘ .
Proof sketch. This follows as a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1 and a standard use of
the “doubling trick” for selecting the input parameters in an online fashion. The simple
construction runs a sequence of versions of Algorithm 3 with decaying choices of , δ.

The interesting case occurs when FΘ is efficiently quick-learnable with a polynomial don’tknow bound. In that case, we can obtain fast rates of convergence to no-regret. For all
known KWIK algorithms B(, δ) is polynomial in −1 and poly-logarithmic in δ −1 . The
following corollary is left as a straightforward exercise, following from equation (3.2).
Corollary 3.2. If the don’t-know bound of KWIK is B(, δ) = O(−d logk δ −1 ) for some
d > 0, k ≥ 0 then we have
!
  1
1 d+1
k
R(T )/T = O
log T .
T

Example Revisited: Pairwise Interaction Models. As we have previously argued, the
assumptions of KWIK learning and fixed-state optimization are met for the class of pairwise
interaction models, so Theorem 3.1 can be applied directly, yielding a no-regret algorithm.
More generally, a no-regret result can be obtained for any FΘ that can be similarly “linearized”; this includes the graphical models studied in Chapter 2 (where the main result
can be viewed as a special case of Theorem 3.1). Other applications of Theorem 3.1 include
FΘ that obey a Lipschitz condition, where we can apply covering techniques to obtain the
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KWIK subroutine (details omitted), and various function classes in the boolean setting Li
et al. (2011).
3.3.1. No Weaker General Reduction
While Theorem 3.1 provides general conditions under which large-scale MAB problems
can be solved efficiently, the assumption of KWIK learnability of FΘ is still a strong one,
with noisy linear regression being the richest problem for which there is a known KWIK
algorithm. For this reason, it would be nice to replace the KWIK learning assumption
with a weaker learning assumption 2 . However, in the following theorem, we prove (under
standard cryptographic assumptions) that there is in fact no general reduction of the MAB
problem for FΘ to a weaker model of supervised learning. More precisely, we show that the
“next strongest” standard model of supervised learning after KWIK, which is no-regret on
arbitrary sequences of trials, does not imply no-regret MAB. This immediately implies that
even weaker learning models (such as PAC learnability) also cannot suffice for no-regret
MAB.
Theorem 3.2. There exists a class of models FΘ such that
• FΘ is fixed-state optimizable.
• There is an efficient algorithm A such that on an arbitrary sequence of T trials zt , A
makes a prediction ŷ t of y t = fθ (zt ) and receives y t as feedback; and the total regret
P
err(T ) , Tt=1 |y t − ŷ t | is sublinear in T . Thus we have only no-regret supervised
learning instead of the stronger KWIK learning.
• Under standard cryptographic assumptions, there is no polynomial-time algorithm for
the no-regret MAB problem for FΘ , even if the state sequence is generated randomly
from the uniform distribution.
We sketch the proof of Theorem 3.2 in the remainder of the section. Let Zn = {0, ..., n − 1}
2

Note that we should not expect to replace or weaken the assumption of fixed-state optimization, since
we have already noted that this is already implied by a no-regret algorithm for the MAB problem.
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with d = log |Zn |. The idea is that for each fθ ∈ FΘ , the parameters θ specify the publicprivate key pair in a family of trapdoor functions hθ : Zn → Zn — thus informally, hθ
is computationally easy to compute, but computationally intractable to invert, unless one
knows the private key, in which case it becomes easy. We then define the MAB functions fθ
as follows: for any state x ∈ Zn , fθ (x, a) = 1 if x = hθ (a) and fθ (x, a) = 0 otherwise. Thus
for any fixed state x, finding the optimal action requires inverting the trapdoor function
without knowledge of the private key, which is assumed intractable. In order to ensure fixedstate optimizability, we also introduce a “special” input a∗ such that the value of fθ (x, a∗ )
“gives away” the optimal action h−1
θ (x) but with low payoff, but a MAB algorithm cannot
exploit this since executing a∗ in the environment changes the state.
−1
Let h−1
θ (·) denote the inverse of hθ . That is, h (x) is the optimizing action for state x. If

a∗ is selected, the output of fθ (x, a∗ ) is equal to 0.5/(1 + h−1
θ (x)).

3

Note that querying a∗

in state x reveals the identity of h−1
θ (x) ∈ Zn , but has vanishing payoff. Suppose also that
the public key, θpub , is revealed as side information on any input to hθ .4
The following lemma establishes that the previous construction admits trivial algorithms for
both the fixed-state optimization problem and the no-regret supervised learning problem.
Lemma 3.1. Let FΘ be the function class just described. For any fθ ∈ FΘ and any fixed
x ∈ X , f (x, ·) can be optimized from a constant number of queries. Furthermore, there exists
an efficient algorithm for the supervised no-regret problem on FΘ with err(T ) = O(log T ),
and requiring poly(d) computation per step.

Proof. For any θ, the fixed-state optimization problem on fθ (x, ·) is solved by simply querying the special action a∗ , which uniquely identifies the optimal action. The supervised
no-regret problem is similarly trivial. After the first observation (x1 , a1 ), θpub is revealed.
Thereafter, the algorithm has learned the output of every pair (x, a), where both x and a
3

For simplicity think of each hθ as being a bijection (Hθ is a family of one-way permutations).In general
∗
hθ need not be a bijection if we let h−1
θ (x) be an arbitrary inversion if many exist, and let fθ (x, a ) = 0 if
there is no a ∈ Zn satisfying hθ (a) = x.
4
Once again, this keeps the construction simple. For complete rigor, the identity of θpub can be encoded
in O(d) bits and output after the lowest-order bit used by the described construction.
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belong to Zn . (It simply checks if hθ (a) = x). The only inputs on which it might make
a mistake take the form (x, a∗ ). However, repeating the output for previously observed
inputs, and outputting 0 for new inputs of the form (x, a∗ ) suffices to solve the supervised
no-regret problem with err(T ) = O(log T ). The algorithm cannot suffer error greater than
PT
t=1 0.5/t in this way.
Finally, we can demonstrate that an efficient no-regret algorithm for the large-scale bandit
problem on FΘ gives us an algorithm for inverting hθ .
Lemma 3.2. Under standard cryptographic assumptions, there is no polynomial q and
efficient algorithm BANDIT for the large-scale bandit problem on FΘ that guarantees
T
X

max fθ (xt , at∗ ) − fθ (xt , at ) < .5T

t=1

at∗

with probability greater than 1/2 when T ≤ q(d).

Proof. Suppose that there were such a q, and algorithm BANDIT. This would imply that hθ
can be inverted for arbitrary θ, while only knowing the public key θpub .
Consider the following procedure that simulates BANDIT for q(d) steps. On each round t,
the state provided to BANDIT will be generated by selecting an action at from Zn uniformly
at random, and then providing BANDIT with the state hθ (at ). At which point, BANDIT will
output an action and demand a reward. If the action selected by bandit is the special action
a∗ , then its reward is simply 0.5/(1 + at ). If the action selected by bandit is at its reward
is 1. Otherwise, it’s reward is 0.
With probability 1/2, BANDIT must return at on state hθ (at ) for at least one round t ≤ T .
Before being able to invert hθ (at ), the procedure described reveals at most q(d) plaintextciphertext pairs (as , hθ (as )), s < t to BANDIT (and no additional information), contradicting
the assumption that hθ belongs to a family of cryptographic trapdoor functions.
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This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.

3.4. A Model for Gradually Arriving Actions
In the model examined so far, we have been assuming that the action space A is large —
exponentially large or perhaps infinite — but also that the entire action space is available on
every trial. In many natural settings, however, this property may be violated. For instance,
in sponsored search, while the space of all possible ads is indeed very large, at any given
moment the search engine can choose to display only those ads that have actually been
created by extant advertisers. Furthermore these advertisers arrive gradually over time,
creating a growing action space. In this setting, the algorithm of Theorem 3.1 cannot be
applied, as it assumes the ability to optimize over all of A at each step. In this section we
introduce a new model and algorithm to capture such scenarios.
Setting.

As before, the learner is presented with a sequence of arriving states x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . ∈

X . The set of available actions, however, shall not be fixed in advance but instead will grow
with time. Let F be the set of all possible actions where, formally, we shall imagine that
each f ∈ F is a function f : X → [0, 1]; f (x) represents the payoff of action f on x ∈ X
5.

Initially the action pool is F 0 ⊂ F, and on each round t a (possibly empty) set of new

actions S t ⊂ F arrives and is added to the pool, hence the available action pool on round
t is F t := F t−1 ∪ S t . We emphasize that when we say a new set of actions “arrives”, we
do not mean that the learner is given the actual identity of the corresponding functions,
which it must learn to approximate, but rather that the learner is given (noisy) black-box
input-output access to them. Let N (t) = |F t | denote the size of the action pool at time
t. Our results will depend crucially on this growth rate N (t), in particular on it being
sublinear 6 . One interpretation of this requirement, and our theorem that exploits it, is as a
5
Note that now each action is represented by its own payoff function, in contrast to the earlier model in
which actions were inputs a into the fθ (x, a). The models coincide if we choose F = {fθ (·, a) : a ∈ A, θ ∈ Θ}.
6
Sublinearity of N (t) seems a mild and natural assumption in many settings; certainly in sponsored search
we expect user queries to vastly outnumber new advertisers. Another example is crowdsourcing systems,
where the arriving actions are workers that can be assigned tasks, and f (x) is the quality of work that worker
f does on task x. If the workers are also the contributors of tasks (as in services like stackoverflow.com),
√
and each worker contributes tasks at some constant rate, it is easily verified that N (t) = t.
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form of Occam’s Razor: since new functions arriving means more parameters for the MAB
algorithm to learn, it turns out to be necessary and sufficient that they arrive at a strictly
slower rate than the data (trials).
We now precisely state the arriving action learning protocol:
1:

Learner given an initial action pool F 0 ⊂ F

2:

for t = 1, 2, 3, . . . do

3:

Learner receives new actions S t ⊂ F and updates pool F t ← F t−1 ∪ S t

4:

Nature selects state xt ∈ Z and presents to learner

5:

Learner selects some f t ∈ F t , and receives payoff f t (xt )+η t ; η t is i.i.d. with E[η t ] = 0

6:

end for

We now define our notion of regret for the arriving action protocol.
Definition 3.3. Let A be an algorithm for making a sequence of decisions f 1 , f 2 , . . . according to the arriving action protocol. Then we say that A has no regret if on any sequence of pairs (S 1 , x1 ), (S 2 , x2 ), . . . , (S t , xT ), RA (T )/T → 0 as T → ∞, where we re-define
i
hP
PT
T
t (xt ) .
t (xt ) −
t
t
f
RA (T ) , E
max
f
f∗ ∈F ∗
t=1
t=1
Reduction to KWIK Learning. Similar to Section 3.3, we now show how to use the
KWIK learnability assumption on F to construct a no-regret algorithm in the arriving
action model. The key idea, described in the reduction below, is to endow each action f in
the current action pool with its own KWIKf subroutine. On every round, after observing the
task xt , we shall query KWIKf for a prediction of f (xt ) for each f ∈ W t . If any subroutine
KWIKf returns ⊥, we immediately stop and play action f t ← f . This can be thought of as
an exploration step of the algorithm. If every KWIKf returns a value, we simply choose the
arg max as our selected action.
Theorem 3.3. Let A denote Algorithm 4. For any  > 0 and any choice of {xt , S t },

RA (T ) ≤ N (T )B(, δ) + 2T  + δN (T )T
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Algorithm 4 No-Regret Learning in the Arriving Action Model
1: for t = 1, 2, 3, . . . do
2:
Learner receives new actions S t
3:
Learner observes task xt
4:
for f ∈ S t do
5:
Initialize a subroutine KWIKf for learning f
6:
end for
7:
for f ∈ F t do
8:
Query KWIKf for prediction ŷft
9:
if ŷft =⊥ then
10:
Take action f t = f
11:
Observe y t ← f t (xt )
12:
Input y t into KWIKf , and break
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
// If no KWIK subroutine
16:
// returns ⊥, simply choose best!
17:
Take action f t = arg maxf ∈F t ŷft
18: end for
where B(, δ) is a bound on the number of ⊥ returned by the KWIK-Subroutine used in A.

Proof. The probability that at least one of the N (T ) KWIK algorithms will FAIL is at most
δN (T ). In that case, we suffer the maximum possible T regret, accounting for the δN (T )T
term. Otherwise, on each round t we query every f ∈ F t for a prediction, and either one
of two things can occur: (a) KWIKf reports ⊥ in which case we can suffer regret at most
1; or (b) each KWIKf returns a real prediction ŷft 6=⊥ that is -accurate, in which case we
are guaranteed that the regret of f t is no more than 2. More precisely, we can bound the
regret on round t as

max f∗t (xt ) − f t (xt ) ≤ 1[KWIKf outputs ŷft =⊥ for some f ] + 2.

f∗t ∈F t

Of course, the total number of times that any KWIKf subroutine returns ⊥ is no more
than B(, δ), hence the total number of ⊥’s after T rounds is no more than N (T )B(, δ).
Summing (3.4) over t = 1, . . . , T gives the desired bound and we are done.
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As a consequence of the previous theorem, we achieve a simple corollary:
Corollary 3.3. Assume that B(, δ) = O(−d logk δ −1 ) for some d > 0, and k ≥ 0. Then
RA (T )
=O
T



N (T )
T

1/(d+1)

!
logk T

which tends to 0 as long as N (T ) is “slightly” sublinear in T ; T = o(T / logk(d+1) (T )).

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume B(, δ) ≤

c −d
log δ −1


for all , δ and some

constant c > 0. Applying Theorem 3.3 gives:
N (T ) c
RA (T )
≤
+ 2 + δN (T )
T
T d
Choosing δ = 1/T and  =



N (T )
T

1/(d+1)

allows us to conclude that


RA (T )/T ≤ (c + 2)

N (T )
T

1/(d+1)

logk T

and hence we are done.

Impossibility Results. The following two theorems show that our assumptions of the
KWIK learnability of F and sublinearity of N (t) are both necessary, in the sense that
relaxing either is not sufficient to imply a no-regret algorithm for the arriving action MAB
problem. Unlike the corresponding impossibility result of Theorem 3.2, the ones below do
not rely on any complexity-theoretic assumptions, but are information-theoretic.
Theorem 3.4. (Relaxing sublinearity of N (t) insufficient to imply no-regret on MAB)
There exists a class F that is KWIK-learnable with a don’t-know bound of 1 such that if
N (t) = t, for any learning algorithm A and any T , there is a sequence of trials in the
arriving action model such that RA (T )/T > c for some constant c > 0.
The full proof of Theorem 3.4 is provided in Section 3.6.1. The idea is to construct a class of
T different functions in which the observation of a single labeled example exactly identifies
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the function, thus rendering the class trivially KWIK-learnable; but under a linear arrival
rate of such functions, a MAB algorithm can never “catch up” and suffers a constant regret
rate.
Theorem 3.5. (Relaxing KWIK to supervised no-regret insufficient to imply no-regret on
√
MAB) There exists a class F that is supervised no-regret learnable such that if N (t) = t,
for any learning algorithm A and any T , there is a sequence of trials in the arriving action
model such that RA (T )/T > c for some constant c > 0.
Proof. (Sketch) First we describe the class F. For any n-bit string x, let fx be a function
such that fx (x) is some large value, and for any x0 6= x, fx (x0 ) = 0. It’s easy to see that F
is not KWIK learnable with a polynomial number of don’t-knows — we can keep feeding
an algorithm different inputs x0 6= x, and as soon as the algorithm makes a prediction, we
can reselect the target function to force a mistake (this is essentially the same argument
proving that monomials are not KWIK learnable). F is no-regret learnable, however: we
just keep predicting 0. As soon as we make a mistake, we learn x, and we’ll never err again,
so our regret is at most O(1/T ).
Now in the arriving action model, suppose we initially start with r distinct functions/actions
√
√
fi = fxi ∈ F, i = 1, . . . , r. We will choose N (T ) = T , which is sublinear, and r = T ,
and we can make T as large as we want. So we have a no-regret-learnable F and a sublinear
arrival rate; now we argue that the arriving action MAB problem is hard.
Pick a random permutation of the fi , and let i be the indices in that order for convenience.
We start the task sequence with all x1 ’s. The MAB learner faces the problem of figuring
out which of the unknown fi s has x1 as its high-payoff input. Since the permutation was
random, the expected number of assignments of x1 to different fi before this is learned is
r/2. At that point, all the learner has learned is the identify of f1 — the fact that it learned
that other fi (x1 ) = 0 is subsumed by learning f1 (x1 ) is large, since the fi are all distinct.
We then continue the sequence with x2 ’s until the MAB learner identifies f2 , which now takes
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(r − 1)/2 assignments in expectation. Continuing in this vein, the number of assignments
Pr/2
made before learning (say) half of the fi is j=1 (r−j)/2 ≈ Ω(r2 ) ≈ Ω(T ). On this sequence
√
of Ω(T ) tasks, the MAB learner will have gotten non-zero payoff on only r = T . The
offline optimal, on the other hand, always knows the identity of the fi and gets large payoff
on every single task. So any learner’s cumulative regret to offline grows linearly with T .

3.5. Experiments
We now give a brief experimental illustration of our models and results. For the sake of
brevity we examine only our algorithm in the arriving action model just discussed. We
consider a setting in which both states x and the actions or functions f are described by
unit-norm, 10-dimensional real vectors, and the value taking f in state x is simply the
inner product f · x. For this class of functions we thus implemented the KWIK linear
regression algorithm Walsh et al. (2009), which is given a fixed accuracy target or threshold
of  = 0.1, and which is simulated with Gaussian noise added to payoffs with σ = 0.1. New
actions/functions arrived stochastically, with the probability of a new f being added on
√
√
trial t being 0.1/ t; thus in expectation we have sublinear N (t) = O( t). Both the x and
the f are selected uniformly at random. On top of the KWIK subroutine, we implemented
Algorithm 4.
In Figure 1 we show snapshots of simulations of this algorithm at three different timescales
— after 1000, 5000, and 25,000 trials respectively. The snapshots are indeed from three
independent simulations in order to illustrate the variety of behaviors induced by the exogenous stochastic arrivals of new actions/functions, but also to show typical performance
for each timescale.
In each subplot, we plot three quantities. The blue curve show the average reward per step
so far for the omniscient offline optimal that is given each weight f as it arrives, and thus
always chooses the optimal available action on every trial. This curve is the best possible
performance, and is the target of the learning algorithm. The red curve shows the average
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Figure 1: Simulations of Algorithm 4 at three timescales; see text for details.
reward per step so far for Algorithm 4. The black curve shows the fraction of exploitation
steps for the algorithm so far (the last line of Algorithm 4, where we are guaranteed to
choose an approximately optimal action). The vertical lines indicate trials in which a new
action/function was added.
First considering T = 1000 (left panel, in which a total of 6 actions are added), we see that
very early (as soon as the second action arrives, and thus there is a choice over which the
offline omniscient can optimize) the algorithm badly underperforms, and is never exploiting
— new actions are arriving at rate at which the learning algorithm cannot keep up. At
around 200 trials, the algorithm has learned all available actions well enough to start to
exploit, and there is an attendant rise in performance; however, each time a new action
arrives, both exploitation and performance drop temporarily as new learning must ensue.
At the T = 5000 timescale (middle panel, 14 actions added), exploitation rates are consistently higher (approaching 0.6 or 60% of the trials), and performance is beginning to
converge to the optimal. New action arrivals still cause temporary dips, but overall upward
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progress is setting in.
At T = 25, 000 (right panel, 27 actions added), the algorithm is exploiting over 80% of the
time, and performance has converged to optimal up to the  = 0.1 accuracy set for the
KWIK subroutine. If  tends to 0 as T increases, as in the formal analysis, we eventually
converge to 0 regret.

3.6. Detailed Proofs
3.6.1. Proof of Theorem 3.4
We now show that relaxing sublinearity of N (t) is insufficient to imply no-regret on MAB.
Restatement of Theorem 3.4:
There exists a class F that is KWIK-learnable with a don’t-know bound of 1 such that if
N (t) = t, for any learning algorithm A and any T , there is a sequence of trials in the
arriving action model such that RA (T )/T > c for some constant c > 0.
Proof. Let A = N and e : N → R+ be a fixed encoding function satisfying e(n) ≤ γ for any
n, and let d be a corresponding decoding function satisfying (d ◦ e)(n) = n.
Consider F = {fn | n ∈ N}, where fn (n) = 1 and fn (n0 ) = e(n) for all other n0 . The class N
is KWIK-learnable with at most a single ⊥ in the noise-free case. Observing fn (n0 ) for an
unknown fn and arbitrary n0 ∈ N immediately reveals the identity of fn . Either fn (n0 ) = 1,
in which case n = n0 , or else n = d(fn (n0 )).
Let A and F be as just described. There exists an absolute constant c > 0 such that for
any T ≥ 4, there exists a sequence {nt , S t } satisfying N (T ) = T , and RA (T )/T > c for any
A.
Let σ be a random permutation of {1, ..., T }, and S 1 be the ordered set {fσ(1) , fσ(2) , ..., fσ(T ) }.
In other words, the actions f1 , ..., fT are shuffled, and immediately presented to the algorithm on the first round. S t = ∅ for t > 1. Let nt be drawn uniformly at random from
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{1, ..., T } on each round t.
Immediately, we have that E

hP

T
t=1 maxf ∈F t

i
f (nt ) = T since F t = {1, ..., T } for all t.

Now consider the actions {fˆt } selected by an arbitrary algorithm A. Define F̂ (τ ) = {fˆt ∈
F | t < τ }, the actions that have been selected by A before time τ . Let U (τ ) = {n ∈ N |
fn ∈ F̂ (τ )} be the states n, such the corresponding best action fn has been used in the
past, before round τ . Also let F̄(τ ) = {1, ..., T } \ F̂(τ ).
Let Rτ be the reward earned by the algorithm at time τ . If nτ ∈ U (τ ), then the algorithm
has played action fnτ in the past, and knows its identity. Therefore, it may achieve Rτ = 1.
Since nτ is drawn uniformly at random from {1, ..., T }, P (nτ ∈ U (τ ) | U (τ )) =

|U (τ )|
T .

Otherwise, in order to achieve Rτ = 1, any algorithm must select fˆτ from amongst F̄ (τ ).
But since the actions are presented as a random permutation, and no action in F̄ (τ ) has
been selected on a previous round, any such assignment satisfies P (fˆτ = fnτ | nτ 6∈ U (τ )) =
1
T −|U (τ )| .

Therefore for any algorithm we have:

P (Rτ = 1 | U (τ ))
≤ P (nτ ∈ U (τ ) | U (τ )) + P (nτ 6∈ U (τ ), fˆτ = fnτ | U (τ ))



|U (τ )|
|U (τ )|
1
≤
+ 1−
T
T
T − |U (τ )|

Note that the RHS of the last expression is a convex combination of 1 and
and is therefore increasing as

|U (τ )|
T



1
T −|U (τ )|



≤ 1,

increases. Since |U (τ )| < τ with probability 1, we have:


τ
τ
P (Rτ = 1) ≤ + 1 −
T
T
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1
T −τ


(3.3)

Let Z(T ) =

PT

τ =1 I(Rτ

= 1), count the number of rounds on which Rτ = 1. This gives us:

E[Z(T )] =

T
X

P (Rτ = 1)

τ =1
T /2

≤
≤

T X
+
P (Rτ = 1)
2
τ =1




T
1
T T
T
+
+ 1−
2
2 2T
2T
T − T /2

Where the last inequality follows from the fact that equation 3.3 is increasing in τ .
Thus E[Z(T )] ≤

3T
4

+ 12 . On rounds where Rτ 6= 1, Rτ is at most γ, giving:



1
γ
3
+
+
RA (T )/T ≥ 1 −
4 2T
4



Taking T ≥ 4, gives us:
RA (T )/T ≥

1
8

− γ4 . Since γ is arbitrary we have the desired result.

3.6.2. Proof of Theorem 3.5
We now show that relaxing KWIK to supervised no-regret is insufficient to imply no-regret
on MAB.
Restatement of Theorem 3.5:
There exists a class F that is supervised no-regret learnable such that if N (t) =

√

t, for any

learning algorithm A and any T , there is a sequence of trials in the arriving action model
such that RA (T )/T > c for some constant c > 0.
Proof. First we describe the class F. For any n-bit string x, let fx be a function such
that fx (x) is some large value, and for any x0 6= x, fx (x0 ) = 0. It’s easy to see that F is
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not KWIK learnable with a polynomial number of don’t-knows — we can keep feeding an
algorithm different inputs x0 6= x, and as soon as the algorithm makes a prediction, we can
reselect the target function to force a mistake (this is essentially the same argument proving
that monomials are not KWIK learnable). F is no-regret learnable, however: we just keep
predicting 0. As soon as we make a mistake, we learn x, and we’ll never err again, so our
regret is at most O(1/T ).
Now in the arriving action model, suppose we initially start with r distinct functions/actions
√
√
fi = fxi ∈ F, i = 1, . . . , r. We will choose N (T ) = T , which is sublinear, and r = T ,
and we can make T as large as we want. So we have a no-regret-learnable F and a sublinear
arrival rate; now we argue that the arriving action MAB problem is hard.
Pick a random permutation of the fi , and let i be the indices in that order for convenience.
We start the task sequence with all x1 ’s. The MAB learner faces the problem of figuring
out which of the unknown fi s has x1 as its high-payoff input. Since the permutation was
random, the expected number of assignments of x1 to different fi before this is learned is
r/2. At that point, all the learner has learned is the identify of f1 — the fact that it learned
that other fi (x1 ) = 0 is subsumed by learning f1 (x1 ) is large, since the fi are all distinct.
We then continue the sequence with x2 ’s until the MAB learner identifies f2 , which now takes
(r − 1)/2 assignments in expectation. Continuing in this vein, the number of assignments
Pr/2
made before learning (say) half of the fi is j=1 (r−j)/2 ≈ Ω(r2 ) ≈ Ω(T ). On this sequence
√
of Ω(T ) tasks, the MAB learner will have gotten non-zero payoff on only r = T . The
offline optimal, on the other hand, always knows the identity of the fi and gets large payoff
on every single task. So any learner’s cumulative regret to offline grows linearly with T .
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CHAPTER 4 : Large Scale Bandits : Lower Bounds on Regret
In this chapter we consider the MAB problem for a general function class F (in contrast to
previous chapters where F admitted a graphical decomposition, or was KWIK-learnable),
and focus on the number of rounds required to achieve low regret. However, we will fix
our attention on the non-contextual version of the problem. We give a characterization in
terms of a new measure of the complexity of the function class F that we call the haystack
dimension, which intuitively captures the extent to which maximizing a function via queries
requires a search for a small number of items (needles) amongst a much larger number of
otherwise undifferentiated possibilities (a haystack). We then give upper and lower bounds
involving the haystack dimension of F that are within a log |F| factor. Note that for the
hardest MAB problems — where the haystack dimension can be as large as |F| — this
logarithmic factor is relatively benign. Our main results are graphically summarized in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: A graphical summary of the main results of this chapter. This figure illustrates that any
MAB algorithm for a function class F must suffer linear regret for a number of rounds on the order
of the haystack dimension (denoted HD(F)), while the MAB algorithm presented in this chapter,
called Greedy MAB, begins to suffer sublinear regret after roughly HD(F) log |F| rounds.
An interesting aspect of our methods is the connection drawn between MAB problems and
the problem of exact learning of functions from queries. We observe that functional MAB
problems implicitly embed the problem of finding a maximum of an unknown function in
F from only input-output queries (generalizations of membership queries), which may or
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may not be much easier than exact learning. Our analysis shows that any functional MAB
algorithm must implicitly be willing to trade off between two distinct types of queries:
max queries (which attempt to directly guess the maximum of f ∗ ) and information queries
(which attempt to make progress by reducing the version space, as is traditional in many
query learning models). We show that either one of these query types (and essentially no
others) can result in progress towards finding the maximum. The haystack dimension can
then be viewed as a measure of the extent to which progress can be made at any step via
either one of these query types.
Our characterization holds for any finite-cardinality F (though even the number of actions
may still be infinite), but we also describe a generalization to the case of infinite F via covering techniques (which in general does not provide as tight bounds as its finite-cardinality
specialization). We also stress that our results only apply to query complexity and regret;
we make no claims about computational efficiency (necessarily, due to the generality of our
setting). In this sense, the haystack dimension can be seen as playing a role in the study
of functional MAB problems analogous to that played by quantities such as VC dimension and teaching dimension in other learning models, which also characterize sample or
informational complexity, but not computational complexity.

4.1. Related Work
Many authors (at least since Thompson (1933)) have studied finite MAB problems where
the action payoffs are assumed to be correlated; see Mersereau et al. (2009, p. 4) for an
excellent survey. As previously discussed, more recent work has focused on infinite MAB
problems where the action payoffs are related via an unknown function belonging to a known
function class, such as the set of all Lipschitz continuous functions (Kleinberg et al., 2008;
Bubeck et al., 2008; Slivkins, 2014). Compared to previous work, our results provide a
complete analysis for significantly more general function classes.
Obviously, maximizing an unknown function via queries is no harder than exactly learning
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the function. Hegedüs (1995) characterized the query complexity of exact learning in terms
of the extended teaching dimension of the function class. For some restricted function classes
the haystack dimension and extended teaching dimension coincide1 , and in these cases our
analysis approximately recovers the bounds due to Hegedüs (1995), but with a significant
advantage: our lower bound holds for all randomized algorithms, while the earlier bound
only applied to deterministic algorithms.
A variant of exact learning (but not maximization) of functions has been considered under
the name of generalized binary search. Nowak (2009) provided an analysis that only applies
under a certain technical condition. In the language of this work, the condition implies that
the haystack dimension is a constant independent of the structure of the function class. In
contrast, our analysis applies to any F and considers the maximization problem and its
relationship to MAB directly.

4.2. Functional Bandits (MAB) and Maximizing From Queries (MAX)
A functional MAB problem is defined by a set of actions X and a set of possible payoff
functions F. A target payoff function f ∗ ∈ F is selected. In each round t = 1, 2, . . .,
an algorithm selects an action xt , and receives an independent payoff from a distribution
whose support is contained in a bounded interval, and has mean f ∗ (xt ). The goal of the
algorithm is to receive nearly as much cumulative payoff as an algorithm that selects the
best action every round. More precisely, the worst-case expected regret of algorithm A in
i
h
P
round T is RA (T ) , supf ∗ ∈F E T · supx∈X f ∗ (x) − Tt=1 f ∗ (xt ) , where the expectation is
with respect to the random payoffs and any internal randomization of the algorithm. We
say that algorithm A is no-regret if limT →∞ RA (T )/T = 0.
For any functional MAB problem, we can define a corresponding and (as we shall see) closely
related functional maximizing from queries (or MAX) problem: In each round t = 1, 2, . . .
an algorithm A selects a query xt ∈ X , and then observes yt = f ∗ (xt ). Letting X f be the
1

Essentially just those classes for which maximizing an unknown function is as difficult as exactly learning
it; see Example 4.2.
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set of maxima of the function f (assumed to be non-empty), the goal of the algorithm is
∗

∗

∗

to eventually select a x ∈ X f . Let T A,f = min{t : xt ∈ X f } be the first round such
that xt is a maximum of f ∗ . We are interested in bounding the worst-case expected query
∗

complexity QA , supf ∗ ∈F E[T A,f ], where the expectation is with respect to any internal
randomization of the algorithm.
It is important to note that, in a functional MAB problem, in each round t the algorithm
only observes a sample from a distribution with mean f ∗ (xt ), while in a functional MAX
problem, the algorithm observes f ∗ (xt ) directly. In Sections 4.3–4.6, we characterize the
query complexity of the MAX problem for F, and then apply these results in Sections
4.8–4.9 to characterize the optimal regret for the corresponding MAB problem for F. Consequently, the analysis in Sections 4.3–4.6 will not deal with stochasticity, which is addressed
afterwards. Also, we refer to elements of X as actions in the MAB context, but as queries
in the MAX context — this difference exists only to agree with historical usage.

4.3. The Haystack Dimension
In this section we give the definition of the haystack dimension for function classes F of
finite cardinality; generalization to the infinite case is given later.
The formal definition of the haystack definition requires some notation and machinery, but
the intuition behind it is rather simple, so we first describe it informally. In words, the
haystack dimension identifies the “worst” subset of F, in the sense that on that subset, no
matter what query is made and no matter what response is received, only a small fraction
θ of the functions in the subset are eliminated due to inconsistency with the query, or
are maximized by the query. It turns out mathematically that the right definition of the
haystack dimension is the inverse quantity 1/θ for this worst subset. We now proceed with
the formal definition.
In the context of a MAX problem, a query x ∈ X can be thought of as providing information
about the identity of f ∗ . In particular, f ∗ cannot be any of the functions in F inconsistent
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∗

with with the value f ∗ (x) observed at x. So one strategy for finding an element of X f is
to first issue a sequence of information queries, that uniquely identify f ∗ , and then select
∗

any x ∈ X f .2
However, sometimes identifying the true function f ∗ exactly requires many more queries
than necessary for maximization. For example, if many functions f ∈ F are maximized by
one particular query, it may be useful to play such a max query, even if it is not particularly
useful for learning f ∗ .
In the extreme case, there might exist an x∗ ∈ X such that x∗ ∈ X f for all f ∈ F. In
∗

this case, an element of X f can be selected in one query, without ever needing to identify
f ∗ . On the other hand, there are also F for which exact learning is the fastest route to
maximization.

3

Any general algorithm for maximization from queries thus needs to be implicitly able to
consider queries that would eliminate many candidate functions, as well as queries that
might be an actual maximum.
Before continuing, we define some convenient notation that we will use throughout the rest of
the chapter. For any set F ⊆ F, define the inconsistent set F (hx, yi) , {f ∈ F : f (x) 6= y}
to be the functions in F that are inconsistent with the query-value pair hx, yi. Also, for any
set F ⊆ F, define the maximum set F (x) , {f ∈ F : x ∈ X f } to be the functions in F for
which x is a maximum.
Intuitively, the haystack dimension HD(F) of a function class F will characterize a subset
of F on which no query is effective in the two senses previously discussed. For a subset
F ⊆ F, let:
ρ(F, x) = inf
y

|F (x) ∪ F (hx, yi)|
|F |

and ρ(F ) = sup ρ(F, x).
x∈X

ρ(F, x) is the fraction of functions in F , which are guaranteed to be maximized, or deemed
2
In the case of boolean functions or concepts, identifying f ∗ exactly is the problem of learning from
membership queries (Angluin, 1988).
3
See Example 4.2.
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inconsistent, by the query x, for the worst-case possibility for y. If ρ(F ) is small, no query
is guaranteed to be effective as either a max or information query on the subset F . Now
let Fθ = arg inf F ⊆F ρ(F ) and θ = ρ(Fθ ).
Definition 4.1. Let Fθ and θ be defined as above. Then the haystack dimension HD(F) of
F is defined as 1θ .
Note that the haystack dimension can be as small as 1 (all functions share a common
maximum-output input) and as large as |F| (every query eliminates at most one function
in the senses discussed, the canonical “needle in a haystack”).
While we will not describe the construction in detail, we note that the Haystack Dimension
can be generalized to any sequential problem where the goal of the learner is to query
an input x satisfying some property (in the above, the property is x ∈ X f ). Our main
theorems for the MAX setting (4.1 and 4.2) generalize immediately when considering some
other property. Furthermore, we need not restrict our observation model to input-output
queries (where the learner observes only f ∗ (x)). In particular, F (hx, yi) can be defined as
inconsistency with respect to whatever information the learner receives about f ∗ .

4.4. Examples of the Haystack Dimension
In this section, we provide a few function classes which help illustrate how the haystack
dimension characterizes the difficulty of maximizing an unknown f ∗ ∈ F. Many of these
examples will be useful for subsequent constructions in the chapter.
The first construction considered is the “needle in a haystack”. Fix a finite X . For each
x ∈ X , let fx be the function defined to have fx (x) = 1 and fx (x0 ) = 0 for all x0 6= x. Now
let HX = {fx | x ∈ X }.
Example 4.1. HD(HX ) = |HX |
Proof. For any x ∈ X , fx is the only function in HX that attains its max at x. Furthermore,
all other functions output a 0 on input x. Therefore, letting F = HX , F (x) = {fx } and
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F (hx, 0i) = {fx } for any x ∈ X . This implies that ρ(HX ) = |HX |−1 . Since ρ(F ) cannot
be smaller than this quantity for any F ⊆ F, the haystack dimension of HX indeed equals
|HX |.
When f ∗ ∈ HX , maximizing and learning f ∗ coincide, and both amount to guessing the
x for which f ∗ (x) = 1. We now describe a function class G in which any algorithm is
essentially forced to learn the true function f ∗ .
The input space X will consist of two components — X1 and X2 , with X being the union
of these disjoint domains. The high-level idea is to “marry” a small shattered set (in the
sense of VC dimension) to a much larger haystack construction. Subdomain X1 consists of
n points {a0 , ..., an−1 }. We construct G as follows. On X1 , all possible binary labelings of
the n points appear in G, giving a total of 2n functions. Let us think of each function in
G as being equated with the integer given by its binary labeling of the points in X1 . So
P
i
a function f is equated with the integer z(f ) = n−1
i=0 2 f (a0 ). Now let the much larger
set X2 = {0, . . . , 2n − 1}, and for any x ∈ X2 define f (x) = 2 if x = z(f ) and f (x) = 0
otherwise.
Thus, the behavior of a function on X1 entirely defines the function on X2 as well, and the
labeling on X1 gives us the index of the function’s maximum, which is always equal to 2
and occurs at exactly one point in X2 (determined by the index).
Note that there is an algorithm that finds the max of f ∗ in O(n) queries simply by querying
every input in X1 and learning the identity of f ∗ exactly. Intuitively, no algorithm can do
much better. To see why, suppose f ∗ were drawn uniformly at random from G. Note that
an action r ∈ X2 has an exponentially small probability of being the function’s max and,
in the event that f ∗ (r) = 0, only serves to inform the algorithm that f ∗ is not the single
f ∈ G with z(f ) = r. Also, observe that if the “zooming” algorithm of Kleinberg et al.
(2008) is applied to G, it will take exponential time in the worst-case to find a maximum of
f ∗ , essentially because it makes no attempt to exploit the special structure of G.
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Example 4.2. HD(G) = Θ(n) = Θ(log |G|)

Proof. We first show that there is an F ⊆ G with ρ(F ) =

1
n.

For each x ∈ X1 , let fx

be the function which outputs f (x) = 1, and f (x0 ) = 0 for all x0 ∈ X1 , x 6= x0 . Let
F = {fx ∈ G | x ∈ X1 } = {f | z(f ) ∈ {20 , 21 , ..., 2n−1 }}. |F | = n.
Consider any query x ∈ X1 . F (x) = ∅, since no functions achieve their maximum on a
query in X1 . Furthermore, F (hx, 0i) = {fx }, since fx is the only function in F which
doesn’t output a 0 on query x. Thus ρ(F, x) =
ρ(F, r) ≤

1
n,

1
n

for any x ∈ X1 . For a query r ∈ X2 ,

since at most one function in F (and G) achieves its maximum at r, and all

other functions output a zero at r. Thus, ρ(F ) = n1 .
We now argue that for an arbitrary F ⊆ G, ρ(F ) ≥

1
2n .

Let r1 (x) = |f ∈ F : f (x) = 1|/|F |,

be the fraction of functions that exhibit a 1 at action x ∈ X1 . Let r0 (x) = 1 − r1 (x).
Suppose there is an action x ∈ X1 such that r1 (x) >
1
2n

1
2n

and r0 (x) >

1
2n .

Then, at least

of the functions in F would be inconsistent with any observed output. That is, both

|F (hx,0i)|
|F |

>

1
2n

and

|F (hx,1i)|
|F |

>

1
2n .

Otherwise, for every x in X1 , either r1 (x) ≤

1
2n

or r0 (x) ≤

1
2n

(i.e. one outcome is quite

rare). This implies that at least 1/2 of the functions in F exhibit the same behavior on all
x in X1 . However, unless F is a singleton set, this cannot occur since each f ∈ G exhibits
unique behavior on X1 .
The preceding example illustrates a function class for which any algorithm querying for
the max must ultimately learn the true function f ∗ . However, the opposite extreme is also
possible. Consider a function class Gmax . Let there be a distinguished x∗ ∈ X such that
every f ∈ Gmax attains its maximum at x∗ . It may be arbitrarily difficult to learn the
behavior of f ∗ on the remainder of X . However, finding the maximum can be done trivially
in a single query.
Example 4.3. HD(Gmax ) = 1
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Proof. For every F ⊆ Gmax F (x∗ ) = F , and the proof is immediate.
Finally, there are function classes which require a hybrid between learning and maximization. We construct such a class, G + . Let X be the disjoint union of three sets X1 ∪ X2 ∪ X3 .
We let |X1 | = n, |X2 | = m and create a function in G + for each binary labeling of X1 and
X2 , as in the construction of G. We let z1 (f ) be the integer corresponding to the labeling f
gives X1 and z2 (f ) be the integer corresponding to the labeling f gives X2 .
Now let X3 = M0 ∪ M1 ∪ ... ∪ M2n −1 where each |Mi | = c. Again, like in the construction
of G, for each f ∈ G + , there will be a single r ∈ X3 such that f (r) = 2 and f (r) = 0
otherwise. However, this time, the maximizing element of f will be found in Mz1 (f ) . And
the particular element of Mz1 (f ) will be given by z2 (f ) mod c.
If we think of c < n < m, then there is an n + c algorithm for finding the max of F. The
algorithm learns the set Mi which contains the max of f ∗ by querying each element of X1 .
It then tries each of the c elements in Mi . Note that the true identity of f ∗ is never learned,
and the “interesting” learning problem is discovering the set Mi containing the maximizing
action (i.e., learning the behavior on X1 ).
Example 4.4. If c < n < m, HD(G + ) = Θ(n) = Θ(log |G + |)

Proof. We sketch the proof which proceeds almost identically to that of Example 4.2. There
is an F with that ρ(F ) = n1 . F is identical to that used in Example 4.2 on X1 . The behavior
on X2 is identical across all functions, and the behavior on X3 is determined by these choices.
To see that ρ(F ) ≥

1
2n ,

in X1 , either r1 (x) ≤

we use the same reasoning as Example 4.2. However, if for every x

1
2n

or r0 (x) ≤

1
2n ,

rather than implying a contradiction, this implies

that there is actually a query x∗ ∈ X3 such that x∗ maximizes at least a
functions in F .
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1
2c

fraction of the

Figure 3:

(a) The shaded region represents the subset of functions which attain a maximum at
some input x. (b) Querying x also induces a partition of the function space, in which each piece
of the partition contains functions that output the same value on x. The least informative query
response is thus the largest piece of this partition. (c) Upon querying x, the greedy algorithm
eliminates from its attention space a set at least the size of the striped region. This region is the
union of the maximizing set and the complement of the largest partition piece.

4.5. MAX Query Complexity Upper Bound
Before arguing that the haystack dimension gives lower bounds on the query complexity of
any algorithm on F, we observe that it motivates a simple, natural, greedy algorithm. In
each round t, the greedy algorithm G selects xt = arg supx∈X ρ(Ft , x) where the attention
space Ft is defined inductively as follows: F1 = F and Ft+1 = Ft \ (Ft (xt ) ∪ Ft (hxt , yt i)).
(Note that for fixed Ft , ρ(Ft , x) takes values in {1/|Ft |, 2/|Ft |, ..., 1}, so the supremum is
achieved by an x ∈ X .)
Essentially, the greedy algorithm always selects the query that results in the largest guaranteed reduction of the attention space 4 ; see Figure 3. It is important to note that the
attention space differs from the version space of traditional learning in that it excludes functions that may still be consistent with the observed data, but for which the algorithm has
already played a query which would have maximized such functions. Indeed, in the extreme
case the algorithm may choose to query x such that all functions remaining have the same
output on x — in which case the query conveys no “information” in the traditional learning
sense, but nevertheless functions attaining their maximum at x will be discarded.
Theorem 4.1. Let G be the greedy algorithm for the MAX problem for F. Then QG ≤
HD(F) log |F|.
4

Note that we assume the specified computations can in fact be implemented in finite computation time.
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Proof. We know that the attention space Ft is nonempty for all rounds t ≤ QG (otherwise
the greedy algorithm would have selected a maximum of f ∗ before round QG ). And at least
a θ fraction of the attention space is removed in each round t, because θ = ρ(Fθ ) ≤ ρ(Ft ) =
ρ(Ft , xt ) ≤

|Ft (xt )∪Ft (hxt ,yt i)|
|Ft |

by the definition of θ, Fθ , and xt . Thus we have (1 − θ)QG |F| ≥

1. Taking the logarithm of both sides of this inequality, applying log(1 − x) ≤ −x for x < 1,
rearranging, and noting that HD(F) ,

1
θ

by definition implies the theorem.

4.6. MAX Query Complexity Lower Bound
In this section we prove that that haystack dimension in fact provides a lower bound on the
query complexity of any algorithm finding a maximum of f ∗ ∈ F:
Theorem 4.2. Let A be any algorithm for the MAX problem for F. Then QA = Ω (HD(F)).
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is somewhat involved and developed in a series of lemmas, so we
shall first sketch the broad intuition. The lower bound will draw the target f ∗ uniformly at
random from Fθ , where Fθ is as in the definition of haystack dimension, and is the subset of
functions on which the greedy algorithm guarantees the least amount of progress (in terms
of reducing its attention space, as defined above). By definition no other algorithm A can
make more progress than θ on its first query starting from Fθ (since this is the maximum
possible, and obtained by greedy). After the first step, the greedy algorithm and algorithm
A may have different attention spaces, and thus on subsequent steps A may make greater
progress than greedy; but A cannot make “too much” progress on (say) its second step, since
otherwise its query there would have made more than θ progress on Fθ . This insight leads
to a formal recurrence inequality governing the progress rate of A, whose solution, when
combined with a Bayesian argument, leads to a lower bound that is Ω( 1θ ) , Ω(HD(F)). We
now proceed with the formal development.
Suppose we have an algorithm A that, given access to query-value pairs from f ∗ , generates
a sequence of queries {xt } (possibly depending on its random bits). Let yt = f ∗ (xt ). Let
H1 , Fθ and
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yt− (x) , arg inf y |Ht (x) ∪ Ht (hx, yi)|

St (x) , Ht (x) ∪ Ht ( x, yt− (x) )

Ht+1 , Ht \ St (xt )

x∗t , arg supx∈X |St (x)|

δt ,

|St (x∗t )|
|Ht |

These definitions are closely related to those for the greedy algorithm and the haystack
dimension. yt− (x) is the “least helpful” possible output value on query x, Ht is the attention
space of algorithm A when starting from Fθ if only least helpful outputs are returned, St (x)
is the set of functions in Ht that either attain a maxima at x or fall outside the largest
partition induced by x, and δt is the progress (fractional reduction of the attention space)
made by the greedy algorithm.
Our first lemmas, which codify the aforementioned Bayesian argument, show that when f ∗
is drawn uniformly from Fθ , the probability a deterministic algorithm (a restriction removed
shortly) finds a maximum in fewer than T steps is bounded by the sum of the δt .
Lemma 4.1. Fix a sequence {xt }. Let Bt = {f ∈ Fθ : xs 6∈ X f ∧ ys− (xs ) = f (xs )∀s < t}.
Then Ht = Bt for all t.
Proof. When t = 1, B1 = {f ∈ Fθ } and the claim is immediate. Otherwise, assume that
Ht = Bt for some t ≥ 1. We have:
Bt+1 = Bt ∩ {f ∈ Fθ : xt 6∈ X f ∧ yt− (xt ) = f (xt )}
= Bt \ {f ∈ Bt : xt ∈ X f ∨ yt− (xt ) 6= f (xt )} = Ht \ St (xt ) = Ht+1



PT
∗
Lemma 4.2. Prf ∗ ∼UFθ T A,f < T ≤
t=1 δt

for any deterministic algorithm A and

constant T .
Proof. Since A is deterministic, the sequence {xt } is determined by the choice of f ∗ ∈ F.
By Lemma 4.1 we have Ht = {f ∈ Fθ : xs ∈
/ X f ∧ ys− (xs ) = f (xs ) ∀s < t} for all t.
Moreover, since ys− (xs ) = f ∗ (xs ) for all s < t and f ∗ ∈ F and algorithm A is deterministic,
the sequence {xs }s≤t is identical for any choice of f ∗ ∈ Ht . Let UF denote the uniform
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distribution over F . We have:
Pr
∗

f ∼UFθ

h

i
∗
T A,f < T =
≤

f ∼UFθ
T
X
t=1

=

h

Pr
∗

T
X
t=1

∃t < T : xt ∈ X f

Pr
∗

h

Pr
∗

h

f ∼UFθ

f ∼UHt

∗

i

≤

Pr
∗

h

f ∼UFθ

∗

i
∗
∃t < T : xt ∈ X f ∨ yt− (xt ) 6= f ∗ (xt )
∗

xt ∈ X f ∨ yt− (xt ) 6= f ∗ (xt ) | xs ∈
/ X f ∧ ys− (xs ) = f ∗ (xs )∀s < t

i

T
T
i X
∗
|St (xt )| X
≤
δt
xt ∈ X f ∨ yt− (xt ) 6= f ∗ (xt ) ≤
|Ht |
t=1
t=1

∗

We thus see that one approach to lower bounding T A,f is to bound the growth rate of the
sequence {δt }. Intuitively, we should expect that (1 − δt )δt+1 ≤ δt . To see why, recall that δt
is the most progress that can be guaranteed by a single query if the function is drawn from
the space Ht . This is the query that would be selected by the greedy algorithm if it were
run on Ht . Suppose that it were instead that case that (1 − δt )δt+1 > δt . By playing x∗t+1
on Ht at least (1 − δt )δt+1 fraction of the functions in Ht would either attain a maximum
point at x∗t+1 or be eliminated as inconsistent with the observed value f ∗ (x∗t+1 ). Thus the
query x∗t , which only guaranteed that a δt fraction of the functions in Ht have this property,
was suboptimal, a contradiction . More formally:
Lemma 4.3. (1 − δt )δt+1 ≤ δt for all t.
Proof.



|St+1 (x∗t+1 )|
|Ht | − |St (x∗t )|
|St (x∗t )| |St+1 (x∗t+1 )|
= 1−
=
|Ht |
|Ht+1 |
|Ht |
|Ht | − |St (xt )|
∗
∗
∗
|St+1 (xt+1 )|
|St (xt+1 )|
|St (xt )|
≤
≤
≤
= δt
|Ht |
|Ht |
|Ht |


(1 − δt )δt+1

Here the first inequality follows from the the definition of x∗t as a maximizer of |St (x)|
(and thus (|Ht | − |St (x∗t )|)/(|Ht | − |St (xt )|) ≤ 1). The second inequality follows because
|St+1 (x)| ≤ |St (x)| for all x ∈ X , and the final inequality follows once again from the fact
that x∗t maximizes |St (x)|.
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We next establish that, roughly speaking, δt must remain O(δ1 ) for Ω(1/δ1 ) steps. More
precisely:
Lemma 4.4. If t <

1
δ1

then δt ≤

δ1
1−tδ1 .

Proof. The base case t = 1 clearly holds. Now suppose for induction that δt ≤

δ1
1−tδ1 .

We

have

δt+1



δ1
1
δ1
δt
≤
=
≤
1 − δt
1 − tδ1 1 − δt
1 − tδ1 − δt + tδ1 δt
δ1
δ1
=
≤
1 − (t + 1)δ1 + δ1 − δt + tδ1 δt
1 − (t + 1)cδ1

The first inequality holds by Lemma 4.3, and the second inequality holds by the induction
hypothesis. For the final inequality, note that δt ≤
long as t <

δ1
1−tδ1

implies that δ1 − δt + tδ1 δt ≥ 0, as

1
δ1 .

We are now ready to prove the lower bound of Theorem 4.2.

Proof. (Theorem 4.2) The behavior of algorithm A is partly determined by its internal
randomization, which we denote as a random string ω drawn from a distribution P. Let us
write A(ω) for the deterministic algorithm corresponding to the string ω.
Fix any positive constant c < 1/2 (implying

c
1−c

c/θ

Pr
∗

f ∼UFθ

h

∗

T A(ω),f <

< 1). For any fixed ω

c/θ

c/θ

X δ1
X θ
ci X
c
≤
δt ≤
=
=
θ
1−c
1−c
1−c
t=1

t=1

(4.1)

t=1

where we used, in order: Lemma 4.2; Lemma 4.4 and the fact that c < 1; θ = δ1 (by
definition); arithmetic. Now we have

Ef ∗ ∼UFθ

h
i
∗
T A(ω),f ≥

1−

Pr

f ∗ ∼UFθ

h

T
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A(ω),f ∗

!


c
c
ci c
<
≥ 1−
θ
θ
1−c θ

(4.2)

where the second inequality follows from (4.1). Finally, we have

h
i
h
i
∗
∗
Ef ∗ ∼UFθ T A,f , Eω∼P,f ∗ ∼UFθ T A(ω),f

h
h
ii
A(ω),f ∗
= Eω∼P Ef ∗ ∼UFθ T
1−
|ω ≥ Eω∼P

c
1−c

where the inequality follows from (4.2). The choice of c implies
together with the definition HD(F) ,

1
θ

  

c
c
c
= 1−
θ
1−c θ


1−

c
1−c



c > 0, which
√
implies the theorem, with c = 2 − 3 giving the

best bound.

4.7. Relationship to VC Dimension and Extended Teaching Dimension
As we have demonstrated, the haystack dimension provides a lower bound on the query
complexity of any algorithm for the MAX problem on a function class F. This is a role
analogous to the VC dimension in the PAC learning model. However, as we will demonstrate, the two are incomparable in general. We will also illustrate the haystack dimension’s
relationship to the extended teaching dimension (Hegedüs, 1995). The extended teaching
dimension characterizes the number of queries required to learn f ∗ ∈ F when F consists of
binary functions. Clearly learning f ∗ is sufficient for maximization and, as we will see, the
haystack dimension can be much smaller than extended teaching dimension, but cannot be
too much larger. Note that the VC and extended teaching dimensions are defined only for
binary functions, whereas the haystack dimension and our results encompass a much more
general setting.
For F consisting of binary functions, we will denote the VC dimension as V CD(F), where
the hypothesis class is assumed to equal to concept class. Similarly, we will denote the
extended teaching dimension by XT D(F), redefined below.
Definition 4.2 (Hegedüs (1995)). Let h : X → {0, 1}. We say that S ⊆ X is a specifying
set for h if there is at most one f ∈ F consistent with h on all x ∈ S. Let XT D(F, h) be
equal to the size of the smallest specifying set for h. XT D(F) = suph XT D(F, h).
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Example 4.5. (a) For any d, there exists a function class and set of inputs (F, X ) such that
V CD(F) = d but HD(F) = 1. (b) For any d, there exists a (F, X ) such that V CD(F) = 2
but HD(F) = d.

Proof. To prove (a), let (Fd , Xd ) be any function class, and set of inputs, such that V CD(Fd ) =
d. Let X = Xd ∪ {x∗ }. Construct (F, X ) by including a function f in F for each f 0 ∈ Fd ,
that is identical to f 0 on all inputs in Xd . Also let f (x∗ ) = 1. For any F ⊆ F, x∗ maximizes
all functions in F . Therefore, HD(F) = 1. However, no function in F gives x∗ the label 0,
and so the size of the largest shattered set does not change, and V CD(F) = d.
To prove (b), consider F to be the “needle in the haystack” of Example 4.1, where |F| = d.
We have that HD(F) = d. To compute the VC dimension, note that no function in F
labels more than one input with a 1, and so no set of three inputs can be shattered by F.
(It’s also obvious that any {x1 , x2 } ⊆ X can be shattered).
Example 4.6. (a) For any d, there exists a function class and set of inputs (F, X ) such
that XT D(F) = d but HD(F) = 1. (b) For any F consisting of binary functions,
HD(F) = O(XT D(F) log |F|).

Proof. To prove (a), let (Fd , Xd ) be a function class, and set of inputs, such that XT D(Fd ) =
d. Construct (F, X ) exactly as in the proof of Example 4.5(a). For any h : X → {0, 1}
with h(x∗ ) = 1, let h0 : X → {0, 1} be a function identical to h on Xd . It’s clear that
XT D(F, h) = XT D(Fd , h0 ). For any h : X → {0, 1} with h(x∗ ) = 0, XT D(F, h) = 1, since
{x∗ } is a specifying set for h. Thus, XT D(F) = XT D(Fd ) = d.
For (b), Hegedüs (1995) gives an algorithm which learns f ∗ ∈ F using O(XT D(F) log |F|)
membership queries. Since learning f ∗ is sufficient for maximization, Theorem 4.2 implies
(b).
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4.8. Functional MAB Regret Upper Bound
In this and the next section, we return to the functional MAB problem, showing a close
relationship to the functional MAX problem, and giving upper and lower bounds on regret
that are order the haystack dimension HD(F). We will describe a no-regret algorithm for
functional MAB problems where F is known, finite, but otherwise arbitrary. Our approach
is to use the greedy functional MAX algorithm of Section 4.5 to find an action/query that
maximizes f ∗ , and then select that action indefinitely. There is a technical complication
we must overcome when implementing this approach: Each action returns a sample from a
distribution, rather than a single value. We solve this by repeatedly selecting an action x to
get an accurate estimate of f ∗ (x), and also by restarting the algorithm after progressively
longer phases (a standard “trick” in MAB algorithms).
Before giving a more detailed description of our algorithm and its analysis, we need some
additional definitions. Let min , minf,f 0 ∈F inf x:f (x)6=f 0 (x) |f (x) − f 0 (x)| be the smallest
difference between any two functions in F on those points where they do differ; min > 0
allows us to determine f ∗ (x) by selecting x enough times. Also, for any set F ⊆ F, let us
define the -inconsistent set to be F (hx, yi , ) , {f ∈ F : |f (x) − y| > }.
The greedy bandit algorithm GB proceeds in phases i = 1, 2, . . ., where each phase lasts
i

Ti = 22 rounds. Each phase consists of two interleaved ‘threads’ of execution. That is,
each thread specifies a sequence of actions, and actions are alternatingly selected from
each thread. The ‘explore’ thread runs a fresh instance of the greedy query algorithm G
from Section 4.5, which selects actions xi1 , xi2 , . . . until it empties the attention space. We
make one minor modification to the greedy algorithm G; the attention space Fti maintained
i
by G during the explore thread of phase i is updated according to the rule Ft+1
= Fti \

, where ȳti is an estimate of f ∗ (xit ) obtained by selecting action
Fti (xit ) ∪ Fti xit , ȳti , min
2

xit several times and averaging the observations. As we shall see in the proof of Theorem
4.3, despite this change, we will still be able to bound the number of actions selected by
this modified version of G in terms of the haystack dimension HD(F). The ‘exploit’ thread
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of phase i always selects the action xit∗ associated with the largest average observation ȳti∗
in this phase. Phase i terminates as soon as the total number of action selected by both
threads reaches Ti . Pseudocode is given in Algorithm 5 below.
Theorem 4.3. Let GB be the greedy bandit algorithm for the MAB problem for F (see
Algorithm 5). Then

RGB (T ) = O

HD(F)
log |F| (log T + log(HD(F)) + log log |F|) + log log T
2min



Proof. Let Ri be the realized regret during phase i. We will first bound E[Ri ] for any phase
P
i, and then use a ‘squaring trick’ to tightly bound E[ i Ri ] , R(T ).
For each phase i, let good(i) be the event that |ȳti − f ∗ (xit )| ≤ min
2 for all t ≤ HD(F) log |F|.


In the explore thread, each action xit is selected O 21 (log Ti + log(HD(F)) + log log |F|)
min

times, which is enough to ensure (by the Chernoff and union bounds) that the event good(i)
occurs with probability 1 − O( T1i ) (see Algorithm 5). Thus we have
E[Ri ] = E[Ri | good(i)] Pr[good(i)] + E[Ri |¬ good(i)] Pr[¬ good(i)]
≤ E[Ri | good(i)] + O(1)

(4.3)

because Ri ≤ Ti and Pr[¬ good(i)] ≤ O( T1i ). It remains to bound E[Ri | good(i)].
By the definition of min , if the event good(i) occurs then the attention space Fti maintained in the explore thread is updated exactly the same way as in the greedy query
algorithm G from Section 4.5. Therefore, the explore thread eventually selects an ac∗

tion in X f , and thus, by the definition of min , the exploit thread selects an action
∗

in X f every round after the explore thread ends. Since the explore thread ends after


O 2τi (log Ti + log(HD(F)) + log log |F|) rounds, and τi ≤ HD(F) log |F| by Theorem
min

4.1, we have

E[Ri | good(i)] ≤ O

HD(F)
log |F| (log Ti + log(HD(F)) + log log |F|)
2min
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(4.4)

i

Finally, we apply a ‘squaring trick’.5 Let K be the number of phases. Since Ti = 22 , we
have K ≤ O(log log T ) and
K
X
i=1

O(log log T )

log Ti ≤

X

2i = O(log T )

(4.5)

i=1

P
Combining (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5), and recalling that R(T ) , E[ i Ri ], proves the theorem.

Algorithm 5 Greedy Bandit Algorithm (GB)
1: for i = 1, 2, . . . do
i
2:
for Ti = 22 rounds do
3:
Interleave the following two threads:
4:
5:
6:
Explore Thread:
7:
Let F1i = F and τi = 1.
8:
while Fτii is non-empty do
i
i
9:
Let xiτi = arg supx∈X inf
 y |Fτi (x) ∪ Fτi (hx, yi ,

min
)|
2


Select query xiτi for O 21 log Ti + log θ1 + log log |F| rounds, and let ȳτi i be the average
min
observation.
11:
Let Fτii +1 = Fτii \ (Fτii (xiτi ) ∪ Fτii ( xiτi , ȳτi i , min ))
12:
Let τi = τi + 1.
13:
end while
14:
15:
16:
Exploit Thread:
17:
Let fti = arg minf ∈F |f (xit ) − ȳti | for all t ≤ τi .
18:
Let ŷti = fti (xit ) for all t ≤ τi .
19:
Select query xit∗ each round, where t∗ = arg sup1≤t≤τ ŷti .
20:
end for
21: end for
10:

Remark: Note that the greedy bandit algorithm GB assumes that the value of the haystack
dimension HD(F) is known. It is possible to modify the algorithm in case this information
is not available: In Algorithm 5, each action xit selected in the explore thread of phase


i is selected O 21 (log Ti + log(HD(F)) + log log |F|) times. If HD(F) is unknown, we
min


simply change this to O 21 (log Ti + log |F| + log log |F|) times. Since HD(F) ≤ |F |
min

trivially holds, the analysis in the proof of Theorem 4.3 is essentially unaffected by this
modification, and it adds only a O((log |F|)2 ) term to the regret upper bound in Theorem
5

If we were to instead apply the more common ’doubling trick’, such that Ti = 2i , the upper bound in
Eq. (4.5) would be O((log T )2 ).
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4.3.

4.9. Functional MAB Regret Lower Bound
In this section, we prove that the greedy bandit algorithm in Section 4.8 is near-optimal,
at least with respect to the haystack dimension (our primary interest) and terms log |F| or
smaller. With respect to the dependence on the haystack dimension, we can say something
quite strong: Every MAB algorithm for every function class must suffer regret that is linear
in the haystack dimension of the class. Let ∆ = inf f ∈F inf {x0 ∈X :f (x0 )<supx f (x)} supx f (x) −
f (x), be the difference between the best action and second-best action in X .
Theorem 4.4. For any function class F and MAB algorithm A for F:

RA (T ) = Ω (∆ min{T, HD(F)})

The proof of Theorem 4.4 follows directly from Theorem 4.2, which implies that no MAB
algorithm for function class F can select the best action in fewer than HD(F) steps. The
next theorem proves that the terms log |F| and

1
min

cannot be removed from the upper

bound in Theorem 4.3.
Theorem 4.5. (a) There exists a function class F such that HD(F) = Θ(1) and for any
MAB algorithm A for F, RA (T ) = Ω (log |F|). (b) There exists a function class F such

n
o
1
that HD(F) = Θ(1) and for any MAB algorithm A for F, RA (T ) = Ω min min
, |F| .
Proof. To prove (a), we will outline the construction of F and omit the details of the proof,
which are straightforward. The input space X will have two components — X1 and X2 ,
with X being the union of these disjoint domains. Subdomain X1 consists of 2n points, and
X2 of n points, while the function class F contains n deterministic functions. Each point in
x ∈ X1 corresponds to a distinct subset Fx ⊆ F, and for each x ∈ X1 let f (x) =
the functions in Fx and f (x) =

2
3

for the other half, and also let f (x) =

1
3

1
3

for half

for all f ∈ F \ Fx .

Note that X1 contains excellent information queries, because for any subset F ⊆ F there
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is a point in X1 that eliminates at least half the functions in F when that point is issued
as a query, and thus HD(F) = 2. Finally, map each function f ∈ F to a distinct point
xf ∈ X2 , and let f (xf ) = 1 and f (x) = 0 for all x ∈ X2 \ {xf }. So each f ∈ F has a unique
maximum, contained in X2 . Suppose f ∗ is chosen uniformly at random from F. It is clear
that QA = Ω(log |F|). To see why, note that a query x ∈ X2 has only probability

1
|F |

of

being the function’s max, and only serves to inform the algorithm that f ∗ 6= f whenever
x = xf and f ∗ (x) = 0. Thus any algorithm is forced to learn f ∗ by playing actions in X1 ,
requiring that at least log2 |F| actions are played.
To prove (b), we simply modify the construction of F to add stochasticity, as follows. For
an x ∈ X1 , if we had previously that f (x) = 13 , we now let f (x) = . If we had previously
that f (x) = 23 , we now let f (x) = 2. Each function’s behavior of X2 is unchanged. Note
that min = . When playing an x ∈ X , rather than observe the output of the function, the
algorithm now observes the outcome a Bernoulli random variable with mean f ∗ (x). It can
then be shown that any algorithm that wishes to make use of the information in X1 must
sample the actions there Ω(1/) times or else be forced to play actions in X2 .

4.10. Infinite Function Classes
In the remainder of the chapter, we return to studying the MAX problem. We give extensions of our basic results on query complexity, and also give examples that illustrate
some aspects of our analysis. In this section, we describe how to extend our methods from
Sections 4.5 and 4.6, which were restricted to finite function classes, to infinite function
classes that have a finite covering oracle.
Definition 4.3. We say C is a finite covering oracle for F if for any  > 0 the finite set
C() ⊆ F has the following property: For any f ∈ F there exists an f 0 ∈ C() such that
supx∈X |f (x) − f 0 (x)| ≤ .
Fix a possibly infinite function class F with finite covering oracle C. We consider the -MAX
problem for F, a relaxed version of the MAX problem. In analogy to the MAX problem,
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for any algorithm A let T A,f

∗ ,

, min{t : supx f ∗ (x) − f ∗ (xt ) ≤ } be the first round t such

that the query xt selected by A is an -maximum of f ∗ ∈ F. We are interested in bounding
the worst-case -query complexity of A, defined QA, , supf ∗ ∈F E[T A,f

∗ ,

].

Below we give upper and lower bounds for the -MAX problem in terms of the lower
and upper -haystack dimensions, which are each a different generalization of the haystack
dimension. Before introducing these quantities, we need some definitions. For any set
F ⊆ F let F (x, ) , {f ∈ F : supx0 f (x0 ) − f (x) ≤ } be the functions in F for which x
is an -maximum and, as in Section 4.8, let F (hx, yi , ) , {f ∈ F : |f (x) − y| > } be the
functions in F that are more than -inconsistent with the labeled example hx, yi. Also, let
θ− () ,

inf

sup inf

F ⊆C() x∈X y

|F (x, ) ∪ F (hx, yi , 0)|
|F |

and θ+ () ,

inf

sup inf

F ⊆C() x∈X y

|F (x, 0) ∪ F (hx, yi , )|
|F |

Note that the only difference between θ− () and θ+ () is the placement of  and 0. Also
note that if F is finite and C() = F then θ− (0) = θ+ (0) = θ, where θ was defined in Section
4.3. Now define the lower -haystack dimension HD− () ,
dimension HD+ () ,

1
θ− ()

and the upper -haystack

1
.
θ+ ()

A simple approach to solving the -MAX problem is just to run a slightly modified version of
the greedy algorithm from Section 4.5 using C() as the initial attention space, and removing
inconsistent functions only if they are inconsistent by more than . In other words, in
each round t, the -greedy algorithm G selects xt = arg supx∈X inf y |Ft (x, 0) ∪ Ft (hx, yi , )|
where the attention space Ft is defined inductively as follows: F1 = C() and Ft+1 =
Ft \ (Ft (xt , 0) ∪ Ft (hxt , yt i , )).
Theorem 4.6. Let G be the -greedy algorithm for the -MAX problem. Then QG ,2 ≤
HD+ () log |C()| for all  > 0.

Proof. The proof is nearly identical to the proof of Theorem 4.1. The algorithm G initializes
the attention space to C(), and after every query at least a θ+ () fraction of the attention
space is eliminated. By the time the attention space is empty, the G algorithm has selected
a maximum of some function fˆ ∈ C() that -covers the true function f ∗ , which implies
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that a 2-maximum of f ∗ has been selected.

Furthermore, we can also straightforwardly lower bound the query complexity of any algorithm for the -MAX problem.

Theorem 4.7. Let A be any algorithm for the -MAX problem. Then QA, = Ω HD− ()
for all  > 0.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.2 can be repeated, with essentially no changes, to prove this
theorem as well. The key is to observe that, when proving Theorem 4.2, we made no use
∗

of the fact that X f contained the maxima of the true function f ∗ . We could have defined
∗

X f to be any subset of X , including the -maxima of f ∗ .

Notice that the upper and lower bounds in Theorems 4.6 and 4.7 are not directly comparable,
since we have not related the quantities HD− () and HD+ (). If it happens that

HD+ ()
HD− ()

≤K

for some constant K, then clearly the upper and lower bounds above are within constant and
logarithmic factors of each other, just as we had for finite function classes. Indeed, a simple
infinite function class for which this occurs is the class of all bounded norm hyperplanes.
Let X = {x ∈ Rn | kxk∞ ≤ 1} and Fhyper = {hw, ·i | w ∈ Rn , kwk∞ ≤ 1}, and let the
finite covering oracle C be the appropriate discretization of Fhyper , i.e., C() = {w ∈ Rn |
n n
∀i wi ∈ {0, n , 2
n , . . . , 1}}. Clearly |C()| = Θ((  ) ), but nonetheless the ratio of the lower

and upper -haystack dimension is not large.
Theorem 4.8. For function class Fhyper we have

HD+ ()
HD− ()

≤ n for all  > 0.

Proof. By examining the definitions of HD+ () and HD− (), we see that it suffices to show
that supx∈X

|F (x,0)|
|F |

≥

1
n

for any finite F ⊆ F. Let ki = |{hw, ·i ∈ F | wj ≥ wi , ∀j}| be

the number of functions in F which have their maximal component at i. Clearly there
must exist a ki ≥

|F |
n .

Let ei be the vector with a one in its ith component and zeros

everywhere else. Since ei ∈ X and ei maximizes ki functions in F , there exists an x ∈ X
with

|F (x,0)|
|F |

≥ n1 .
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Unfortunately, the bound in Theorem 4.8 cannot be generalized to all function classes with
finite covering oracles. In the next theorem, we give an example of an infinite function class
F with a finite covering oracle C for which

HD+ ()
HD− ()

= Ω(|C()|), which is essentially the

worst possible ratio.
Theorem 4.9. There exists a function class F with a finite covering oracle C such that
HD− () = 1 and HD+ () = Ω (|C()|) for all  > 0.

Proof. Let X = [0, 1] and fix any sequence {xn } ⊂ X , all elements distinct. For visualization, it may be helpful to suppose that {xn } is strictly increasing, but this is not necessary.
Let {i } be the sequence defined by i =

1
2i

for all i ∈ N.

For each n ∈ N let there be a function fn ∈ F whose values are zero everywhere except
x1 , . . . , xn . The nonzero values of fn are defined as follows: Let fn (xn ) =
i −

1
22n

1
n

and fn (xm ) =

for all m < n, where i = dlog2 ne. Let C() = {f1 , . . . , fN }, where N is the

smallest integer such that 1/N < . We have that C is finite covering oracle because each
C() is finite and because supx∈X fn (x) ≤  for all n ≥ N .
We only need the following properties of this construction, which can be verified: (1) For
all n ∈ N the elements of {fm (xn ) : m ≥ n} are all distinct; (2) Each fn has a maximum at
xn and nowhere else; (3) For all n ∈ N, if i = dlog2 ne then fn (xn ) ≥ i and fm (xn ) < i for
all m 6= n.
For the remainder of the proof fix  > 0 and the smallest i ∈ N such that i ≤ . We will
show that θ− () = 1 and θ+ () ≤

4
Ni ,

which suffices to prove the theorem.

First, we claim that θ− () = 1. Let F + = arg inf F ⊆C() supx∈X inf y

|F (x,)∪F (hx,yi,0)|
.
|F |

Let

n be the smallest integer such that fn ∈ F + . Then each fm ∈ F + has a distinct value at
xn , by property 1. So inf y |F + (hxn , yi , 0)| = |F + |. Next, we claim that θ+ () ≤
Fi = {fn ∈ F : i = dlog2 ne}, and note that Fi ⊆ C() and |Fi | =

Ni
2 .

Let

For any x ∈ X we

have |Fi (x, 0)| ≤ 1, by property 2, and inf y |Fi (hx, yi , )| ≤ 1, by property 3.
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4
Ni .

4.11. Computational Complexity
Our results have so far ignored computational complexity. In general a function class F,
for which finding the optimal query is computationally intractable, might nevertheless have
small haystack dimension, admitting algorithms with low query complexity. Consider the
following simple example. Let X = X1 ∪ X2 ∪ X3 where X1 , X2 , X3 are disjoint, |X1 | =
|X2 | = n and X3 = 2n . Each function in F will attain its maximum on some action in
X3 . The location of that maximum, as in Example 4.2, will be encoded by X1 and X2 .
However, we will now encode the location cryptographically, with a function’s behavior on
X1 representing a public key, and a function’s behavior on X2 representing the encrypted
location of its maximum.
More precisely, let z be an n-bit number. For a pair of

n
2 -bit

primes p and q, let Npq = pq.

Also let e(z, Npq ) = z 2 mod Npq be z encrypted with public key Npq .
Now let fz,p,q be the function that gives the ith bit of Npq as output to the ith input of
X1 and the ith bit of e(z, Npq ) as output to the ith input of X2 . On the zth input of X3 ,
fz,p,q outputs a 2. On all other inputs of X3 , fz,p,q outputs 0. Let F be the function class
consisting of all functions fz,p,q for every pair of

n
2 -bit

primes p, q and n-bit integer z.

There exists an algorithm with query complexity O(n) for any f ∗ ∈ F. That algorithm
queries each action in X1 ∪ X2 , retrieving the public key Npq and the cypher e(z, Npq ).
Information-theoretically, the maximum of f ∗ can be found in a single additional query.
The algorithm may simply test every n-bit z 0 , checking if e(z, Npq ) = e(z 0 , Npq ). However,
computing z is as hard as factorization (Kearns and Vazirani, 1994).
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CHAPTER 5 : Posted Price Auctions Against Strategic Buyers
Our models so far have not required any strategic reasoning; we have not considered the
possibility that the market would react to our choice of algorithm. In many settings, this is
quite reasonable. When making decisions in a crowded market, although individual agents
act strategically, the macroscopic market is unaffected by an individual firm’s decisions,
and adequately modeled as a stochastic function. In this chapter, we consider the opposite
extreme, motivated by an application from real-time bidding on ad exchanges.
Online display advertising inventory — e.g., space for banner ads on web pages — is often
sold via automated transactions on real-time ad exchanges. When a user visits a web page
whose advertising inventory is managed by an ad exchange, a description of the web page,
the user, and other relevant properties of the impression, along with a reserve price for
the impression, is transmitted to bidding servers operating on behalf of advertisers. These
servers process the data about the impression and respond to the exchange with a bid.
The highest bidder wins the right to display an advertisement on the web page to the user,
provided that the bid is above the reserve price. The amount charged the winner, if there
is one, is settled according to a second-price auction. The winner is charged the maximum
of the second-highest bid and the reserve price.
Ad exchanges have been a boon for advertisers, since rich and real-time data about impressions allow them to target their bids to only those impressions that they value. However,
this precise targeting has an unfortunate side effect for web page publishers. A nontrivial
fraction of ad exchange auctions involve only a single bidder. Without competitive pressure from other bidders, the task of maximizing the publisher’s revenue falls entirely to the
reserve price setting mechanism. Second-price auctions with a single bidder are equivalent
to posted-price auctions. The seller offers a price for a good, and a buyer decides whether
to accept or reject the price (i.e., whether to bid above or below the reserve price).
In this chapter we consider online learning algorithms for setting prices in posted-price
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auctions where the seller repeatedly interacts with the same buyer over a number of rounds,
a common occurrence in ad exchanges where the same buyer might be interested in buying
thousands of user impressions daily. In each round t, the seller offers a good to a buyer
for price pt . The buyer’s value vt for the good is drawn independently from a fixed value
distribution. Both vt and the value distribution are known to the buyer, but neither is
observed by the seller. If the buyer accepts price pt , the seller receives revenue pt , and the
buyer receives surplus vt − pt . Since the same buyer participates in the auction in each
round, the seller has the opportunity to learn about the buyer’s value distribution and set
prices accordingly. Notice that in worst-case repeated auctions there is no such opportunity
to learn, while standard Bayesian auctions assume knowledge of a value distribution, but
avoid addressing how or why the auctioneer was ever able to estimate this distribution.
Taken as an online learning problem, we can view this as a bandit problem since the revenue
for any price not offered is not observed (e.g., even if a buyer rejects a price, she may well
have accepted a lower price). The seller’s goal is to maximize his expected revenue over all
T rounds. One straightforward way for the seller to set prices would therefore be to use a
no-regret bandit algorithm, which minimizes the difference between seller’s revenue and the
revenue that would have been earned by offering the best fixed price p∗ in hindsight for all
T rounds; for a no-regret algorithm (such as UCB Auer et al. (2002) or EXP3 Auer et al.
(2003)), this difference is o(T ). However, we argue that traditional no-regret algorithms are
inadequate for this problem. Consider the motivations of a buyer interacting with an ad
exchange where the prices are set by a no-regret algorithm, and suppose for simplicity that
the buyer has a fixed value vt = v for all t. The goal of the buyer is to acquire the most
valuable advertising inventory for the least total cost, i.e., to maximize her total surplus
P
t v − pt , where the sum is over rounds where the buyer accepts the seller’s price. A naive
buyer might simply accept the seller’s price pt if and only if vt ≥ pt ; a buyer who behaves
this way is called truthful. Against a truthful buyer any no-regret algorithm will eventually
learn to offer prices pt ≈ v on nearly all rounds. But a more savvy buyer will notice
that if she rejects prices in earlier rounds, then she will tend to see lower prices in later
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rounds. Indeed, suppose the buyer only accepts prices below some small amount . Then
any no-regret algorithm will learn that offering prices above  results in zero revenue, and
will eventually offer prices below that threshold on nearly all rounds. In fact, the smaller
the learner’s regret, the faster this convergence occurs. If v   then the deceptive buyer
strategy results in a large gain in total surplus for the buyer, and a large loss in total revenue
for the seller, relative to the truthful buyer. While the no-regret guarantee certainly holds
— in hindsight, the best price is indeed  — it seems fairly useless.
We propose a definition of strategic regret that accounts for the buyer’s incentives, and give
algorithms that are no-regret with respect to this definition. In our setting, the seller chooses
a learning algorithm for selecting prices and announces this algorithm to the buyer. We
assume that the buyer will examine this algorithm and adopt whatever strategy maximizes
her expected surplus over all T rounds. We define the seller’s strategic regret to be the
difference between his expected revenue and the expected revenue he would have earned if,
rather than using his chosen algorithm to set prices, he had instead offered the best fixed
price p∗ on all rounds and the buyer had been truthful. As we have seen, this revenue can
be much higher than the revenue of the best fixed price in hindsight (in the example above,
p∗ = v). Unless noted otherwise, throughout the remainder of the chapter the term “regret”
will refer to strategic regret.
We make one further assumption about buyer behavior, which is based on the observation
that in many important real-world markets — and particularly in online advertising —
sellers are far more willing to wait for revenue than buyers are willing to wait for goods.
For example, advertisers are often interested in showing ads to users who have recently
viewed their products online (this practice is called ‘retargeting’), and the value of these
user impressions decays rapidly over time. Or consider an advertising campaign that is tied
to a product launch. A user impression that is purchased long after the launch (such as
the release of a movie) is almost worthless. To model this phenomenon we multiply the
buyer’s surplus in each round by a discount factor : If the buyer accepts the seller’s price pt
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in round t, she receives surplus γt (vt − pt ), where {γt } is a nonincreasing sequence contained
P
in the interval (0, 1]. We call Tγ = Tt=1 γt the buyer’s ‘horizon’, since it is analogous to
the seller’s horizon T . The buyer’s horizon plays a central role in our analysis.
Summary of results: In Sections 5.3 and 5.4 we assume that discount rates decrease
geometrically: γt = γ t−1 for some γ ∈ (0, 1]. In Section 5.3 we consider the special case that
the buyer has a fixed value vt = v for all rounds t, and give an algorithm with regret at most
√
O(Tγ T ). In Section 5.4 we allow the vt to be drawn from any distribution that satisfies a
1/α

certain smoothness assumption, and give an algorithm with regret at most Õ(T α + Tγ

)

where α ∈ (0, 1) is a user-selected parameter. Note that for either algorithm to be no-regret
(i.e., for regret to be o(T )), we need that Tγ = o(T ). In Section 5.5 we prove that this
requirement is necessary for no-regret: any seller algorithm has regret at least Ω(Tγ ). The
lower bound is proved via a reduction to a non-repeated, or ‘single-shot’, auction. That
our regret bounds should depend so crucially on Tγ is foreshadowed by the example above,
in which a deceptive buyer foregoes surplus in early rounds to obtain even more surplus is
later rounds. A buyer with a short horizon Tγ will be unable to execute this strategy, as
she will not be capable of bearing the short-term costs required to manipulate the seller.
We note that since the first publication of this work (Amin et al., 2013), there have
been (Amin et al., 2014; Mohri and Munoz, 2014) developing more principled algorithms
with better rates, including extensions to the contextual setting. Here we demonstrate
simply that the goal of no strategic regret is simply possible.

5.1. Related work
Kleinberg and Leighton study a posted price repeated auction with goods sold sequentially
to T bidders who either all have the same fixed private value, private values drawn from a
fixed distribution, or private values that are chosen by an oblivious adversary (an adversary
that acts independently of observed seller behavior) Kleinberg and Leighton (2003) (see also
Bar-Yossef et al. (2002); Blum et al. (2003)). Cesa-Bianchi et al. study a related problem of
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setting the reserve price in a second price auction with multiple (but not repeated) bidders
at each round Cesa-Bianchi et al. (2013). Note that none of these previous works allow for
the possibility of a strategic buyer, i.e. one that acts non-truthfully in order to maximize its
surplus. This is because a new buyer is considered at each time step and if the seller behavior
depends only on previous buyers, then the setting immediately becomes strategyproof.
Contrary to what is studied in these previous theoretical settings, electronic exchanges in
practice see the same buyer appearing in multiple auctions and, thus, the buyer has incentive
to act strategically. In fact, Edelman and Ostrovsky (2007) finds empirical evidence of
buyers’ strategic behavior in sponsored search auctions, which in turn negatively affects
the seller’s revenue. In the economics literature, ‘intertemporal price discrimination’ refers
to the practice of using a buyer’s past purchasing behavior to set future prices. Previous
work Acquisti and Varian (2005); Fudenberg and Villas-Boas (2006) has shown, as we do
in Section 5.5, that a seller cannot benefit from conditioning prices on past behavior if the
buyer is not myopic and can respond strategically. However, in contrast to our work, these
results assume that the seller knows the buyer’s value distribution.
Repeated posted price actions against the same strategic buyer have been considered in
the economics literature under the heading of behavior-based price discrimination (BBPD)
by Hart and Tirole (1988); Schmidt (1993); Acquisti and Varian (2005); Fudenberg and
Villas-Boas (2006), and more recently by Devanur et al. (2014). These works differ from
ours in two key ways. First, all these works imagine that the buyer’s type is drawn from
some fixed publicly available distribution. Therefore learning D is not at issue. In contrast,
we argue that access to an accurate prior is particularly problematic in these settings. After
all, the seller cannot expect to reliably estimate D from data when the buyer is explicitly
incentivized to hide its type (as illustrated in the discussion at the start of the chapter).
This tension between learning and buyer truthfulness is in many ways central to our study.
Secondly, given a fixed prior, the most common solution concept in the BBPD literature
is a perfect Bayes-Nash equilibrium, in which both the seller and buyer strategies are best
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responses to each other. However, in the context of Internet advertising, a seller must
first deploy an algorithm which automates the pricing strategy, and buyers subsequently
react to the observed behavior of the pricing algorithm. Any modifications the seller wishes
to make to the pricing algorithm will typically require changes to the end-user licensing
agreement, which the seller will not want to do too frequently. Therefore, in this paper, we
make a commitment assumption on the seller: the seller acts first, announcing its pricing
strategy, after which the buyer plays a best response strategy. Such Stackleberg models
of commitment Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) have sparked a great deal of recent interest
due to their success in security games (see Conitzer and Sandholm (2006) and Korzhyk
et al. (2011) for an overview), including practical deployment Pita et al. (2008); Jain et al.
(2010).
Two settings that are distinct from what we consider in this dissertation, but where mechanism design and learning are combined, are the multi-armed bandit mechanism design
problem Babaioff et al. (2009, 2010); Devanur and Kakade (2009) and the incentive compatible regression/classification problem Dekel et al. (2010); Meir et al. (2009). The former
problem is motivated by sponsored search auctions, where the challenge is to elicit truthful
values from multiple bidding advertisers while also efficiently estimating the click-through
rate of the set of ads that are to be allocated. The latter problem involves learning a discriminative classifier or regression function in the batch setting with training examples that
are labeled by selfish agents. The goal is then to minimize error with respect to the truthful
labels.
Finally, Arora et al. proposed a notion of regret for online learning algorithms, called
policy regret, that accounts for the possibility that the adversary may adapt to the learning
algorithm’s behavior Arora et al. (2012). This resembles the ability, in our setting, of a
strategic buyer to adapt to the seller algorithm’s behavior. However, even this stronger
definition of regret is inadequate for our setting. This is because policy regret is equivalent
to standard regret when the adversary is oblivious, and as we explained in the previous
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section, there is an oblivious buyer strategy such that the seller’s standard regret is small,
but his regret with respect to the best fixed price against a truthful buyer is large.

5.2. Preliminaries and Model
We consider a posted-price model for a single buyer repeatedly purchasing items from a
single seller. Associated with the buyer is a fixed distribution D over the interval [0, 1],
which is known only to the buyer. On each round t, the buyer receives a value vt ∈ V ⊆
[0, 1] from the distribution D. The seller, without observing this value, then posts a price
pt ∈ P ⊆ [0, 1]. Finally, the buyer selects an allocation decision at ∈ {0, 1}. On each
round t, the buyer receives an instantaneous surplus of at (vt − pt ), and the seller receives
an instantaneous revenue of at pt .
We will be primarily interested in designing the seller’s learning algorithm, which we will
denote A. Let v1:t denote the sequence of values observed on the first t rounds, (v1 , ..., vt ),
defining p1:t and a1:t analogously. A is an algorithm that selects each price pt as a (possibly
randomized) function of (p1:t−1 , a1:t−1 ). As is common in mechanism design, we assume
that the seller announces his choice of algorithm A in advance. The buyer then selects
her allocation strategy in response. The buyer’s allocation strategy B generates allocation
decisions at as a (possibly randomized) function of (D, v1:t , p1:t , a1:t−1 ).
Notice that a choice of A, B and D fixes a distribution over the sequences a1:T and p1:T .
This in turn defines the seller’s total expected revenue:
SellerRevenue(A, B, D, T ) = E

hP

T
t=1 at pt

i
A, B, D .

In the most general setting, we will consider a buyer whose surplus may be discounted
through time. In fact, our lower bounds will demonstrate that a sufficiently decaying
discount rate is necessary for a no-regret learning algorithm. We will imagine therefore
that there exists a nonincreasing sequence {γt ∈ (0, 1]} for the buyer. For a choice of T , we
P
will define the effective “time-horizon” for the buyer as Tγ = Tt=1 γt . The buyer’s expected
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total discounted surplus is given by:
BuyerSurplus(A, B, D, T ) = E

hP

T
t=1 γt at (vt

− pt )

i
A, B, D .

We assume that the seller is faced with a strategic buyer who adapts to the choice of
A. Thus, let B ∗ (A, D) be a surplus-maximizing buyer for seller algorithm A and value
distribution is D. In other words, for all strategies B we have
BuyerSurplus(A, B ∗ (A, D), D, T ) ≥ BuyerSurplus(A, B, D, T ).

We are now prepared to define the seller’s regret. Let p∗ = arg maxp∈P p PrD [v ≥ p], the
revenue-maximizing choice of price for a seller that knows the distribution D, and simply
posts a price of p∗ on every round. Against such a pricing strategy, it is in the buyer’s best
interest to be truthful, accepting if and only if vt ≥ p∗ , and the seller would receive a revenue
of T p∗ Prv∼D [v ≥ p∗ ]. Informally, a no-regret algorithm is able to learn D from previous
interactions with the buyer, and converge to selecting a price close to p∗ . We therefore
define regret as:
Regret(A, D, T ) = T p∗ Prv∼D [v ≥ p∗ ] − SellerRevenue(A, B ∗ (A, D), D, T ).

Finally, we will be interested in algorithms that attain o(T ) regret (meaning the averaged
regret goes to zero as T → ∞) for the worst-case D. In other words, we say A is no-regret
if supD Regret(A, D, T ) = o(T ). Note that this definition of worst-case regret only assumes
that Nature’s behavior (i.e., the value distribution) is worst-case; the buyer’s behavior is
always presumed to be surplus maximizing.

5.3. Fixed Value Setting
In this section we consider the case of a single unknown fixed buyer value, that is V = {v}
for some v ∈ (0, 1]. We show that in this setting a very simple pricing algorithm with
√
monotonically decreasing price offerings is able to achieve O(Tγ T ) when the buyer discount
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is γt = γ t−1 . The full proofs for this section appear in Section 5.6.1.
Monotone algorithm: Choose parameter β ∈ (0, 1), and initialize a0 = 1 and
p0 = 1. In each round t ≥ 1 let pt = β 1−at−1 pt−1 .
In the Monotone algorithm, the seller starts at the maximum price of 1, and decreases
the price by a factor of β whenever the buyer rejects the price, and otherwise leaves it
unchanged. Since Monotone is deterministic and the buyer’s value v is fixed, the surplusmaximizing buyer algorithm B ∗ (Monotone, v) is characterized by a deterministic allocation
sequence a∗1:T ∈ {0, 1}T .1
The following lemma partially characterizes the optimal buyer allocation sequence.
Lemma 5.1. The sequence a∗1 , . . . , a∗T is monotonically nondecreasing.
In other words, once a buyer decides to start accepting the offered price at a certain time
step, she will keep accepting from that point on. The main idea behind the proof is to show
that if there does exist some time step t0 where a∗t0 = 1 and a∗t0 +1 = 0, then swapping the
values so that a∗t0 = 0 and a∗t0 +1 = 1 (as well potentially swapping another pair of values)
will result in a sequence with strictly better surplus, thereby contradicting the optimality
of a∗1:T . The full proof is shown in Section 5.6.1.
Now, to finish characterizing the optimal allocation sequence, we provide the following
lemma, which describes time steps where the buyer has with certainty begun to accept the
offered price.
Lemma 5.2. Let cβ,γ = 1 + (1 − β)Tγ

and

dβ,γ =

log

c

β,γ
v



log(1/β)

, then for any t > dβ,γ we

have a∗t+1 = 1.
A detailed proof is presented in Section 5.6.1. These lemmas imply the following regret
bound.

Theorem 5.1. Regret(Monotone, v, T ) ≤ vT 1 −
1

β
cβ,γ



+ vβ



dβ,γ
cβ,γ

+

1
cβ,γ



.

If there are multiple optimal sequences, the buyer can then choose to randomize over the set of sequences.
In such a case, the worst case distribution (for the seller) is the one that always selects the revenue minimizing
optimal sequence. In that case, let a∗1:T denote the revenue-minimizing buyer-optimal sequence.
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Proof. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 we receive no revenue until at most round ddβ,γ e + 1, and
from that round onwards we receive at least revenue β ddβ,γ e per round. Thus

Regret(Monotone, v, T ) = vT −

T
X

β ddβ,γ e ≤ vT − (T − dβ,γ − 1)β dβ,γ +1

t=ddβ,γ e+1

Noting that β dβ,γ =

v
cβ,γ

and rearranging proves the theorem.

√
Tuning the learning parameter simplifies the bound further and provides a O(Tγ T ) regret
bound. Note that this tuning parameter does not assume knowledge of the buyer’s discount
parameter γ.
Corollary 5.1. If β =

√
T
√
1+ T

then Regret(Monotone, v, T ) ≤

√

T 4vTγ + 2v log

1
v



+v.

The computation used to derive this corollary are found in Section 5.6.1. This corollary
shows that it is indeed possible to achieve no-regret against a strategic buyer with a unknown
√
fixed value as long as Tγ = o( T ). That is, the effective buyer horizon must be more than
a constant factor smaller than the square-root of the game’s finite horizon.

5.4. Upper Bound on Regret of Phased
We next give a seller algorithm that attains no-regret when the set of prices P is finite, the
buyer’s discount is γt = γ t−1 , and the buyer’s value vt for each round is drawn from a fixed
distribution D that satisfies a certain continuity assumption, detailed below.
Phased algorithm: Choose parameter α ∈ (0, 1). Define Ti ≡ 2i and Si ≡


Ti
, Tiα . For each phase i = 1, 2, 3, . . . of length Ti rounds:
min |P|
Offer each price p ∈ P for Si rounds, in some fixed order; these are the explore
rounds. Let Ap,i = Number of explore rounds in phase i where price p was offered
and the buyer accepted. For the remaining Ti − |P|Si rounds of phase i, offer
price p̃i = arg maxp∈P p

Ap,i
Si

in each round; these are the exploit rounds.
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The Phased algorithm proceeds across a number of phases. Each phase consists of explore
rounds followed by exploit rounds. During explore rounds, the algorithm selects each price
in some fixed order. During exploit rounds, the algorithm repeatedly selects the price that
realized the greatest revenue during the immediately preceding explore rounds.
First notice that a strategic buyer has no incentive to lie during exploit rounds (i.e. it
will accept any price pt < vt and reject any price pt > vt ), since its decisions there do not
affect any of its future prices. Thus, the exploit rounds are the time at which the seller can
exploit what it has learned from the buyer during exploration. Alternatively, if the buyer
has successfully manipulated the seller into offering a low price, we can view the buyer as
“exploiting” the seller.
During explore rounds, on the other hand, the strategic buyer can benefit by telling lies
which will cause it to witness better prices during the corresponding exploit rounds. However, the value of these lies to the buyer will depend on the fraction of the phase consisting
of explore rounds. Taken to the extreme, if the entire phase consists of explore rounds, the
buyer is not interested in lying. In general, the more explore rounds, the more revenue has
to be sacrificed by a buyer that is lying during the explore rounds. For the myopic buyer,
the loss of enough immediate revenue at some point ceases to justify her potential gains in
the future exploit rounds.
Thus, while traditional algorithms like UCB balance exploration and exploitation to ensure
confidence in the observed payoffs of sampled arms, our Phased algorithm explores for two
purposes: to ensure accurate estimates, and to dampen the buyer’s incentive to mislead the
seller. The seller’s balancing act is to explore for long enough to learn the buyer’s value
distribution, but leave enough exploit rounds to benefit from the knowledge.
Continuity of the value distribution

The preceding argument required that the dis-

tribution D does not exhibit a certain pathology. There cannot be two prices p, p0 that are
very close but p Prv∼D [v ≥ p] and p0 Prv∼D [v ≥ p0 ] are very different. Otherwise, the buyer
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is largely indifferent to being offered prices p or p0 , but distinguishing between the two prices
is essential for the seller during exploit rounds. Thus, we assume that the value distribution
D is K-Lipschitz, which eliminates this problem: Defining F (p) ≡ Prv∼D [v ≥ p], we assume
there exists K > 0 such that |F (p) − F (p0 )| ≤ K|p − p0 | for all p, p0 ∈ [0, 1]. This assumption
is quite mild, as our Phased algorithm does not need to know K, and the dependence of
the regret rate on K will be logarithmic.
Theorem 5.2. Assume F (p) ≡ Prv∼D [v ≥ p] is K-Lipschitz. Let ∆ = minp∈P\{p∗ } p∗ F (p∗ )−
pF (p), where p∗ = arg maxp∈P pF (p). For any parameter α ∈ (0, 1) of the Phased algorithm
there exist constants c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 such that
Regret(Phased, D, T ) ≤ c1 |P|T α + c2
+ c3

|P|2
(log T )1/α
∆2/α

|P|2 1/α
T (log T + log(K/∆))1/α + c4 |P|
∆1/α γ

= Õ(T α + Tγ1/α ).

The complete proof of Theorem 5.2 is rather technical, and is provided in Appendix 5.6.2.
To gain further intuition about the upper bounds proved in this section and the previous
section, it helps to parametrize the buyer’s horizon Tγ as a function of T , e.g. Tγ = T c for
0 ≤ c ≤ 1. Writing it in this fashion, we see that the Monotone algorithm has regret at most
√
√
1
O(T c+ 2 ), and the Phased algorithm has regret at most Õ(T c ) if we choose α = c. The
lower bound proved in the next section states that, in the worst case, any seller algorithm
will incur a regret of at least Ω(T c ).

5.5. Lower Bound
In this section we state the main lower bound, which establishes a connection between the
regret of any seller algorithm and the buyer’s discounting. Specifically, we prove that the
regret of any seller algorithm is Ω(Tγ ). Note that when T = Tγ — i.e., the buyer does not
discount her future surplus — our lower bound proves that no-regret seller algorithms do
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not exist, and thus it is impossible for the seller to take advantage of learned information.
For example, consider the seller algorithm that uniformly selects prices pt from [0, 1]. The
optimal buyer algorithm is truthful, accepting if pt < vt , as the seller algorithm is nonadaptive, and the buyer does not gain any advantage by being more strategic. In such a
scenario the seller would quickly learn a good estimate of the value distribution D. What
is surprising is that a seller cannot use this information if the buyer does not discount her
future surplus. If the seller attempts to leverage information learned through interactions
with the buyer, the buyer can react accordingly to negate this advantage.
The lower bound further relates regret in the repeated setting to regret in a particular
single-shot game between the buyer and the seller. This demonstrates that, against a nondiscounted buyer, the seller is no better off in the repeated setting than he would be by
repeatedly implementing such a single-shot mechanism (ignoring previous interactions with
the buyer). In the following section we describe the simple single-shot game.
5.5.1. Single-Shot Auction
We call the following game the single-shot auction. A seller selects a family of distributions
S indexed by b ∈ [0, 1], where each Sb is a distribution on [0, 1] × {0, 1}. The family S is
revealed to a buyer with unknown value v ∈ [0, 1], who then must select a bid b ∈ [0, 1],
and then (p, a) ∼ Sb is drawn from the corresponding distribution.
As usual, the buyer gets a surplus of a(v − p), while the seller enjoys a revenue of ap. We
restrict the set of seller strategies to distributions that are incentive compatible and rational.
S is incentive compatible if for all b, v ∈ [0, 1], E(p,a)∼Sb [a(v − p)] ≤ E(p,a)∼Sv [a(v − p)]. It is
rational if for all v, E(p,a)∼Sv [a(v − p)] ≥ 0 (i.e. any buyer maximizing expected surplus is
actually incentivised to play the game). Incentive compatible and rational strategies exist:
drawing p from a fixed distribution (i.e. all Sb are the same), and letting a = 1{b ≥ p}
suffices.2
2

This subclass of auctions is even ex post rational.
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We define the regret in the single-shot setting of any incentive-compatible and rational
strategy S with respect to value v as

SSRegret(S, v) = v − E(p,a)∼Sv [ap].

The following loose lower bound on SSRegret(S, v) is straightforward, and establishes that
a seller’s revenue cannot be a constant fraction of the buyer’s value for all v. The full proof
is provided in the appendix (Section 5.6.3).
Lemma 5.3. For any incentive compatible and rational strategy S there exists v ∈ [0, 1]
such that SSRegret(S, v) ≥

1
12 .

5.5.2. Repeated Auction
Returning to the repeated setting, our main lower bound will make use of the following
technical lemma, the full proof of which is provided in the appendix (Section 5.6.3). Informally, the Lemma states that the surplus enjoyed by an optimal buyer algorithm would
only increase if this surplus were viewed without discounting.
Lemma 5.4. Let the buyer’s discount sequence {γt } be positive and nonincreasing. For any
seller algorithm A, value distribution D, and surplus-maximizing buyer algorithm B ∗ (A, D),
hP
i
hP
i
T
T
E
γ
a
(v
−
p
)
≤
E
a
(v
−
p
)
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t=1
t=1
Notice if at (vt − pt ) ≥ 0 for all t, then the Lemma 5.4 is trivial. This would occur if the
buyer only ever accepts prices less than its value (at = 1 only if pt ≤ vt ). However, Lemma
5.4 is interesting in that it holds for any seller algorithm A. It’s easy to imagine a seller
algorithm that incentivizes the buyer to sometimes accept a price pt > vt with the promise
that this will generate better prices in the future (e.g. setting pt0 = 1 and offering pt = 0
for all t > t0 only if at0 = 1 and otherwise setting pt = 1 for all t > t0 ).
Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 let us prove our main lower bound.
Theorem 5.3. Fix a positive, nonincreasing, discount sequence {γt }. Let A be any seller
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algorithm for the repeated setting. There exists a buyer value distribution D such that
Regret(A, D, T ) ≥

1
12 Tγ .

In particular, if Tγ = Ω(T ), no-regret is impossible.

Proof. Let {ab,t , pb,t } be the sequence of prices and allocations generated by playing B ∗ (A, b)
P
against A. For each b ∈ [0, 1] and (p, a) ∈ [0, 1) × {0, 1}, let µb (p, a) = T1γ Tt=1 γt 1{ab,t =
a}1{pb,t = p}. Notice that µb (p, a) > 0 for countably many (p, a) and let Ωb = {(p, a) ∈
[0, 1] × {0, 1} : µb (p, a) > 0}. We think of µb as being a distribution. It’s in fact a random
measure since the {ab,t , pb,t } are themselves random. One could imagine generating µb by
playing B ∗ (A, b) against A and observing the sequence {ab,t , pb,t }. Every time we observe
a price pb,t = p and allocation ab,t = a, we assign

1
T γ γt

additional mass to (p, a) in µb . This

is impossible in practice, but the random measure µb has a well-defined distribution.
Now consider the following strategy S for the single-shot setting. Sb is induced by drawing
a µb , then drawing (p, a) ∼ µb . Note that for any b ∈ [0, 1] and any measurable function f


E(p,a)∼Sb [f (a, p)] = Eµb ∼Sb E(p,a)∼µb [f (a, b) | µb ] =

1
Tγ E

hP

T
t=1 γt f (ab,t , pb,t )

i
.

Thus the strategy S is incentive compatible, since for any b, v ∈ [0, 1]
" T
#
X
1
1
E(p,a)∼Sb [a(v − p)] =
E
γt ab,t (v − pb,t ) =
BuyerSurplus(A, B ∗ (A, b), v, T )
Tγ
Tγ
t=1
" T
#
X
1
1
BuyerSurplus(A, B ∗ (A, v), v, T ) =
E
γt av,t (v − pv,t ) = E(p,a)∼Sv [a(v − p)]
≤
Tγ
Tγ
t=1

where the inequality follows from the fact that B ∗ (A, v) is a surplus-maximizing algorithm
for a buyer whose value is v. The strategy S is also rational, since for any v ∈ [0, 1]
" T
#
X
1
1
E(p,a)∼Sv [a(v − p)] =
E
γt av,t (v − pv,t ) =
BuyerSurplus(A, B ∗ (A, v), v, T ) ≥ 0
Tγ
Tγ
t=1

where the inequality follows from the fact that a surplus-maximizing buyer algorithm cannot
earn negative surplus, as a buyer can always reject every price and earn zero surplus.
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Let rt = 1 − γt and Tr =

PT

t=1 rt .

Note that rt ≥ 0. We have the following for any v ∈ [0, 1]:

" T
#!
X
1
v−
Tγ SSRegret(S, v) = Tγ
E
γt av,t pv,t
Tγ
t=1
" T
#
" T
#
X
X
= Tγ v − E
γt av,t pv,t = (T − Tr )v − E
(1 − rt )av,t pv,t

v − E(p,a)∼Sv [ap] = Tγ

t=1

= Tv − E

" T
X

t=1

#
av,t pv,t + E

t=1

= Regret(A, v, T )+E

" T
X

#
rt av,t pv,t − Tr v

t=1

" T
X

#
rt av,t pv,t −Tr v = Regret(A, v, T )+E

t=1

" T
X

#
rt (av,t pv,t − v)

t=1

hP
i
hP
i
T
T
A closer look at the quantity E
r
(a
p
−
v)
,
tells
us
that:
E
r
(a
p
−
v)
≤
t=1 t v,t v,t
t=1 t v,t v,t
i
i
hP
hP
T
T
E
t=1 (1 − γt )av,t (v − pv,t ) ≤ 0, where the last inequality
t=1 rt av,t (pv,t − v) = −E
follows from Lemma 5.4. Therefore Tγ SSRegret(S, v) ≤ Regret(A, v, T ) and taking D to be
the point-mass on the value v ∈ [0, 1] which realizes Lemma 5.3 proves the statement of the
theorem.

5.6. Detailed Proofs
5.6.1. Upper Bound on the Regret of Monotone
Restatement of Lemma 5.1: The sequence a∗1 , . . . , a∗T is monotonically nondecreasing.
Proof. For any sequence a ∈ {0, 1}T let last(a) be the last round t where at = 1 and at+1 =
0, or last(a) = 0 if there is no such round. Let a∗ = a∗1 , . . . , a∗T , and assume for contradiction
that last(a∗ ) > 0. Further, assume without loss of generality that last(a∗ ) ≥ last(ã∗ ) for
every optimal sequence ã∗ . Let ` = last(a∗ ).
Suppose that a∗t = 0 for all t ≥ ` + 1. If v − p` ≥ 0 then, since p`+1 = p` , letting a∗`+1 = 1
does not decrease the buyer’s total surplus and increases last(a∗ ), violating the assumption
that last(a∗ ) ≥ last(ã∗ ) for every optimal sequence ã∗ . On the other hand, if v − p` < 0
then letting a∗` = 0 increases the buyer’s total surplus, contradicting the optimality of a∗ .
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Otherwise choose the smallest k ≥ 1 such that a∗`+k = 0, and a∗`+k+1 = 1. Note that
p`+k+1 = β k p` and p`+k = β `−1 p` . Swapping the values of a∗` and a∗`+1 does not affect
the buyer’s surplus in rounds other than ` and ` + 1, and must not increase the buyer’s
total surplus, which implies γ `−1 (v − p` ) ≥ γ ` (v − βp` ). Likewise, swapping the values
of a∗`+k and a∗`+k+1 does not affect the buyer’s surplus in rounds other than ` + k and
` + k + 1, and increases last(a∗ ), so it must decrease the buyer’s total surplus, which implies
γ `+k (v − p`+k+1 ) > γ `+k−1 (v − p`+k ).
Cancelling γ’s in each inequality, and substituting for p`+k and p`+k+1 gives the following
inequalities:
v − p` ≥ γv − γβp`

and γv − γβ k p` > v − β k−1 p`

Adding the two inequalities and rearranging gives us:

β k−1 p` + γp` (β − β k ) > p`

Dividing through by p` gives us:
β k−1 + γ(β − β k ) > 1

(5.1)

Let g(β) = β k−1 + β − β k . Since β − β k is non-negative and γ ≤ 1, g(β) is an upper bound
on the left hand side of equation 5.1. Giving:

β k−1 + γ(β − β k ) ≤ g(β)

However,

dg
dβ

(5.2)

= (k −1)β k−2 +1−kβ k−1 = (1−β k−2 )+k(β k−2 −β k−1 ), which is non-negative

for any β < 1. To see why, note that both terms in the last expression are non-negative
when k > 1 and the entire expression is 0 when k = 1.
Therefore, g(·) is a non-decreasing function and for any β < 1, g(β) ≤ g(1) = 1. This fact
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combined with Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2) imply a contradiction.

Restatement of Lemma 5.2 Let cβ,γ = 1 + (1 − β)Tγ

and

dβ,γ =

log

c

β,γ
v



log(1/β)

, then for

any t > dβ,γ we have a∗t+1 = 1.
Proof. Rearranging the inequality t > dβ,γ yields β t (1 + (1 − β)Tγ ) < v. Subtracting β t+1
P −t t0 −1
from both sides, multiplying both sides by γ t , and applying the inequality Tt0 =1
γ
≤
PT
t0 −1 = T gives us
γ
t0 =1 γ

γt

βt

1 + (1 − β)

TX
−t−1

!
γ

t0 −1

!
− β t+1

< γ t (v − β t+1 )

t0 =1

⇔

β t (1 − β)

T
X

0

γ t −1 < γ t (v − β t+1 )

t0 =t+1

Now substitute β t (1 − β) = (v − β t+1 ) − (v − β t ) and gather terms. We have
T
X
t0 =t+2

Note that

PT

t0 =t+1 γ

t0 −1 (v

T
X

0

γ t −1 (v − β t+1 ) <

0

γ t −1 (v − β t ) .

(5.3)

t0 =t+1

− β t ) is the surplus of a monotonic buyer that starts accepting

(and thus continues to accept) the price offered at time t + 1. The inequality above, which
holds for arbitrary t > dβ,γ , states that the surplus that is gained from starting to accept
at round t + 1 is greater than the surplus gained from starting to accept at round t + 2.
Thus, it must be the case a∗t+1 = 1.
Restatement of Corollary 5.1 If β =

√
T
√
1+ T

Regret(Monotone, v, T ) ≤

√

then


T

 
1
4vTγ + 2v log
+v.
v

Before showing the proof to Corollary 5.1, we prove the following technical lemma.
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Lemma 5.5. x ≥ log(1 + x) if x ≥ 0 and x ≤ 2 log(1 + x) if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.
xi
i=0 i! .

Proof. By Taylor’s theorem ex =

P∞

log(1 + x) if x ≥ 0. Now let an =

Pn

Therefore ex ≥ 1 + x if x ≥ 0, and so x ≥

i+1 xi
i=1 (−1)
i

and observe that for any positive even

integer n
n
X
xi
2an = 2x − x + 2
(−1)i+1
i
2

i=3

=x+ x−x


2

n
X

+2

i=3,5,7,...

i

x



1
x
−
i
i+1



≥x

x
where the inequality follows because x−x2 ≥ 0 if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and 1i − i+1
≥ 0 if x ≤ 1 and i ≥

1. Since limn→∞ an = log(1 + x) (by Taylor’s theorem) and limn→∞ an = limn→∞,n even an
(because all subsequences of a convergent sequence have the same limit), we have shown
2 log(1 + x) ≥ x for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.

Now, the proof of Corollary 5.1.

Proof of Corollary 5.1. From the expression for β we have
√
cβ,γ = 1 +

1−

1+

which implies
1−

β
cβ,γ

T
√

!
T

√
1 + T + Tγ
1
Tγ = 1 + 
√  Tγ = 
√ 
1+ T
1+ T

(5.4)

√
1 + Tγ
T
√
√
=1−
=
.
1 + T + Tγ
1 + T + Tγ

We also have

dβ,γ


 


Tγ
Tγ
1
log
1 + 1+√T
log 1 + 1+√T
+ log
(
) v
(
)




=
=
√
1+
T
1
√
√
log
log 1 + T
T

1
v


.

By Lemma 5.5 we know that x ≥ log(1 + x) if x ≥ 0 and x ≤ 2 log(1 + x) if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.
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Since T ≥ 1 we have

dβ,γ

Tγ
√

(1+

T)

≥ 0 and 0 ≤

√1
T

≤ 1 and therefore

√
 
 
√
√
2Tγ T
1
1


≤ 2Tγ + 2 T log
.
≤
+ 2 T log
√
v
v
1+ T

From the expression for cβ,γ in Eq. (5.4) we have

1
cβ,γ

√
dβ,γ
≤ 2Tγ + 2 T log
cβ,γ
Now plug the bounds on 1 −

dβ,γ
β
cβ,γ , cβ,γ

and

1
cβ,γ

(5.5)

≤ 1. Therefore
 
1
.
v

from above into the upper bound from

Theorem 5.1. Noting that β ≤ 1 gives us
!
 


√
1 + Tγ
1
√
Regret(Monotone, v, T ) ≤ vT
+1
+ vβ 2Tγ + 2 T log
v
1 + T + Tγ

 
√
1
≤ T 4vTγ + 2v log
+v.
v

5.6.2. Upper Bound on Regret of Phased
+
Let λ be a fixed positive constant, whose exact value will be specified later. Define Vp,i

to be the number of explore rounds in phase i where price p was offered and the buyer’s
+
value in the round was at least p + λ. Let r̂p,i
=p

+
Vp,i
Si ,

+
and note that E[r̂p,i
] = pF (p + λ).

−
Similarly, define Vp,i
to be the number of explore rounds in phase i where price p was
−
offered and the buyer’s value in the round was at least p − λ. Let r̂p,i
=p

−
Vp,i
Si ,

and note that

−
E[r̂p,i
] = pF (p − λ). Also, let Ap,i be the number of explore rounds in phase i where price

p was offered and was accepted by the buyer. Then, we let r̃p,i = p

Ap,i
Si

denote the observed

revenue of price p in explore rounds in phase i.
In the Phased algorithm, the price p̃i that maximizes r̃p,i is offered in every exploit round
of phase i. So our strategy for proving Theorem 5.2 will be to show that p∗ = arg maxp r̃p,i
with high probability for all sufficiently large i. There are essentially only two ways this can
fail to happen: Either the realized buyer values differ greatly from their expectations, or the
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buyer is untruthful about her realized values. The first case is unlikely, and the latter case
is costly to the buyer, provided the number of explore rounds in the phase is sufficiently
large. We now quantify “sufficiently large”. Let i∗ be the smallest nonnegative integer such
that Si ≥ DT for all i ≥ i∗ , where

DT = max

8
16
log T,
C1
∆2
∆ T



and Cδ = log(1 + (1 − γ)Tγ /(δλ)) log(1/γ)−1 . Note that i∗ is well-defined because Si is
increasing in i. The next lemma uses a standard concentration inequality to bound the
probability that certain random variables are close to their expectations.
Lemma 5.6. Fix price p ∈ P and phase i ≥ i∗ . With probability 1 − 2T −1
−
r̂p,i
≤ pF (p − λ) +

∆
∆
and r̂p+∗ ,i ≥ p∗ F (p∗ + λ) − .
4
4

−
Proof. Note that r̂p,i
is an average of Si independent random variables, since the variables

pt are chosen deterministically during the explore phase and each vt is always drawn inde−
pendently. Also note that E[r̂p,i
] = pF (p − λ). Since i ≥ i∗ we have

Si ≥

16
1
log T =
log T.
2
∆
(∆/4)2

h
−
Thus by Hoeffding’s inequality Pr r̂p,i
≤ pF (p − λ) +

∆
4

i

≥ 1 − T −1 . Similarly r̂p+∗ ,i is

an average of Si independent random variables and E[r̂p+∗ ,i ] = p∗ F (p∗ + λ), and thus
h
i
−1 . The lemma follows from the union bound.
Pr r̂p+∗ ,i ≥ p∗ F (p∗ + λ) − ∆
4 ≥1−T
Let Lp,i be the set of explore rounds in phase i where the seller offered price p and the buyer
λ-lied, i.e., a round t where either the buyer accepted price p and her value vt ≤ p − λ, or
rejected price p and her value vt > p + λ. Let Lp,i = |Lp,i |. The next lemma shows that,
for any phase i where the event from the previous lemma occurs, if the observed revenue of
the optimal price p∗ is less than the observed revenue of another price then the buyer must
have told many λ-lies during phase i.
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Lemma 5.7. Fix price p ∈ P and phase i. If r̃p∗ ,i < r̃p,i and the event from Lemma 5.6




∆−4Kλ
∗ ,i ≥
occurs then Lp,i ≥ ∆−4Kλ
S
or
L
Si .
∗
i
p
4p
4p
Proof. Assume for contradiction that Lp,i <



∆−4Kλ
4p



Si and Lp∗ ,i <



∆−4Kλ
4p∗



Si . For any

price p0 note that Ap0 ,i − Vp−0 ,i ≤ Lp0 ,i and Vp+0 ,i − Ap0 ,i ≤ Lp0 ,i , since Ap0 ,i counts the number
of times the buyer accepted price p0 in phase i. Combining these bounds and applying the
−
definitions of r̃p,i , r̃p∗ ,i , r̂p,i
and r̂p+∗ ,i proves


p
−
Ap,i − Vp,i
<
Si

p∗  +
Vp∗ ,i − Ap∗ ,i <
=
Si

−
r̃p,i − r̂p,i
=

r̂p+∗ ,i − r̃p∗ ,i

∆
p  ∆ − 4Kλ 
Si =
− Kλ,
Si
4p
4
∆
p∗  ∆ − 4Kλ 
Si =
− Kλ.
∗
Si
4p
4

(5.6)
(5.7)

Now observe
∆
− Kλ
4
∆
≤ pF (p − λ) + − Kλ
2
∆
≤ p(F (p) + Kλ) + − Kλ
2
∆
≤ pF (p) +
2
∆
∗
∗
≤ p F (p ) −
2
∆
≤ p∗ (F (p∗ + λ) + Kλ) −
2
∆
≤ p∗ F (p∗ + λ) − + Kλ
2
∆
+
≤ r̂p∗ ,i − + Kλ
4

−
r̃p,i < r̂p,i
+

< r̃p∗ ,i

Eq. (5.6)
Lemma 5.6
K-Lipschitz continuity

Definition of ∆
K-Lipschitz continuity

Lemma 5.6
Eq. (5.7)

which contradicts r̃p∗ ,i < r̃p,i .
Next we show that the number of λ-lies told by a surplus-maximizing buyer in any phase
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is bounded with high probability. This is the main technical lemma.
Lemma 5.8. Fix price p ∈ P, phase i, and suppose the buyer uses a surplus-maximizing
algorithm B ∗ (Phased, D). For all δ > 0 we have Pr [Lp,i ≥ Cδ ] ≤ δ.
Proof. Let B i be a buyer algorithm that acts according to B ∗ (Phased, D) during the first
i − 1 phases, and from phase i onwards acts truthfully in every round, i.e., at = 1{vt ≥ pt }
for all rounds t in phases i, i + 1, . . . , dlog2 T e. Assume Pr [Lp,i ≥ Cδ ] > δ. We will show
that this implies
BuyerSurplus(Phased, B ∗ (Phased, D), D, T ) < BuyerSurplus(Phased, B i , D, T ),

a contradiction.
Let p∗1 , . . . , p∗T and a∗1 , . . . , a∗T be the prices and accept decisions from all rounds when the
buyer algorithm is B ∗ (Phased, D), and let pi1 , . . . , piT and ai1 , . . . , aiT be the price and accept
decisions from all rounds when the buyer algorithm is B i . Recall that the values v1 , . . . , vT
+
are drawn independently of seller or buyer behavior. Let t−
i and ti be the first and last

explore rounds in phase i, respectively. We have
BuyerSurplus(Phased, B ∗ (Phased, D), D, T ) − BuyerSurplus(Phased, B i , D, T )
−

 +

ti −1
ti
X
X
=E
γ t−1 (a∗t (vt − p∗t ) − ait (vt − pit )) + E 
γ t−1 (a∗t (vt − p∗t ) − ait (vt − pit ))
t=t−
i

t=1


+E

T
X


γ t−1 (a∗t (vt − p∗t ) − ait (vt − pit ))

(5.8)

t=t+
i +1


=E

+

ti
X





γ t−1 (a∗t (vt − p∗t ) − ait (vt − pit )) + E 

t=t−
i

T
X


γ t−1 (a∗t (vt − p∗t ) − ait (vt − pit ))

t=t+
i +1

(5.9)

=E

+

ti
X

t=t−
i

γ

t−1

(a∗t

−

ait )(vt

−





pit )

+E

T
X

t=t+
i +1
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γ t−1 (a∗t (vt − p∗t ) − ait (vt − pit ))

(5.10)


≤E

+

ti
X


+

γ t−1 (a∗t − ait )(vt − pit ) + γ ti Tγ

(5.11)

t=t−
i


= Pr[Lp,i ≥ Cδ ]E 

+



ti
X

γ t−1 (a∗t − ait )(vt − pit )

Lp,i ≥ Cδ 

t=t−
i


+ Pr[Lp,i < Cδ ]E 

+

ti
X


γ t−1 (a∗t − ait )(vt − pit )

+

Lp,i < Cδ  + γ ti Tγ

t=t−
i


≤ Pr[Lp,i ≥ Cδ ]E 


X

γ t−1 (a∗t − ait )(vt − pit )

+

Lp,i ≥ Cδ  + γ ti Tγ

(5.12)

t∈Lp,i




≤ Pr[Lp,i ≥ Cδ ]E 

X

γ t−1 (−λ)

+

Lp,i ≥ Cδ  + γ ti Tγ

(5.13)

t∈Lp,i
+

≤ Pr[Lp,i ≥ Cδ ]

ti
X

+

γ t−1 (−λ) + γ ti Tγ

(5.14)

t=t+
i −Cδ +1
+

<δ

ti
X

+

γ t−1 (−λ) + γ ti Tγ

(5.15)

t=t+
i −Cδ +1

= −δλγ

t+
i −Cδ



1 − γ Cδ
1−γ



+

γ ti
+ γ Tγ =
1−γ
t+
i



−δλ(1 − γ Cδ )
+ (1 − γ)Tγ
γ Cδ


=0

(5.16)

Eq. (5.8) follows from the definition of surplus and the linearity of expectation. Eq. (5.9)
holds because B ∗ (Phased, D) and B i behave identically before phase i. Eq. (5.10) holds
because the prices offered during explore rounds are independent of the buyer’s algorithm,
+
−
i
i
and thus pit = p∗t for t ∈ {t−
i , . . . , ti }. The fact that at = 1{vt ≥ pt } for t ≥ ti implies
∗
i
a∗t (vt −p∗t )−ait (vt −pit ) ≤ 1 for t ≥ t−
i , which yields Eq. (5.11), and also implies (at −at )(vt −
−
+
pit ) ≤ 0 for t ≥ t−
i , which yields Eq. (5.12) (recall that Lp,i ⊆ {ti , . . . , ti }). The definition

of λ-lies and the fact that pit = p∗t for t ∈ Lp,i implies Eq. (5.13). Eq. (5.14) holds because
γ t−1 is decreasing in t. Eq. (5.15) follows from our assumption that Pr[Lp,i ≥ Cδ ] > δ.
Eq. (5.16) follows from the definition of Cδ .
We are ready to prove an upper bound on the regret of the Phased algorithm.
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Restatement of Theorem 5.2 Assume F (p) ≡ Prv∼D [v ≥ p] is K-Lipschitz. Let ∆ =
minp∈P\{p∗ } p∗ F (p∗ ) − pF (p), where p∗ = arg maxp∈P pF (p). For any parameter α ∈ (0, 1)
of the Phased algorithm there exist constants c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 such that
Regret(Phased, D, T ) ≤ c1 |P|T α + c2
+ c3

|P|2
(log T )1/α
∆2/α

|P|2 1/α
T (log T + log(K/∆))1/α + c4 |P|
∆1/α γ

= Õ(T α + Tγ1/α ).

Proof. Define n = dlog2 T e and let Tiexplore and Tiexploit be the set of explore and exploit
rounds of phase i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since the phase n may only be partially completed at the
termination of the algorithm we allow Tnexplore and Tnexploit to be partially or completely
empty. Note that for the Phased algorithm the behavior of a buyer during exploit rounds
does not affect the prices offered in future rounds. Since p̃i is the price offered in each exploit
round of phase i, a surplus-maximizing buyer will choose at = 1{vt ≥ p̃i } in any exploit
round t of phase i. So we can upper bound the regret of the Phased algorithm in terms of
the number of explore rounds and the probability that p̃i 6= p∗ during exploit rounds. We
have
"
Regret(Phased, D, T ) = E

T
X

#
∗

∗

p F (p ) − at pt

t=1

=

n
X

X

E [p∗ F (p∗ ) − at pt ] +

i=1 t∈T explore
i

≤

n
X

|P|Si +

≤

i=1

X

E [p∗ F (p∗ ) − at pt ]

i=1 t∈T exploit
i

n
X

X

Pr [p̃i = p] (Ti − |P|Si )

i=1 p∈P\{p∗ }

i=1
n
X

n
X

∗

|P|Si +

X

i
X

p∈P\{p∗ } i=1

Ti +

X

n
X

Pr [p̃i = p] Ti

(5.17)

p∈P\{p∗ } i=i∗ +1

where expectations and probabilities are with respect to value distribution D, seller al-
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gorithm Phased, and buyer algorithm B ∗ (Phased, D). We will now bound each term in
Eq. (5.17). Let λ =

∆
8K .

Recall that Ti = 2i and Si ≤ Tiα , which implies

Pn

i=1 Si

≤

Pn

i=1 2

αi .

Since n ≤ log2 T + 1

we have 2n ≤ 2T . Thus
n
X

Si ≤

i=1

n
X

2αi ≤

i=1

(2n+1 )α − 1
4α T α − 1
4α
(2α )n+1 − 1
=
≤
≤
T α.
2α − 1
2α − 1
2α − 1
2α − 1

(5.18)

where the first inequality follows from the formula for a geometric series (this is just the
standard “doubling trick”).
1/α

1/α

By the definition of Si and i∗ we have Ti∗ −1 < max(DT , |P|DT ) ≤ DT + |P|DT , which
P
1/α
implies Ti∗ +1 ≤ 4DT + 4|P|DT . Also note that j≤i Tj ≤ Ti+1 for all i, again because
Ti = 2i . Thus
X

X

p∈P\{p∗ } i≤i∗

Ti ≤

X

1/α

4DT

1/α

+ 4|P|DT ≤ 4|P|DT

1/α

+ 4|P|2 DT ≤ 8|P|2 DT

(5.19)

p∈P\{p∗ }

Finally, for any p 6= p∗ and i > i∗ if p̃i = p then r̃p∗ ,i < r̃p,i , which by Lemma 5.7 implies
that either the event from Lemma 5.6 does not occur,
∆ − 4Kλ
Si , or
4p
∆ − 4Kλ
≥
Si .
4p∗

Lp,i ≥
Lp∗ ,i

Since λ =

∆
8K

(5.20)
(5.21)

and p, p∗ ≤ 1, Eq. (5.20) and Eq. (5.21) respectively imply
∆
Si , or
8
∆
≥ Si .
8

Lp,i ≥
Lp∗ ,i

(5.22)
(5.23)

The event from Lemma 5.6 (call it event ¬A) occurs with probability at least 1 − 2T −1 .
And since Si ≥ DT ≥ (8/∆)C 1 for all i ≥ i∗ , we have that Eq. (5.22) and Eq. (5.23) imply
T
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either Lp,i ≥ C 1 (call it event B1 ) or Lp∗ ,i ≥ C 1 (call it event B2 ), which by Lemma 5.8
T

T

each occur with probability at most

T −1

assuming the event ¬A has occurred. Combining

these results, we have

Pr[p̃i = p] ≤ Pr[A ∨ B1 ∨ B2 ]
X
≤ Pr[A] +
Pr[Bi |A] Pr[A] + Pr[Bi |¬A] Pr[¬A]
i=1,2

≤ 2T −1 + 2(2T −1 + T −1 ) = 8T −1 ,

and therefore
X

X

Pr [p̃i = p] Ti ≤ 8|P|

(5.24)

p∈P\{p∗ } i>i∗

Combining Eqs. (5.18), (5.19) and (5.24) with Eq. (5.17) yields

Regret(Phased, D, T ) ≤

Plugging in the definitions DT = max



4α
1/α
|P|T α + 8|P|2 DT + 8|P|
2α − 1

16
∆2

8
log T, ∆
C1
T



and λ =

∆
8K ,

we have


1/α
4α
16
α
2
Regret(Phased, D, T ) ≤ α
|P|T + 8|P|
log T
2 −1
∆2


 1 −1 1/α
8K(1 − γ)Tγ T 
8
2
+ 8|P|
log 1 +
log
∆
∆
γ
+ 8|P|.

(5.25)

Suppose γ and T satisfy γ T ≥ 1/2. Then γ t ≥ 1/2 for all t ≤ T , and furthermore Tγ =
PT
t−1 ≥ T /2. Since Regret(Phased, D, T ) ≤ T holds trivially, we have
t=1 γ
Regret(Phased, D, T ) ≤ T ≤ 2Tγ ≤ T α + 2Tγ1/α ,
satisfying the theorem. Therefore, we assume that γ T ≤ 1/2. Since Tγ =
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PT

t=1 γ

t−1

=

1−γ T
1−γ

we have

2Tγ = 2

1 − γT
1−γ


≥

1
1
≥
1−γ
log(1/γ)

where the first inequality follows from 2(1 − γ T ) ≥ 1 and the second inequality follows from
x ≥ log(1 + x) for all x (just substitute x = γ − 1 and rearrange). Thus we can upper bound
 −1
in Eq. (5.25) by 2Tγ , and simplifying yields the statement of the theorem.
log γ1
5.6.3. Lower Bound Proofs
Restatement of Lemma 5.3 For any incentive compatible and rational strategy S there
exists v ∈ [0, 1] such that SSRegret(S, v) ≥

1
12 .

Proof. Fix a incentive compatible and rational strategy S. Let SellerRevenue(b) = E(p,a)∼Sb [ap]
be the seller’s expected revenue if the buyer bids b, and let BuyerSurplus(b, v) = E(p,a)∼Sb [a(v−
p)] be the buyer’s expected surplus if she bids b and her value is v. It suffices to show that
there exists v ∈ [0, 1] such that v − SellerRevenue(v) ≥

1
12 .

Before proceeding, we establish some properties of S. Incentive compatibility of S ensures
that
BuyerSurplus(v, v) ≥ BuyerSurplus(b, v)

(5.26)

for all b, v ∈ [0, 1], and rationality of S ensures that

BuyerSurplus(v, v) ≥ 0

(5.27)

SellerRevenue(b) + BuyerSurplus(b, v) = E(p,a)∼Sb [a]v

(5.28)

for all v ∈ [0, 1]. Also

for all b, v ∈ [0, 1], which follows directly from definitions, and

SellerRevenue(v) ≤ E(p,a)∼Sv [a]v
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(5.29)

for all v ∈ [0, 1], which follows from rationality: By (5.28) we have BuyerSurplus(v, v) =
E(p,a)∼Sv [a]v−SellerRevenue(v), and thus if (5.29) were false we would have BuyerSurplus(v, v) <
0, which contradicts (5.27).
Now observe that for any b, v ∈ [0, 1]

v − SellerRevenue(v) ≥ E(p,a)∼Sv [a]v − SellerRevenue(v)
= BuyerSurplus(v, v)

(5.30)

≥ BuyerSurplus(b, v)

(5.31)

= E(p,a)∼Sb [a(v − p)]
= E(p,a)∼Sb [a]v − E(p,a)∼Sb [ap]
= E(p,a)∼Sb [a]v − SellerRevenue(b)


SellerRevenue(b)
v − SellerRevenue(b)
≥
b


SellerRevenue(b)
= (v − b)
b

(5.32)

where (5.30) follows from (5.28), (5.31) follows from (5.26), and (5.32) follows from (5.29).
Now let b =

1
4

and v = 21 . If v − SellerRevenue(v) ≥

1
6

we are done. Otherwise the first and

last lines from the above chain of inequalities and v − SellerRevenue(v) <

1
6

imply

SellerRevenue(b)
v − SellerRevenue(v)
1 1
2
≤
<
=
b
v−b
6v−b
3
which can be rearranged into b − SellerRevenue(b) ≥ 13 b ≥

1
12 .

Restatement of Lemma 5.4 Let the buyer’s discount sequence {γt } be positive and nonincreasing. For any seller algorithm A, value distribution D, and surplus-maximizing buyer
hP
i
hP
i
T
T
algorithm B ∗ (A, D), E
γ
a
(v
−
p
)
≤
E
a
(v
−
p
)
t
t
t=1 t t t
t=1 t t
Proof. It will be convenient to define the following (all expectations in these definitions are
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with respect to A, D and B ∗ (A, D)):
"
rev(t1 , t2 ) = E

t2
X

#
at pt

t=t1

"
sur(t1 , t2 ) = E

t2
X

#
γt at (vt − pt )

t=t1

"
udsur(t1 , t2 ) = E

t2
X

#
at (vt − pt )

t=t1

"
totval(t1 , t2 ) = E

t2
X

#
at vt

t=t1

where “udsur” stands for “undiscounted surplus” and “totval” stands for “total value”.
Note that by definition

rev(t1 , t2 ) + udsur(t1 , t2 ) = totval(t1 , t2 ).

(5.33)

Also, since B ∗ (A, D) is a surplus-maximizing buyer strategy, sur(t, T ) ≥ 0 for all rounds t,
because otherwise the buyer could increase her surplus by following B ∗ (A, D) until round
t − 1 and then selecting at0 = 0 for all rounds t0 ≥ t.
We will first prove that sur(t, T ) ≤ γt udsur(t, T ) for all rounds t. The proof will proceed by
induction. For the base case, we have sur(T, T ) = γT udsur(T, T ) by definition. Now assume
for the inductive hypothesis that sur(t + 1, T ) ≤ γt+1 udsur(t + 1, T ). Since sur(t + 1, T ) ≥ 0
and γt+1 > 0, by the inductive hypothesis we have udsur(t + 1, T ) ≥ 0. Therefore

sur(t, T ) = sur(t, t) + sur(t + 1, T )
= γt udsur(t, t) + sur(t + 1, T )
≤ γt udsur(t, t) + γt+1 udsur(t + 1, T )

(5.34)

≤ γt udsur(t, t) + γt udsur(t + 1, T )

(5.35)

= γt udsur(t, T )
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where Eq. (5.34) follows from the inductive hypothesis and Eq. (5.35) follows because
udsur(t + 1, T ) ≥ 0 and γt ≥ γt+1 . Thus sur(t, T ) ≤ γt udsur(t, T ).
Since sur(1, T ) ≤ γ1 udsur(1, T ) and γ1 ≤ 1, by Eq. (5.33) we have rev(1, T ) + sur(1, T ) ≤
totval(1, T ), which proves the lemma.
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CHAPTER 6 : Advertiser Budget Optimization in Keyword Auctions
We conclude with an experimental study of algorithms for optimized budget expenditure in
sponsored search. Given an advertiser’s budget, the goal of such algorithms is to maximize
the number of clicks obtained during each budgeting period. We consider a single-slot model
in which an algorithm’s competing bid — representing the rest of the “market” for clicks —
is drawn from a fixed and unknown probability distribution. While in reality, advertisers (or
their proxies) may often bid strategically and not stochastically, we view this assumption as
analogous to classical models in finance, where despite strategic behavior of traders at the
individual level, models of macroscopic price evolution that are stochastic (such as Brownian
motion models) have been quite effective in developing both models and algorithms. Our
empirical results will demonstrate that algorithms designed for these stochastic assumptions
also perform quite well on the non-stochastic sequence of bids actually occurring in real
search auctions.
The assumption of stochastic bids by the competing market leads to a Markov Decision
Process (MDP) formulation of the optimal policy, where the states of the MDP specify the
remaining time in the period and the remaining budget. However, the second-price nature
of sponsored search introduces the challenge of censored observations: only if we win the
click do we observe the actual competing price; otherwise, we only know our bid was too
low.
Our main contributions are the introduction of efficient algorithms that combine the MDP
formulation with the classical Kaplan-Meier Kaplan and Meier (1958) or product-limit
estimator for censored observations, and a large-scale empirical demonstration that these
algorithms are extremely effective in practice — even when our underlying distributional
assumptions are badly violated. Our source of data is auction-level observations on hundreds
of high-volume key-phrases from Microsoft adCenter. We show that our algorithms rapidly
learn to compete with the strongest possible benchmark — the performance of an offline-
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optimal algorithm that knows the future competing bids, and always selects the cheapest
clicks in each period.

6.1. Preliminaries
The optimization problem we consider occurs over a series of periods. At the beginning
of each period, the budget optimization algorithm is allocated a fresh budget B. This
assumption is meant to reflect the manner in which advertisers actually specify their budgets
in real sponsored search markets. Broadly speaking, the algorithm’s goal is to maximize
the number of clicks purchased, in each period, using the budget B.
Each period consists of a number of auctions, or an opportunity to earn a click. We consider
the single-slot setting, wherein the search engine displays a single advertisement for each
auction 1 . The algorithm places a bid in each auction. Before the bid is placed, a price is
fixed by the auction mechanism. If the algorithm’s bid exceeds this price, the algorithm
wins an impression. For simplicity, we begin by assuming that winning an impression
automatically guarantees that the algorithm also wins a click; we will describe later how to
relax this assumption.
Once the algorithm wins a click, it is charged the price from its budget. Otherwise, the
algorithm maintains its budget, and the next auction occurs. In actual sponsored search
markets, the price is determined by the bids of arbitrary agents competing for the click in
a modified second-price auction (see e.g. Varian (2007)).
The major assumption of this work is to instead model the prices as i.i.d. draws from an
unknown distribution; we will refer to this price as the market price, since it represents the
aggregate behavior of our algorithm’s competitors. As in other financial applications, it is
often analytically intractable to model the individual agents in a market strategically, so
we instead consider the market stochastically as a whole. We will demonstrate that our
algorithm outperforms other methods in practice on actual auction data from Microsoft
1

We suspect our methods can be adapted to the multi-slot case, but leave it to future work.
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adCenter, even when the i.i.d. assumption is badly violated.
We will consider some fixed, unknown, distribution P supported on Z+ with mass function
p(·). On each auction, the market price is an independent random variable distributed as
P. We think of the budget B and market prices as being expressed in terms of the smallest
unit of currency that can be bid by the algorithm. Modeling the problem in this manner
motivates a natural algorithm.
It is important to note that the market prices are not observed directly by the algorithm.
Rather, the algorithm is only privy to the consequences of its bid (whether a click or
impression is received), and changes to its budget.
Succinctly, we consider the following protocol:
1:

for period u = 1, 2, ... do

2:

Bu,T = B

3:

for auctions remaining t = T, T − 1, ..., 1 do

4:

Algorithm bids bu,t ≤ Bu,t .

5:

Nature draws price xu,t ∼ P.

6:

if bu,t ≥ xu,t then

7:

cu,t ← 1

8:

Bu,t−1 ← Bu,t − xu,t

9:

else

10:

cu,t ← 0

11:

Bu,t−1 ← Bu,t

12:

end if

13:

Algorithm observes cu,t , Bu,t−1

14:
15:

end for
end for

When an algorithm places a large enough a bid, winning the click, it also observes the true
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market price, since its budget it reduced by that amount. However, should the algorithm
fail to win the click, it only knows that the market bid was higher than the bid placed. Thus,
the algorithm receives what is known in the statistical literature as partially right-censored
observations of the market prices {xu,t }.
Informally, we always assume that an algorithm has available to it any information it would
have in a real sponsored search auction (although not always at the same granularity),
and no more. So it may be informed of whether it received a click or impression on an
auction-by-auction basis, but not information regarding prices if it did not win the click.
Finally, we assume there is only a single keyword which the advertiser is bidding on. Our
methods generalize to the setting where there are multiple keywords with multiple clickthrough rates and valuations for a click. However, for simplicity, we do not consider these
extensions in this work.
6.1.1. Notation
Given a distribution P, supported on Z+ , with mass function p, we let the tail function
P
0
Tp (b) = ∞
b0 =b+1 p(b ) denote the mass to the right of b.
We use [N ] to mean the set {1, ..., N }, and [N ]0 = [N ] ∪ {0}.

6.2. Related Work
There is some prior work directly concerning the problem of optimizing an advertiser’s
budget Kitts and Leblanc (2004); Zhou et al. (2008), as well as work concerned with characterizing the dynamics or equilibria of a market in which advertisers play from a family
of optimizing strategies Borgs et al. (2007); Cary et al. (2007). All these works attempt
to model the strategic behavior of agents participating in a sponsored search auction. We
will depart from this, modeling the auction market stochastically, as is more common in
finance.
The sponsored search budget optimization problem has also been formulated as an instance
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of online knapsack Zhou et al. (2008). For the online knapsack problem, it is known that no
online algorithm can converge to the optimum in the worst case Marchetti-Spaccamela and
Vercellis (1995). The stochastic knapsack problem has also been studied, and there is an
algorithm with near-optimal average-case performance Lueker (1995). One of our proposed
algorithms is a censored learning version of such an algorithm. Our main proposed algorithm
is closely modeled on an algorithm from a financial optimization problem Ganchev et al.
(2010), which similarly integrates a censored estimation step with greedy optimization.
Finally, we apply classical techniques from reinforcement learning in a finite state MDP,
including Q-learning (c.f. Watkins and Dayan (1992)), as well as classical techniques from
the study of censored observations Kaplan and Meier (1958); Turnbull (1974).

6.3. MDP Formulation
An algorithm for the optimization problem introduced in the previous section can be described as an agent in a Markov Decision Process (MDP). An MDP M can be written as
M = (S, {As }s∈S , µ, r) where S is a set of states, and As are the set of actions available
to the agent in each state s, and A = ∪s∈S As . For a ∈ As , µ(a, s, s0 ) is the probability
of transitioning from state s to state s0 when taking action a in state s. r(a, s, s0 ) is the
expected reward received after taking action a in state s and transitioning to state s0 . The
goal of the agent is to maximize the expected reward received while transitioning through
the MDP.
In our case, the state space is given by S = [B]0 × [T ]0 . With t auctions remaining in
period u, the algorithm is in state (Bu,t , t) ∈ S. Furthermore, the actions available to any
algorithm in such a state are the set of bids that are at most Bu,t . So for any (b, t) ∈ S we
let A(b,t) = [b]0 .
When t ≥ 1, two types of transitions are possible. The agent can transition from (b, t) to
(b, t−1) or from (b, t) to (b0 , t−1) where 0 ≤ b0 < b. In the former case, the agent must place
a bid lower than the market price. Therefore, we have that µ(a, (b, t), (b, t − 1)) = Tp (a).
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Furthermore, the agent does not win a click in this case, and r(a, (b, t), (b, t − 1)) = 0. In the
latter case, let δ = b−b0 . The agent must bid at least δ, and the market price must be exactly
δ on auction t of the period in question. Therefore, we have that µ(a, (b, t), (b0 , t−1)) = p(δ)
and r(a, (b, t), (b0 , t − 1)) = 1 so long as a ≥ δ.
When t = 0, for any action, the agent simply transitions to (B, T ) with probability 1, with
no reward. The agent’s budget is refreshed, and the next period begins.
All other choices for (a, s, s0 ) ∈ As × S × S represent invalid moves, and hence µ(a, s, s0 ) =
r(a, s, s0 ) = 0.
Finally, conditioned on an agent’s choice of action a and current state s, its next state s is independent of all previous actions and states, since the market prices {xu,t } are independent.
The Markov property is satisfied, and we indeed have an MDP.
We call this the Sponsored Search MDP (SS-MDP). If π is a fixed mapping from S to A
satisfying π(s) ∈ As , we say that π is a policy for the MDP.
Note that an agent in the SS-MDP, started in an arbitrary state (b, t), arrives at the state
(B, T ) after exactly t + 1 actions. Therefore, we can define the random variable Cπ (b, t) to
be the total reward (i.e. number of clicks) attained by policy π before returning to (B, T ).
We say that π is an optimal policy for the SS-MDP if an agent started at (B, T ), playing
µ(s) in each state s encountered, maximizes the expected number of clicks rewarded before
returning to (B, T ). In other words:
Definition 6.1. A policy π ∗ is an optimal policy for the SS-MDP if π ∗ ∈ arg maxπ E[Cπ (B, T )].
The SS-MDP is determined by the choice of budget B, time T and distribution p. We will
want to make the optimal policy’s dependence on p explicit, and consequently we will write
it a πp∗ .
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6.4. The Value Function
MDPs lend themselves to dynamic programming. Indeed, we can characterize exactly the
optimal policy for the SS-MDP when the probability mass function p is known.
For a distribution p, let Vp (b, t), the value function for p, denote the expected number of
clicks received by an optimal policy started at state (b, t). That is, if πp∗ is an optimal policy,
then Vp (b, t) = E[Cπ∗ (b, t)].
∗
First note that when T = 0, Vp (B, T ) ≡ 0. Consider the policy πa,b,t
that takes action a
∗
in state (b, t), and plays optimally thereafter. Let Vp (a, b, t) = E[Cπa,b,t
(b, t)] be the clicks

received by such a policy from state (b, t). Observe that Vp (a, b, t) can be written in terms
of Vp (·, t − 1):
Vp (a, b, t) =

a
X

p(δ)[1 + Vp (b − δ, t − 1)] + Tp (a)Vp (b, t − 1).

δ=1

In other words, if the market price is δ ≤ a, which occurs with probability p(δ), the agent
will win a click at the price of δ and transition to state (b − δ, t − 1). At this point it behaves
optimally, earning Vp (b − δ, t − 1) clicks in expectation. If the market price is greater than
a, which occurs with probability Tp (a), the agent will retain its budget, transitioning to the
state (b, t − 1), earning Vp (b, t − 1) clicks in expectation. Furthermore, we know that:

Vp (b, t) = arg max Vp (a, b, t).
a≤b

Therefore, if p and Vp (·, T −1) are known then we can compute Vp (a, b, t) in O(B) operations,
and so compute Vp (b, t) in O(B) operations. Recalling that Vp (b, 0) ≡ 0, we can compute
Vp (b, t) for all (b, t) ∈ [B]0 × [T ]0 in O(B 2 T ) operations.

6.5. Censored Data
In the previous sections, we described how to compute the optimal policy πp∗ when p is
known. A natural algorithm for budget optimization is therefore to maintain an estimate p̂
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of p, and bid greedily according to πp̂∗ . Before describing such an algorithm, we will discuss
the problem of estimating p.
As introduced in Section 6.1, the observations received by a budget-optimization algorithm
are partially right-censored data. We begin with a general discussion of censoring.
Suppose that P is a distribution with mass function p and (z1 , ..., zn ) are i.i.d., P-distributed
random variables. Fix n integers k1 , ..., kn , and define oi = min(zi , ki ). We say that the
sample {oi } is partially right-censored data.
If oi < ki , we say that oi is a direct observation. In other words, oi = zi and we have observed
the true value of zi . Otherwise, oi = ki and we say that oi is a censored observation. We
know only that zi ≥ ki .
Given such partially right-censored data, the Product-Limit estimator Kaplan and Meier
(1958) is the non-parametric maximum-likelihood estimator for p.
Definition 6.2. Let P be a discrete distribution with mass function p, and let {zi } be
i.i.d. P-distributed random variables. Given integers K = (k1 , ..., kn ) and observations
O = (o1 , ..., on ) where oi = min(zi , ki ), let P L(K, O) be the Product-Limit estimator for p.
Specifically, given integers K, and a set of observations O generated by a distribution P,
let D(s) = |{oi ∈ O | s = oi < ki }| be the number of direct observations of value s, and
Q
D(s)
N (s) = |{oi ∈ O | s ≤ oi , s < ki }|. Now let S(t) = t−1
s=1 1 − N (s) . The CDF of P L(K, O) is
given by 1 − S(t).
In our setting, we are receiving censored observation of the random variables {xu,t } where
the censoring set K is given by {bu,t + 1}, and ou,t = min{bu,t + 1, xu,t }. When a click is
received (i.e. xu,t < bu,t + 1), we observe xu,t directly since xu,t = Bu,t − Bu,t−1 , the amount
which the algorithm is charged for winning the click. Otherwise, the algorithm is charged
nothing, and we only know that xu,t ≥ bu,t + 1.
Finally, we will eventually consider the setting in which winning an impression does not
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necessarily guarantee winning a click. In such a setting, we will have both left-censored and
right-censored observations of xu,t , what is known as doubly-censored data.
If the algorithm bids bu,t and does not win the impression, we know that xu,t ≥ bu,t + 1.
Similarly, if the algorithm wins both the impression and the click, it gets to observe xu,t
directly. However, should the algorithm win the impression but not the click, it is only
informed that it placed a large-enough bid (that it won the impression), or xu,t < bu,t + 1,
without observing xu,t directly. We give a more detailed discussion of this setting in Section
6.8. For doubly-censored data, there is algorithm giving the non-parametric MLE Turnbull
(1974).

6.6. Greedy Product-Limit Algorithm
The algorithm we propose maintains an estimate p̂ of p. With budget b remaining, and t
auctions remaining, the algorithm will greedily use its current estimate of p, and bid πp̂ (b, t).
The pseudo-code for Greedy Product-Limit contains a detailed description.
Algorithm 6 Greedy Product-Limit
Input: Budget B
1: Initialize distribution p̂ uniform on [B]
2: Initialize K = []; Initialize O = []
3: for period u = 1, 2, ... do
4:
Set Bu,T := B
5:
for auctions remaining t=T,T-1,...,1 do
6:
Bid πp̂∗ (Bu,t , t)
7:
Set ku,t ← πp̂∗ (Bu,t , t) + 1
8:
K ← [K, ku,t ]
9:
if Click won at price xu,t then
10:
O ← [O, xu,t ]
11:
else
12:
O ← [O, ku,t ]
13:
end if
14:
Update p̂ to P L(K, O)
15:
end for
16: end for
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6.7. Competing Algorithms
In this section we will describe a few alternative strategies against which we compare Greedy
Product-Limit. The first relies on an observation that, given an arbitrary sequence of market
prices, there is a simple bidding strategy that has a constant competitive ratio to the offline
optimal.
6.7.1. Offline Optimality
So far we have focused our attention on the notion of optimality introduced in Section 6.3.
Namely, an algorithm is optimal if it achieves Vp (B, T ) clicks, in expectation, in every period.
However, given an arbitrary (non-stochastic) vector of T market prices x = (x1 , ..., xT ), we
can define C ∗ (x, B) to be the maximum number of clicks that could be attained by any
sequence of bids, knowing x a priori. In other words, if b ∈ {0, 1}T , and kbk0 = |{bi | bi =
1}|, then we define
Definition 6.3.
C ∗ (x, B) ,

max kbk0 subject to x · b ≤ B.

b∈{0,1}T

We call a sequence of bids for x that attains C(x, B) clicks an optimal offline policy. Notice
that one attains the optimal offline policy by greedily selecting to win the clicks with the
cheapest prices, until the budget B is saturated.
6.7.2. Fixed Price
Competing against the notion of optimality introduced in Section 6.7.1 may seem onerous
in the online setting. Indeed, competing against an arbitrary sequence of prices is a special
case of the online knapsack problem, which is known to be hard. However, we will now
show that for any sequence of prices x, there always exists a simplistic bidding policy which
would have attained a constant factor of the bids of the optimal offline policy.
Let F ixed(b) be the policy that bids b on every auction that it has budget to do so, and
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define C(x, b, B) to be the number of clicks attained by F ixed(b) against x with budget B.
Theorem 6.1. For any sequence of prices x, and budget B, there exists a bid b such that
C(x, b, B) ≥ 12 C ∗ (x, B).
Proof. Let b∗ be the value of the price for the most expensive click that the optimal offline
policy selects to win. Suppose that the optimal offline policy wins M + N clicks, where M
clicks were won with a price of exactly b∗ and the remaining N clicks were won with a price
of b∗ − 1 or less.
If N ≥ 21 C ∗ (x, B), then F ixed(b∗ − 1) would win all N clicks, giving the desired result.
Otherwise, we know that M ≥

1 ∗
2 C (x, B).

Consider the policy F ixed(b∗ ). In the worst

case, the policy will win only clicks with price b∗ before saturating its budget. However, we
know that M b∗ ≤ B, and so C(x, b∗ , B) ≥ M ≥ 21 C ∗ (x, B), as desired.

6.7.3. Fixed-Price Search
This motivates a simple algorithm which attempts to find the best fixed-price, Fixed-Price
Search.
Algorithm 7 Fixed-Price Search
1: Select b1 arbitrarily.
2: for period u = 1, 2, ... do
3:
Cu := 0
4:
for auctions remaining t = T, T − 1, ..., 1 do
5:
Bid bu
6:
if Click won then
7:
Cu ← Cu + 1
8:
end if
9:
end for
10:
bu+1 ← U pdateBid({bu0 , Cu0 }uu0 =1 )
11: end for

The algorithm plays a fixed-price strategy each period. At the end of the period it uses
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a subroutine UpdateBid to select a new fixed-price according to how many clicks it has
received. There are many reasonable ways to specify the UpdateBid subroutine, including
using additive or multiplicative updates (e.g. treating each price as an expert and running
a bandit algorithm such as Exp3 Auer et al. (2003)). But general, the performance of any
such approach cannot overcome the fixed-price “gap” of Ex [C ∗ (x, B) − maxb C(x, b, B)].
6.7.4. Q-learning
Given the MDP formulation of the problem in Section 6.3, we may hope to solve the
problem using techniques from reinforcement learning. Q-learning with exploration is one
of the simplest algorithms for reinforcement learning, giving good results in a number of
applications.
In Q-learning, the agent begins with an estimate Q(a, b, t) of the function Vp (a, b, t), called
the Q-value, for each state (b, t) and action a ∈ [b]. In a state (b, t), the agent greedily
performs the best action a∗ for that state using the current Q-values receiving some reward r̂ and arriving at a new state (b0 , t − 1). The Q-values for state (b0 , t − 1) and the
observed reward r̂ are then used to update Q(a∗ , b, t). This is often combined with forced
exploration. Notice that Q-learning will necessarily ignore the special assumptions placed
on the underlying MDP. In particular, from our discussion in Section 6.3, we have that
π(a, (b1 , t1 ), (b01 , t1 − 1)) = π(a, (b2 , t2 ), (b02 , t2 − 1)) when b1 − b01 = b2 − b02 .
6.7.5. Knapsack Approaches
As referenced in Section 6.2, the problem of budget optimization in sponsored search is
very related to the online knapsack problem. In the online knapsack problem, an optimizer
is presented with a sequence of items with values and weights. At each time step, the
optimizer makes an irrevocable decision to take the item (subtracting its weight from the
optimizer’s budget, and gaining its value). In the worst case, Marchetti-Spaccamela et
al. demonstrate that a constant-factor competitive ratio with the offline is not possible
Marchetti-Spaccamela and Vercellis (1995). Nevertheless, there are many results from the
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online knapsack literature that are applicable to our setting.
While in the worst case the online knapsack problem is hard, Lueker gives an average-case
analysis for an algorithm for the Stochastic Knapsack Problem, which is related to our
setting Lueker (1995). In the Stochastic Knapsack Problem, items {(ri , xi )} are i.i.d. draws
from some fixed, known, distribution. ri is the profit or reward earned by taking the item,
and xi is the price of the item. In our setting, all clicks are considered indistinguishable for
a fixed keyword, and so ri = 1.
Note that the protocol differs from ours in a few ways. Firstly, there is no learning. The
underlying distribution is assumed to be known. Secondly, there is no censoring of data,
or any notion of an auction. The optimizer is presented with each item up-front, at which
point it must make a decision before moving on to the next. Thirdly, in the language of our
setting, there is only a single period.
Under these assumptions, the algorithm of Lueker gives a simple algorithm which differs
from the true optimum by an average of Θ(T ), where T is the length of the period, assuming
that the budget available scales with T Lueker (1995).
Nevertheless, the same ideas behind Greedy Product-Limit give us a natural adaptation
of this algorithm to our setting. Suppose that the prices are presented up-front and that
P is known. With budget B remaining and time T remaining in a period, the algorithm
computes:

v(B/T ) , max{v |
v

v
X

a · p(a) ≤ B/T }

a=1

and takes the click iff its market price x satisfies x ≤ v(B/T ). Thus, when the prices are
not presented up-front, it is equivalent to simply bidding v(B/T ).
Note that bidding v(B/T ) is natural; it is the bid that, in expectation, costs B/T , or
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smooths the remaining budget over the time remaining. We can now combine this with
an estimation step, using the product-limit estimator, as we did for Greedy Product-Limit,
simply replacing line 7 with the assignment ku,t := v(B/T ). We refer to this strategy as
LuekerLearn.
Notice, however, that once p̂ has converged to the true p, we should not expect this algorithm
to outperform Greedy Product-Limit, which would bid optimally. For a fixed choice of
distribution p, budget B, and number of auctions T , let Lp (B, T ) be the expected number
of clicks earned by running the algorithm of Lueker, knowing p. Lp (B, T ) ≤ Vp (B, T ), by
definition of Vp (B, T ). We will comment (as established by Lueker) that the gap Vp (B, T ) −
Lp (B, T ) is exacerbated by distributions with large variance relative to B and T , an issue
we will return to in Section 6.8; see also Figure 4.
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Figure 4: A distribution for which Lp (B, T ) is bounded away from Vp (B, T ). The red curve
plots the performance (averaged over auctions) of the algorithm of Lueker’s algorithm when
the distribution p is known. The distribution is displayed on the right.
6.7.6. Budget Smoothing
There is also literature in which other budget-smoothing approaches are considered. Zhou
et al. consider the budget optimization problem in sponsored search as a online knapsack
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problem directly Zhou et al. (2008). In our setting, their algorithm guarantees a ln(B) + 1
competitive ration with the offline optimum. Their algorithm smooths its budget over time,
and operates by bidding: 1/(1+exp(z(t)−1)) where z(t) is the fraction of budget remaining
at time t.

6.8. Experimental Results
In this section we will describe experimental results for the previously described algorithms.
We use bids placed through Microsoft’s adCenter in two sets of experiments. In the first,
we assume that our modeling assumptions from Section 6.1 are correct, and construct a distribution P from the empirical data for use in simulation. In the second set of experiments,
we run the methods on the historical data directly, taken as an individual sequence and
thus violating our stochastic assumptions. We will see that in both cases, our suggested algorithm outperforms the other methods discussed. First, however, we discuss an important
generalization to the setting that we have considered so far.
6.8.1. Impressions and Clicks
Until now we have assumed that all ad impressions result in a click (i.e. winning an auction results in an automatic click). We will now relax this assumption. Instead, when an
advertiser wins an impression, we will suppose that whether a click occurs is an independent Bernoulli random variable with mean r. We call r the click-through rate. If a click
does indeed occur, the advertiser is charged the market price. Otherwise, the advertiser is
informed that an impression has occurred, but maintains its budget.
All the methods described generalize to this setting in a straightforward manner. Nevertheless, it is worth being explicit about how Greedy Product-Limit must be modified. First
note that the MDP formulation for the problem differs in the definition of the transition
probability µ. In particular, we now have µ(a, (b, t), (b − δ, t − 1)) = rp(δ) (when δ ≤ a),
P
and µ(a, (b, t), (b, t − 1)) = (1 − r aδ=1 p(δ)). πp∗ can still be computed using dynamic
programming, where:
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Vp (a, B, T ) = (1 − r

Pa

− 1) +

δ=1 p(δ))Vp (B, T

Pa

δ=1 rp(δ)[1

+ Vp (B − δ, T − 1)]

and πp∗ (B, T ) = arg maxa≤B Vp (a, B, T )
Furthermore, as discussed in Section 6.5, rather than using the Product-Limit estimator,
this setting requires that the new algorithm treat doubly-censored data, for which techniques
exist Turnbull (1974).
6.8.2. Data
The data used for these experiments were generated by collecting the auction history from
advertisers placing bids through Microsoft’s adCenter over a six month period. For a given
keyword, we let the number of times that keyword generated an auction be its search volume,
Volk , and take keyword k to be the keyword with the k-th largest volume.
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Figure 5: Log-log plot of Volk /Vol1 for each k
The distribution of search volume is clearly heavy-tailed (see Figure 5) and is well approximated by a power law over several orders of magnitude.
We ran our experiments on the 100 keywords with largest search volume. As we will discuss
further in the next section, the bidding behavior is quite varied among the different keywords
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in the data set.
In actual sponsored search-auctions, each bidder is given a quality-score for each keyword.
Bidders’ actual bids are multiplied by these quality scores to determine who wins the auction. For each keyword k, and auction t, let xk,t be the quality-score-adjusted bid for the
advertiser that historically won the top slot for that auction, and ck,t indicate whether a
click occurred.
We take the perspective of a new advertiser with unit quality score. xk,t is the amount that
such an advertiser would have needed to bid to have instead taken the top slot (and the
amount the advertiser would be charged should they also receive a click).
Finally, we make the single-slot assumption throughout, so even if multiple ads were indeed
shown historically, we assume that an algorithm wins an impression if and only if it wins
the top slot. In principle, Greedy Product-Limit can be modified to operate when multiple
ad slots are available. However, we avoid this complication in this work.
6.8.3. Distributional Simulations
The first set of simulations use the historical data {xk,t }, to construct an empirical distribution pk on market prices for each keyword k. We also set a fixed click-through rate rk ,
for each keyword using the background click-through rate for that keyword (the empirical
average of {ck,t }). While our main results in the next section eliminate the distribution pk
and use the sequence {xk,t } directly, we first simulate and investigate the case where our
modeling assumptions hold.
Figure 6 demonstrates that the types of distributions generated in this manner are quite
varied.
The budget Bk allocated to the advertiser for keyword k is selected so that, optimally, a
constant fraction of clicks are available. In other words, the simulations were run with
Bk (T ) satisfying Vpk (Bk (T ), T ) = f T , where f = 10%. Each experiment was run for 10
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Figure 6: Each plot represents the empirical distribution pk for a different keyword k. The
x-axis represents the bid as a fraction of the total budget Bk allocated to the advertiser for
keyword k.
periods containing T = 100 auctions each, and 20 experiments were run for each keyword.
A major observation is that Greedy Product-Limit converges to the optimum policy on the
time-scale of auctions, not periods. This is significant since certain methods considered are
doomed to converge on the time-scale of periods instead. For example, each state can be
visited at most once by Q-learning in a single period. Furthermore, for a particular time
t, the only state corresponding to that t visited is (Bu,t , t), (i.e. the state corresponding
to the budget held by the algorithm at that time). Similarly, the Fixed-Price algorithm
adjusts its bid at the end of every period. Table 1 shows that after just 2 periods, Greedy
Product-Limit (GPL) has come within five percent of optimal across all keywords. For
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each algorithm, the results are the averages of 20 different simulations, and are statistically
significant. An unpaired 2-sample t-test between the results for GPL and those of any other
algorithm yields p-values that are less than 10−20 .
Table 1: Average Competitive Ratio with Vpk (B, T ), across all keywords and experiments,
after two periods.
Algorithm Name
Competitive Ratio
Std
Greedy Product-Limit
0.9573
0.1704
LuekerLearn
0.8448
0.1842
0.8352
0.1733
Fixed-Price Search
Q-learn
0.7484
0.1786
Budget Smoothing
0.1597
0.2418
6.8.4. Sequential Experiments
The main result of our work comes from experiments run on the real sequential data dk =
{xk,t , ck,t }t . Rather than taking {xk,t , ck,t }, and constructing the distribution pk and a
click-through rate, as in the previous section, we can use the sequence directly. Each of the
previous methods are well-defined if the prices and clicks are generated in this manner, as
opposed to being generated by the stochastic assumptions that motivated Greedy ProductLimit. We break the sequence into 10 periods of length T = 100. In reality, the number of
auctions in a period might vary. However, this is minor, as an advertiser can attain good
estimates of period-length. We allocate to each algorithm the same budget Bk used in the
stochastic experiments.
Recall the notion of offline optimality defined in section 6.7.1. For each keyword k, we can
compute the exact auctions that one should win knowing the sequence {xk,t , ck,t } a priori.
We will demonstrate that Greedy Product-Limit is competitive with even this strong notion.
We first look at the nature and time-scale of the convergence of Greedy Product-Limit.
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We will shortly see that LuekerLearn, the modification of Greedy Product-Limit attains
similar performance. Like Greedy Product-Limit, it converges in the time-scale of auctions.
However, recalling Figure 4, LuekerLearn will sometimes converge to something suboptimal,
especially on keywords where there is a lot of variance in the bids. Figure 8 demonstrates
this behavior on the sequential data. In fact, let Ak denote the cumulative number of clicks
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attained by Greedy Product-Limit and Lk denote the cumulative number of clicks attained
by LuekerLearn after 10 periods for keyword k, defining Zk = Ak /Lk and Sk = std({xk,t }t ).
The observations {Zk } are positively correlated with {Sk }, with a correlation coefficient of
0.2103 that is significant with a p-value of 0.0357.
Figure 9 demonstrates that, ignoring variance, Greedy Product-Limit has indeed converged
to optimal across all keywords after just a single period. Let Ok be the offline optimal
number of clicks that can be attained for keyword k after 10 periods (the entire data set).
Let Ak,p denote the cumulative number of clicks attained by an algorithm on keyword k
after p periods. For an algorithm that is optimal after a single period, we should expect
Ak,p /Ok to be roughly p/10 for each period p. Indeed, while there are certain keywords for
which this doesn’t happen, we see that this is true on average.
Figure 10 and Table 2 summarize the performance of the competing methods.
Table 2: Average Competitive Ratio with OK , across all keywords.
Competitive Ratio
Std
Algorithm Name
Greedy Product-Limit
0.9062
0.1166
LuekerLearn
0.8962
0.1152
Fixed-Price Search
0.6253
0.1395
Q-learn
0.5879
0.1558
Budget Smoothing
0.3105
0.3252
Notice that besides Greedy Product-Limit, the only other algorithm that competes with
the offline optimal is our modification to the stochastic knapsack algorithm, LuekerLearn.
As previously discussed, the convergence of Q-learn and Fixed-Price Search happens on
the time-scale or periods, not auctions. We suspect that with more data, both would
converge (as they do in the stochastic setting), albeit Fixed-Price Search would converge
only to the best fixed-price in hindsight. Finally, as demonstrated in Figure 8, when there is
large variation in bidder behavior, LuekerLearn might stay bounded away from the offline
optimal.
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